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ABSTRACT
This essay addresses the use of intuitions as evidence
in contemporary gmalytic philosophy.

Chapter 1 demonstrates

that intuitions are currently treated as the primary source
of evidence in philosophical investigation.

Chapter 2

defends an account of intuition on which an intuition that p
involves p's seeming necessarily true.
Chapter 3 takes up one broad strand of contemporary
skepticism about the evidential value of intuitions.

It

outlines some contemporary arguments against the use of
intuitions in moral philosophy, semantics, modal metaphysics,
and epistemology.

It concludes with an outline of the

general argument form of which the particular arguments
presented are instances.

Chapter 4 explains why one

contemporary attempt to meet this kind of skepticism fails,
and then goes on to argue that the skeptical arguments fail
because they are unsupported and self-defeating.
Chapter 5 turns to a more general ground of skepticism
about intuitions: the claim that we have no independent
assurance of their reliability. Drawing on the work of
Thomas Reid and William Alston, it shows that this fact
cannot reasonadaly ground a skepticism restricted to intuition
because the same is true of every one of our basic faculties.

9

ZNTROOaCTZON

"[S]ome philosophers think that something's having
intuitive content is very inconclusive evidence in
favor of it.

I think it is very heavy evidence in

favor of anything, myself.

I really don't know, in

a way, what more conclusive evidence one can have
about anything."
- Saul Kripke (1980, 42)

I believe that if addressed to philosophical intuitions,
Kripke's claims are right.

In this essay, I show how

contemporary philosophy relies on intuitions as evidence,
explain what intuitions are, and show why certain
contemporary arguments against the use of intuitions as
evidence fail.
Chapter 1 demonstrates that intuitions are treated as
the primary source of evidence for contemporary philosophical
theorizing.

The chapter begins by demonstrating this fact in

some detail in connection with contemporary attempts to
analyze knowledge, justification, right action, personal
identity, explanation, and other notions.

The second part of

the chapter is devoted to showing how various versions of the
method of reflective equilibrium are, at base, also committed

10

to treating intuitions as the ultimate evidence for
philosophical theory.
In light of Chapter 1's demonstration that intuitions
are generally treated as evidence for philosophical theory,
it becomes a pressing task to determine what, exactly, an
intuition is.

Chapter 2 is devoted to a discussion of the

nature of intuitions.

After critical discussion of two

extant proposals in the literature, I defend a modified
version of one of those proposals on which an intuition is a
distinct kind of prepositional attitude involving a seeming
necessarily true.

In closing, I respond to some objections

to the account.
Chapter 3 takes up one broad strand of contemporary
skepticism about the evidential value of intuitions.

It

outlines skeptical arguments by Gilbert Harman regarding the
use of intuitions in moral philosophy, by Stephen Stich
regarding the use of intuitions in semantics, and by Alvin
Goldman regarding the use of intuitions in modal metaphysics.
After demonstrating how a parallel argument against the use
of intuitions in epistemology cam be constructed on the basis
of these three skeptical argximents, the chapter closes with
an outline of the general argument form of which Barman's,
Stich's and Goldman's arguments are instances.
Chapter 4 turns to critical discussion of the skeptical
arguments of Chapter 3.

After arguing that one prominent
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recent attempt to meet this Jcind of skepticism fails, I argue
that the skeptical arguments are unsupported and doubly selfdefeating.

I begin by showing that there seems little

intuitive warrant for the major premise of the argroment.
Even if I am wrong, I show that the argiiments are
methodologically self-defeating in treating intuitions as
evidence in order to argue against treating intuitions as
evidence.

Then I argue that the arguments are reflectively

self-defeating because the principle of justified belief on
which the skeptical arguments rely is, if true, something
that the skeptics could not be justified in believing.

I

close by considering and blocking an attempt to evade my
arguments by embracing a noncognitivist account of epistemic
justification.
The final chapter. Chapter 5, turns to a more general
ground for skepticism about intuitions, the claim that we
have no independent assurance of their reliability.

Drawing

on the work of Thomas Reid and on more recent work by William
Alston, I argue that this concern cannot ground a skepticism
restricted to intuition.

Requiring an independent

demonstration of reliability before deigning to trust the
output of a belief source leads to unameliorable total
skepticism.
arbitrary.

A more restricted requirement is shown to be
Finally, I argue that other, more contemporary

sounding, worries cibout the "mechanism" of intuition and its

12

"connection" to the truth are expressions of the same undue
partiality toward sense perception earlier revealed to be
arbitrary and unmotivated.
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My aim in this first chapter is to demonstrate that much

contemporary philosophical theorizing proceeds as though
intuitions of various kinds constitute evidenre for and
against the truth of a philosophical theory.

Making clear

just how widely intuitions are treated as evidence in
contemporary philosophy demonstrates the importance of my
discussion, in later chapters, of the normative question of
whether intuitions really ought to be so treated.
The chapter consists of em extended discussion of the
methods of philosophical cinalysis and reflective equilibrium.
Section 1.2 illustrates the fact that standard philosophical
analysis is a method driven by the evidential appeal to
particular case intuitions.

Section 1.3 argues that those

philosophers who avoid exclusive appeal to particular case
intuitions instead appeal to more general intuitions and so
also use intuitions as evidence.

The section also

distinguishes between three sorts of intuitionism.

Section

1.4 shows that the various methods falling under the rubric
of "reflective equilibrium" are all instances of one or
another of the forms of intuitionism distinguished in Section
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1.3 and so constitute no alternative to treating intuitions
as evidence for philosophical theory.
Prior to beginning the main discussion, let me draw the
reader's attention to an important fact.

Throughout this

chapter I will not distinguish between intuitions and
intuitive beliefs.

As my discussion in Chapter 2 will make

clear, I do believe that there is a distinction between the
two and that intuitions are not beliefs.

Since other

philosophers speak indifferently of intuitions, intuitive
beliefs and judgements, my discussion in this chapter also
uses their (misleading) terminology.

However, I believe that

the evidential appeal to intuitive beliefs or judgements
really amounts, in most cases, to an evidential appeal to
intuitions themselves.

1.7

S^andard Phi 1 n«;r>ph-i na 1 Analys-i s
This section outlines the method of standard

philosophical analysis and demonstrates, by appeal to
examples of the method in action, that it involves the use of
particular case intuitions as evidence for theories.

The

enterprise that I'm calling "philosophical analysis" can be
found as far back as the Platonic dialogues.

For example, in

an early passage in The Republic. Socrates, searching for the
nature of justice, engages Cephalus in an activity most
contemporary philosophers should readily recognize as their

15

ovm.

After Cephalus offers Socrates a definition of justice,

the following dialogue ensues:

Well said, Cephalus, I replied; but as
concerning justice, what is it?—to speaJc the truth
and to pay your debts—no more than this?
to this are there not exceptions?

And even

Suppose that a

friend when in his right mind has deposited arms
with me and he asks for them when he is not in his
right mind, ought I to give them back to him?

No

one would say that I ought or that I should be
right in doing so, any more than they would say
that I ought always to speak the truth to one who
is in his condition.
You are quite right, he replied.
But then, I said, speaking the truth and
paying your debts is not the correct definition of
justice.
Quite correct, Socrates. (Plato 1892, 595)^

This kind of reasoning is repeated throughout
contemporary philosophical dialogue.

In fact, much of

contemporary philosophy can be seen as a series of more and
more sophisticated and detailed discussions of this general
1

Cited in Stich (1993).
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sort.

Philosophers seek to understand the nature of justice,

knowledge, justified belief, personal identity, meaning,
consciousness, explanation, belief, etc.

The usual manner in

which philosophical analyses of these concepts or properties
are proposed and defended demonstrates an essential reliance
on intuitive judgements.
Typically, philosophers seek an account or a theory
expressed in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions.
We seek an account of the nature of x in terms that tell us
what all the X's have in common and what only the X's have in
common.

That is, we are typically seeking the correct way to

fill in the right side of an "if and only if" (iff) as in the
following prominent examples:

[1]

S knows that o iff

[2]

S i5; -iustified in b^lif>vin<;r thar n iff

[3]

Physical/functional state X has
intentional content c iff

[4]

Action X is morally right: iff

[5]

Action X is rational iff

[6]

Person 2 at time t2 is thf» same pt^rson as
Person 1 at time ti iff

[7]

X explains Y iff

17

I trust that schemas like [11 - [7] are familiar to all
analytic philosophers and that most philosophers could
readily expand this list.
Given a proposed analysis of some notion, how do
philosophers argue for or against the analysis?

Typically,

one argues for am analysis by showing that it implies
(perhaps when conjoined with other accepted propositions) the
correct verdict about particular actual and hypothetical
cases of the notion in question.

The correct verdict on the

cases, moreover, is usually taken to be indicated by the
intuitive -indyements most people make about the cases.

How are proposed analyses attacked?

Again, as anyone

who has survived the first couple of days of an introductory
philosophy class knows, one argues against the correctness of
an analysis by producing a particular hypothetical case (or
enough such cases) about which intuition disagrees with the
analysis in question.

This activity is exemplified in

Socrates' reply to Cephalus when he appeals to what people
would or would not say about various hypothetical actions in
order to refute the crude analysis of justice offered by
Cephalus.

A robust intuition that the analysandum term

applies to a particular case but that the case lacks one of
the features specified in the analysans is usually taken to
show that the features the analysis holds to be necessary are
not in fact necessary.

A robust intuition that the
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analysandum term does not apply to a case even though the
case has all of the features specified in the analysans is
usually taken to show that the analysis fails to provide
sufficient conditions.

In both cases, rhg* datra or evidence

tn wh-ich analyses are answerablf* arf* inrn-irion?; rpyarrtin<fr
or not particular actual and hvpothet-i ral

insfanr-ps nf 1-he anal vsandntn.
For the remainder of this section I'm going to attempt
to support what I hope are the fairly uncontroversial claims
I've just made about the goals and methods of standard
philosophical analysis.
of the method at work.

I'll do this by presenting examples
Again, my aim in what follows is only

to support the descriptive claims I have just made adaout
philosophical methodology.

I will not here be trying to

argue that the method either possesses or lacks any normative
virtue or that any particular philosophical theory I discuss
is actually supported or refuted by the intuitions I discuss.
Let us begin with schemas [1] and [2], those central to
contemporary epistemology.

As anyone minimally familiar with

analytic epistemology over the last 30 years or so will be
quite aware, much contemporary epistemology consists of
attempts to find satisfactory definitions or accounts of
knowledge and justified belief.

The paradigm example of how

this enterprise works is surely Edmund Gettier's (1963) paper
which demonstrated that the analysis of knowledge generally
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accepted at that time was wrong.

That analysis (the JTB

analysis) held that S knows that p iff S has a justified true
belief that p.

Gettier demonstrated that this analysis was

incorrect because satisfaction of the analysans was
insufficient for knowledge in certain cases.

What Gettier

did was present two hypothetical cases which almost all
philosophers agreed satisfied the JTB analysis but which
almost everyone agreed were not "intuitively" cases of
knowledge.

Gettier's paper launched a continuing

philosophical search for the right analysis of knowledge, a
search involving ever more baroque analyses and
counterexcimples
Here is a case (derived from Lehrer 1965) from that
massive literature:

[i]

Nogot's Ford. Suppose your friend Nogot comes

over to your house to show you the new Ford
automobile he has just purchased.

He shows you a

deed of sale and takes you around the neighborhood
for a spin.

You believe, on this good evidence,

that a friend of yours owns a Ford.

Suppose, in

addition, that Nogot is bent on deceiving you and
has merely borrowed the Ford and forged the
2

The first two decades of this business are surveyed
and analyzed in encyclopedic detail in Shope (1983).
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accompanying dociiments.

Suppose further that,

unbeknownst to you or Nogot, Havit, amother friend
of yours, actually does ovm a new Ford, having just
been willed one by his dying aunt.

Do you know

that a friend of yours owns a Ford?

Most philosophers take the fact that they have the intuition
that S does not know that p in this case to show that S does
not know that p.

An adequate theory of knowledge should,

they seem to think, treat this fact as a datum.

Other

contributions to this enterprise also display this pattern of
proposed analysis and intuitive counterexcunples (Harman 1973;
Lehrer 1990; and many, many others)
The analysis of justified belief proceeds in exactly the
same fashion.

A theory is proposed, some condition or

conjunction of conditions designed to fit the right side of
[2], anri ir is

bv i1-g ahil i ^v fo account for

judgements regarding the justifiedness or unjustifiedness of
particular actual and hypothetical beliefs.'' That this is so
is recognized by many philosophers who reflect on their

3

See Kaplan (1984) for an expression of skepticism
about the importance of this project.

4

See Stich (1990) for an expression of skepticism
about the feasibility and importance of this
project.
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practice.

For example, the epistemologist John PollocJc

claims that in epistemological analysis:

[0]ur basic data concerns what inferences we would
or would not be permitted to make under various
circumstances, real or imaginary.

This data

concerns individual cases and our task, as
epistemologists is to construct a general theory
that accommodates it.

(Pollock 1986, 172)^

Consider, for illustration, the proposal of Goldman
(1979).

Suppressing details and refinements, Goldman

proposed that the right side of [2] was properly completed
with "S's belief that p is produced by a reliable process."
Counterexamples were quickly proposed.

The sufficiency of

the account was attacked by Bonjour (1985) and Lehrer (1990)
who appealed to intuitive judgements about whether people
with peculiar reliable faculties such as clairvoyance would
be justified in believing on the basis of those faculties if
they had reason to think no such faculty existed.

Here is

one such case:
5

I should note that, unlike me. Pollock (1986) thinks
these intuitive particular case judgements about
justified belief are produced by introspection. It
isn't clear what relation he takes these epistemic
"intuitions" to have to other philosophical
intuitions.
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[ii]

Norman the Clairvoyant.

Norman is a

perfectly relieible clairvoyant.

He has, however,

no evidence whatsoever for his marvelous power.
Suppose that Norman suddenly finds himself with a
belief that the president is in New York city.

Is

Norman justified in believing that the president is
in New York?

Since many philosophers (including, apparently, Goldman
(1986, 109), but see Goldman (1979, 120-121)) agreed that
Norman would not be justified in believing as he does, and
since the case is one in which the belief in question is
produced by a reliable process, straightforward reliabilism
was prima facie refuted.

That this was so is indicated by

the fact that the defenders of reliabilism felt a need to
amend or reinterpret the analysis (e.g. Goldman (1986)).
Failure of an analysis to capture a robust intuition is,
evidently, deemed evidence against it.
The task of completing [3] is shouldered by many
theorists in the philosophy of mind.

Though [3] does not

require it, the goal in much of contemporary philosophy of
mind has been to complete [3] using a set of naturalistically
acceptable conditions (or, at least, to offer a set of
naturalistically acceptable sufficient conditions (Fodor
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1990)).®

That the analyses in this field are often

constrained by shared intuitive judgements about cases can be
demonstrated by attention to the fact that many theories of
mental content are tested by their ability to capture the
robust intuition elicited by Hilary Putnam's (1975) TwinEarth case:

[iii]

Twin-Earth.

Suppose that you have a

physical doppelganger in another possible world, a
creature physically identical to you. Suppose that
in this other possible world that instead of H20 in
the streams, rivers and oceans, there is a
different stuff, XYZ, which seems to the unaided
senses exactly like water.

When you a^id your

doppelganger think "water is wet", do your thoughts
mean the same thing?

Here, many philosophers profess, at least when the story is
told in sufficient detail, to have the intuition that "water"
in the mind and mouth of a physical twin on Twin Earth would
mean something different than it means in my mind and mouth.

6

See Stich (1992), Stich and Laurence (1994), and
Cxammins (1989; 1996a; 1996b) for expressions of
skepticism about the feasibility and importance of
this project.
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Many of them, moreover, seem to require that any acceptable
account of mental meaning capture this intuitive difference.
It may be less common for moral theories to be put in a
form acceptable as the right side of [4], but nonetheless (as
the discussion of reflective equilibrium in Section 1.4 will
demonstrate) much philosophical theorizing about morality can
be understood as an attempt to justify general principles or
rules in virtue of the fact that they make the same
distinctions made by our intuitive judgements about cases.
Explaining why a moral theorist must attend to her own moral
beliefs about examples and cases, one master of this casedriven method, Judith Jarvis Thomson, claims that

it is precisely those beliefs [sibout cases] which
supply thP data fnr- moral ^hfanr^z^n7. and which go
a long way—if not all the way—to setting the
constraints on what constitutes an acceptable moral
principle and thus on what constitutes an
acceptaible way of understanding what we ourselves
take morality to require of us. (1986, 260,
emphasis added)

To take a simple but revealing example, consider the way
in which philosophers sometimes argue against crude
utilitarianism.

Typically, they demonstrate that the theory

25

(at least in its crude hedonic act utilitarianism form)
implies that certain actual or hypothetical actions are
permissible (or even obligatory) which inf:Ti-ii-ir>n deems either
impermissible or not obligatory.

[iv]

Here is a simple example:

The Punishment of the Innocent.

Suppose that

a certain sort of crime became very common and that
none of the perpetrators could be caught.

Suppose

that if an innocent man could be framed and thought
guilty by most everyone, then this would have a
significant deterrent effect on other potential
perpetrators and thereby produce a better total
outcome than simply admitting that no perpetrator
could be found.

Would this act be right-?

Again, most everyone feels, simply upon reflecting on this
case, that such an act would be grossly immoral.

Thus it is

that straightforward act utilitarianism is rejected for
implying, contrary to intuition, that certain acts violative
of rights are moral and that certain acts based on personal
concerns and attachments are quite immoral.
Many debates about decision theory are profitably
interpreted as disagreements cdaout how the right side of [5]
is correctly completed.

An accepted part of the methodology

of normative decision theory is the testing of principles of
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rational choice against the intuitions elicited by various
thought experiments or hypothetical situations.

One decision

theorist describes the role of such hypothetical cases in the
methodology of decision theory as follows:

Performing a thought experiment in this field
consists in constructing a hypothetical situation
in which someone is faced with a decision, seeing
what decision ^•n1-ni^Welv

rational, and

comparing this decision to the one yielded by the
principles of decision endorsed by some theory.
(Horowitz 1991, 305, emphasis added)^

If the theory under consideration yields a result contrary to
robust intuition, this is taken as evidence against the
theory.

Clearly, the idea here is that intuitions about

rational action in particular hypothetical cases serve as
data for a theory about the nature of rational choice.
Much of the debate over Newcomb's problem can be seen as
conforming to this model.

7

Horowitz is herself skeptical about the use of this
method in connection with certain thought experiment
scenarios (including the typical specification of
Newcomb's problem) (Horowitz 1991).
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[v]

Newcomb's Problem.

Suppose there were a

predictor that offered people a choice involving
two boxes.

One box is transparent and contains a

thousand dollar bill. The other box is opaque and
contains either one million dollars or nothing.
The predictor allows choosers to choose either (A)
the opaque box or (B) both boxes.

The predictor

presents you with the choice between the boxes and
tells you that she has already made a prediction
about what choice you will make and already placed
the money in the boxes in accordance with her
prediction.

If she predicted that you would take

both boxes, then she put nothing in the opaque box.
If she predicted you would take only the opac[ue
box, she put one million dollars in the box.

You

also know that the predictor has been right in her
past predictions 95% of the time.

Which choice,

(A) or (B), is rational?

Here, some philosophers take the fact that Choice B seems the
rational one to be a datum that an adequate decision theory
must accommodate.

At least some philosophers have taken the

choice apparently dictated by standard evidential decision
theory {Choice A) to be an irrational one and have offered
"causal" decision theories to better capture the nature of
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rational choice (Gibbard and Harper 1978; Lewis 1981).
According to these causal decision theories, the rational
choice is the intuitive, at least to some philosophers, (B).
Turning to the topic of personal identity, the author of
a recent book on personal identity states forthrightly that
the problem of personal identity over time simply is, the
problem of correctly completing schema [6], as it "is the
problem of giving an account of the logically necessary and
sufficient conditions for a person identified at one time
being the same person as a person identified at another"
(Noonan 1989, 2).

Again, anyone familiar with the literature

on this topic from Locke to the present will know that
proposed accounts of the nature of personal identity are
often attacked and defended by their ability to capture the
intuitive judgements that most philosophers share when
presented with various hypothetical cases.

Such cases are

often quite fantastic, involving brain transplants, brain
fission, brain fusion, teletransportation, and mechanisms
allowing the mental life of a person to be stored on a
computer and reloaded into a new body (Parfit 1984; Rorty
1976; anger 1990).8

8

Again, there are some philosophers who have
registered skepticism over the mainstream method of
appeal to hypothetical cases (Johnston 1987; Wilkes
1988).

One critic of this methodology aptly describes its
current operation as follows:

[M]uch of contemporary philosophical theorizing
about personal identity conforms to what could
easily become a desiccating analytic paradigm.
Cases imaginary and real are produced.

Competing

accounts of the necessary and sufficient conditions
for personal identity are then gvaluate>d simply in
accord with how well they iibe with the intuitions
wrung from these cases.

(Johnston 1987, 59,

emphasis added)

Consider the following case in the literature:

[vi]

The Teletransporter.

Suppose we had a Star

Trek teletransporter machine.

This machine would

destroy your body at one location and send
information sufficient to build a body moleculefor-molecule identical to the one destroyed to
another machine at a distant spatial location.
Suppose a person entered such a machine, was
destroyed, and a duplicate body constructed at the
second location.

Would the resulting person be the

samp person or a different person?
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Here the dominant intuition is that one would survive the
experiment and this is taken to undermine theories of
personal identity requiring sameness of body or brain.
Finally, one of the most important projects of the
philosophy of science for the last four decades has been to
complete [7] in some informative fashion.

This enterprise,

attention to the literature reveals, has been quite dependent
upon evidential appeal to intuitions.

For example, in the

article rightly called the "fountainhead" of the literature
on the nature of explanation, Hempel and Oppenheim (1948)
recognize a point at which "the customary intuitive idea of
explanation becomes too vague to provide further guide for
rational reconstruction" (1948, 161, emphasis added) but
until that point their proposals are guided by our intuit ion-q
about whether certain examples count as explanations or not.
That the accuracy of an account of explanation is tested
by intuitions about whether particular candidates count as
explanations is nicely demonstrated by Wesley Salmon's (1989)
recent detailed review of worJc on this topic over the last
four decades. Salmon's review shows that proposals about the
nature of explanation are supported and refuted, at least in
part, in exactly the way in which epistemological or moral
theories are supported, by appeal to intuitions about cases.
The D-N model, Friedman's Unification Account, Kitcher's
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Unification Account, the Statistical-Relevance Account, cind
others are tested by their ability to accommodate intuitive
examples.
Consider, as an example, the fact that the account of
explanation propounded by Hempel and Oppenheim, the so-called
"Deductive-Nomological" account of explanation, was attacked
on the basis of its inability to accommodate our intuitions.
Though a number of counterexamples were proposed, one fcutiily
of famous counterexamples to the proposal revealed its
inability to accommodate the intuitive asymmetry of
explanation.

The most famous counterexample is probably the

flagpole example:

[vii]

The Flagpole.

A vertical flagpole of a

certain height stands on a flat piece of ground.
The sun is at a certain elevation and is shining
brightly.
length.

The flagpole casts a shadow of a certain

Given given the length of the shadow, the

position of the sun, and the law of the rectilinear
propagation of light, we can deduce the height of
the flagpole.

Does the length of the shadow

explain the height of the flagpole?

Here, most philosophers share the very clear intuition that
the length of the shadow does not explain the length of the
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pole and since the standard D-N model of explanation has the
implication that it does, this intuition is taken to refute
the sufficiency of the D-N theory of explanation.
We've now finished our quick tour of the ways in which
analyses like [1] - [7] are evidentially supported and
refuted.

Epistemology, philosophy of mind, moral theory,

decision theory, metaphysics and philosophy of science all,
these cases indicate, make regular evidential appeal to
intuitions.

If it was not obvious to the reader before, it

ought to be cjuite obvious now that analytic philosophy is
committed in its current practice to treating intuitions
about particular cases as evidence against which candidate
philosophical theories are evaluated.

Par-t-i ciilari S t . Gf»ngralist. and Global TnMiit-inni sm
Though I think my account of the inductive case-based
methodology of philosophical analysis is true to the general
practice of most philosophers, I am not claiming that only
particular case intuitions are treated as evidence in

philosophical inquiry. Some philosophers have claimed that
we have more general theoretical intuitions and that it is on
these that we ought to base our philosophical beliefs, rather
than, or in addition to, the intuitions we have about
particular situations.
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Some moral theorists claim, for example, that a suitably
formulated consequentialist moral theory is simply "selfevident" or intuitive in itself.

They take this, it seems,

as evidence for the truth of consequentialism and are thereby
required to deny the veracity of many of their conflicting
particular case intuitions.' In epistemology, some
philosophers have claimed that a version of the closure
principle for knowledge (if S knows that p and S knows that
if p then q, then S knows q) ought to be accepted because it
is quite intuitive.

Here, they are, it seems, appealing to

an intuition more general in character than intuitions about
whether p is known in some hypothetical case.

Other examples

of more general claims include the "only X and Y principle"
in the analysis of personal identity accord.ing to which
whether a later person is identical with an earlier one can
depend only on facts about the two persons and the intrinsic
relationship between them (Noonan 1989, 16), and the

9

See Dnger (1996) for a consequentialist expression
of skepticism about the method of cases. See Smart
(1965) for an earlier utilitarian expression of
skepticism about the method of cases. An early
consequentialist skeptical of appeal to particular
case judgements was Mill: "[Though] in science the
particular truths precede the general theory, the
contrast might be expected to be the case with a
practical art, such as morals ... A test of right
and wrong would be the means, one would think, and
not a consequence of having already ascertained it"
(Mill 1979, 2).
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supervenience of moral or epistemic properties on purely
descriptive or natural ones (Kim 1984).
In light of these sorts of examples, it seems to me that
we ought to admit the existence of intuitions at varying
levels of generality.

This does not, of course, require

treating all intuitions on an epistemic par since, as Chapter
Two will argue, intuitions come in degrees.

It may also be

the case that many of our general intuitions are intuitive
simply because we can tacitly grasp that they svibsume some
suitcibly large set of particular cases.-®

In fact, I think

philosophers generally treat pairticular case intuitions as
better evidence in virtue of their greater determinateness
and clarity.

Admitting general intuitions as evidence is,

however, obviously no alternative to treating intuitions as
evidence.

Rather, it is to treat intuitions other than

particular case intuitions as evidence.
There seem to be a number of methodological options
here.

One might treat only particular case intuitions as

evidence and base a general theory upon them.
"particularist intuitionism."
10

1*11 call this

Alternatively, one might treat

See Baruch Brody's very interesting claim that a
general moral principle cannot be intuitively
attractive independent of its ability to capture
particular case intuitions. When we find a general
rule intuitive it is, he claims, because "we have an
awareness, without an elaborate theorizing, that
there are plenty of particular intuitions that this
theory will systematize" (1979, 451).
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only general intuitions as evidence.
"generalist intuitionism."

I'll call this

However, the most prudent course

would seem to be to treat all intuitions, general or
particular, as prima farie evidence.
intuitionism."

I'll call this "global

While philosophers may find propositions at

some level of generality more compelling and hence rely upon
them to the detriment of conflicting intuitions at a
different level of generality, this does not require us to
deny the existence of, nor the evidential appeal to,
intuitions at different levels of generality.
Furthermore, none of what I've said should imply that
intuitions are treated as infallible or incorrigible
evidence.

Thf>y are not.

Many theorists, in the light of

conflicts between intuitions, admit that some must be
mistaken and so take the evidential claim of an intuition to
be only a prima farie claim.
In spite of the case I've made thus far, some
philosophers may reject the notion that intuitions are
treated as basic evidence, as the ultimate source of a
philosophical theory's warrant.

They may claim that

philosophers can or do use a different method, the method of
reflective equilibrium (RE), and that the method of RE does
not require any foundational evidential appeal to intuitions.
In the next section, I'll show that careful attention to this
question reveals that reflective equilibrium is, in fact.
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either a version of the fallibilist method of particular case
based theorizing discussed in Section 1.2 (particularist
intuitionism), or it is an attempt to expand the pool of
intuitions used as evidence by allowing more general
intuitions about principles a role in the enterprise of
philosophical theorizing (global intuitionism).

If I am

right, then insofar as the methods of standard analysis and
reflective equilibrium are the main methods of contemporary
philosophy, I shall have ttiade a compelling case for the
descriptive claim that intuitions, either particular or
general, are widely treated as thp basic evidence on which
contemporary philosophical theory is based.

The Mef-hnd nf

ivf" F.aiii 1-ihrinm

In this section, I survey and discuss the method of
reflective equilibrium.^^

As my discussion and exegesis will

reveal, there are a number of different versions of the
method offered by Rawls and his epigones.

In fact, in spite

of the fact that philosophers often use the phrase
"reflective equilibrium" as though it designated a well-known

11

Here I should note that my interest in reflective
equilibrium is exclusively epistemlc. i am
interested in reflective equilibrium as a means of
providing good epistemic reasons for a claim and
not, as Rawls (1980) suggests, as a practical method
of constructing a view or obtaining agreement among
differing interests.
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and determinate method, it is far from clear that there is a
single method at issue here.
Because of Rawls' influential role in the discussions of
the method, most of the discussion proceeds in terms of moral
theory.

I shall simply assume that the discussion would

apply equally well to other areas of philosophical
investigation wherein some version of the method of
reflective equilibrium is utilized.
Though RE is often identified as a coherentist method, I
find little reason to treat it as such.

Instead, I argue

that the various versions of RE are best treated as versions
of particularist or global intuitionism within which the
process of justification is linear and stops with intuitions.

1-4.1

Rawl-s Ont» - OntlinP of a Htan-i sinn Prorednrf> fnr Rj-hir-.g

I begin with John Rawls' early article "Outline of a
Decision Procedure for Ethics" (1951) (henceforth ODPE).
Even though the article contains no reference to "the method
of reflective equilibrium," (henceforth RE) the doctrine
advanced in that article is the clear cuicestor of the
doctrine advanced in A Thpor-y of Justice (the work often
designated the source of reflective equilibrium methods in
ethics).
12

I'll show that the nature of this ancestor supports

See Lammenranta (1996) for an argviment that RE is
the basic method of philosophy.
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my claim that one version of RE treats particular case moral
intuitions as the basic source of evidence about moral truth.
Rawls * question in ODPE is whether there is a
"reasonable method for validating and invalidating proposed
moral rules" (1951, 177).

As a means of answering his

question, Rawls first defines a class of "competent moral
judges" to include all persons who are of at least normal
intelligence and possessed of a reasonable amount of
knowledge about the world and the facts specific to those
cases cibout which they will be asked to offer a moral
judgement.

They must also be willing to search for reasons

for and against possible courses of action, willing to
consider questions with an open mind and alive to their own
peculiar prejudices, and possessed of a knowledge of the
goods represented by various human interests (either through
direct experience of the good or by imaginative projection
into the circiimstances and subjective view of another) (1951,
178-179).

Some of these conditions are supposed to represent

properties of inquirers that are conducive to inquiry
regardless of topic.

Others are those we believe to enable

the effective exercise of specifically moral insight.

All of

the conditions are apparently motivated by an epistemic
interest in coming "to know" moral propositions using the
method incorporating the conditions.
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Rawls is also quite careful to define the class of
judges in terms independent of the content of their actual
moral judgements aUjout particular cases or general principles
because he is anxious to avoid circularity.

If it is to be

reasonable to accept a set of principles because they are the
ones that competent judges seem to apply "intuitively," then
we cannot use the content of a person's judgements about
particular cases or about general principles as a criterion
for membership in the class of competent moral judges.

Were

we to do so, we would be claiming that some principle was
warranted because it best explicates the judgements of a set
of persons who were selected because that principle best
explicates their judgements.

From such a circular procedure,

Rawls believes, no warrant can accrue to a moral theory.
Rawls next proceeds to define a class of considered
moral judgements (henceforth CMJs).

The circumstances of the

judger form an important part of the restrictions on genuine
CMJs.

Judgements made when the judge is fearful, emotional

or stands to be impacted in some way by the decision are
excluded.

This is supposed to be justified by the claim that

such conditions are recognized to obstruct the accurate
determination of what justice requires.Members of the
13

There is also a content restriction on the cases the
judgements are about. Only actual situations culled
from real life are permitted. From A Theorv of
Justice (1971) on, the CMJs may be about
hypothetical cases.
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class of CMJs must be "felt to be certain by the person"
making them.

Though it is not terribly clear what Rawls

means by this, the requirement is probably weaker than it
sounds because he restates the requirement in terms of
judgements "felt to be correct."

This gloss of the

requirement would certainly admit more judgements into the
set of CMJs.^''
Finally, and most important for present purposes, "it is
required that the judgement be intuit-ivg with respect to
ethical principles, that is, that it should not be determined
by a rnn.qrion?; apnli cation of prinnipT«:>.s so far as this may

be evidenced by introspection" (1951, 183, emphasis added).
Again, this restriction is motivated by an effort to avoid
cirmilarity.

If the aim of this method is to justify moral

principles which will be used to justify particular moral
decisions and our means of doing this is to show that the
principles explicate the CMJs of competent judges, then we
cannot have the principles determine (by being explicitly
believed and applied by a competent judge) the content of the

14

Reflecting the social nature of the process, the
judgements must also be shared by most other judges.
If there is general disagreement among the judges,
then Rawls holds that it is unreasonable to have any
confidence in the judgement. I think one might
reasonably worry that adherence to this constraint
will result in such a small class of CMJs that no
theory with any power to settle the hard cases can
be erected on their basis.
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particular judgements.

In Rawls' words, "we cannot tgst a

principle honestly by mecuxs of judgements wherein it has been
consciously and systematically used to determine the
decision" (1951, 183, emphasis added).

Whereas the earlier

concern with circularity pertained to the criterion for
membership in the class of competent judges, the present
concern relates to the criterion for membership in the class
of considered moral judgements of those judges.
Now that the data (the intuitive CMJs made by most
competent judges) are gathered, the next step is to find a
set of principles that "explicates" the data.

The CMJs are

explicated by a set of principles if the principles in
question are such that "if any competent man were to apply
them intelligently and consistently to the same cases under
review, his judgements, made systematically nonintuitive by
the explicit and conscious use of the principles, would be,
nevertheless, identical, case by case, with the considered
judgements of the group of competent judges" (1951, 184).
The point being made here seems to be that a set of
principles explicates a set of CMJs when it, in conjunction
with the particular facts of the cases, entails the CMJs.

An

explication, then, is rejected if it does not entail the CMJs
of the judges and it is (provisionally) acceptable if it
entails them (and satisfies other general methodological
requirements).
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Rawls claims we have a niimber of reasons for accepting a
principle p.

First and foremost, it is part of the best

explication of the intuitive CMJs of competent judges.
Second, a principle is justified by being able to resolve
antecedent moral perplexities in a way that seems acceptcible
to most competent judges after reflection.

If p has been so

used to resolve issues to the satisfaction of such judges,
this provides additional support for p.

Finally, a principle

is justified by the fact that we have, in the event of a
conflict between the principle and some subset of the CMJs,
an "intuitive conviction that the considered judgements are
incorrect rather than the principle" (1951, 188).

Why do we

allow this kind of revision of judgements by principles?
Because the CMJs of the competent judges may contain ?;oinp>
"deviations or confusions which are best discovered by
comparing the CMJs with principles" supported by the other
tests and seeing which is felt to be correct after reflection
(1951, 189).15
15

Rawls says that "just as epistemology is best
studied by considering specific instances of
intuitively acceptable knowledge, ethics is most
profitably pursued by examining carefully instances
of what seem to be intuitively acceptable and
reasonable moral decisions" (1951, 194, emphasis
added). In keeping with his claim that the
construction of an ethical theory is just like the
construction of an epistemological theory, each of
these ways of justifying a moral principle has,
Rawls claims, a precise parallel in the case of
testing principles of inductive logic. In the study
of inference what we try to do is find the
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I suggest that this method is best seen as a version of
moderate or fallibiiist foundationalism.

According to

moderate foundationalism, certain beliefs are to some extent
justified independent of their relations to other beliefs.
Other beliefs inherit their justificatory status by standing
in the appropriate kind of inferential relation to the
foundational beliefs.

Moderate foundationalism allows for

the rejection of some of the prima facie justified
foundational beliefs on a number of grounds.
Applying this rough framework to the method outlined in
ODPE, one can see the intuitive particular moral judgements
of the competent judges as our data or foundational
propositions which justify moral theories or principles
inductively or abductively on the grounds that such
principles best explicate the intuitive data.

However, since

the CMJs are not infallible, we may have reason to reject
some as mistaken on the grounds that it conflicts with a
principle well supported by other CMJs.

While the principles

allow us to reject some CMJs, the principles -still derive
their posit^ivg f»piBl-t»mic statue; from their "explicating"
relation fn thP bnlkr of fhe nartimiTar CMJs.

principles of weighing evidence that are actually
used. They are justified by seeing how well they
resolve our puzzlement over certain particular cases
and by how well they 'stand up* against anomalous
considered epistemic judgements.
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Further support for a foundationalist interpretation of
ODPE may be found in Rawlg'
circularity.

^r> avoid

Recall that two possible routes were carefully

avoided in order to avoid circular reasoning.

First, we

avoided using acceptance of any particular moral belief as a
criterion of membership in the class of competent moral
judges.

Second, we avoided allowing into the set of CMJs any

judgements about particular cases that were made by
application of explicitly held moral principles or rules.
What objectionable circularity was averted by these
decisions?

By both decisions we avoided having to appeal to

a particular principle involved in the selection or
generation of the judgments to be used as evidence for the
principle.

This would be objectionable because we would be

basing our belief in a principle on the set of judgements
which were treated as evidence in virtue of according with
that very principle.

1.4.2

(Goodman On .Tnsrifyina Tnff^rences

Another explicit presentation of a method similar to the
one Rawls' later baptizes "reflective equilibrium" occurs in
Nelson Goodman's Fact. Fiction and Forecast (1955, 4th
edition 1983).In discussing how we can justify particular

16

As Rawls acknowledges in A Theory of .Tnstice (1971,
20), "the process of mutual adjustment of principles
and considered judgements is not peculiar to moral
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deductive and inductive inferences, Goodman claims we may do
so by appeal to the rules or principles of deductive or
inductive logic.

Goodman admits that the principles of

deductive and inductive inference must themselves be
justified, and claims that:

Principles of deductive inference are justified by
their conformity with accepted deductive practice.
Their validity depends upon accordance with the
particular deductive inferences we actually make
and sanction.

If a rule yields inacceptable

inferences, we drop it as invalid.

Justification

of general rules thus derives from judgments
rejecting or accepting particular deductive
inferences.
This looks flagrantly circular.

I have said

that deductive inferences are justified by
conformity to valid general rules, and that general
rules are justified by their conformity to valid
inferences.

But this circle is a virtuous one.

The point is that rules and particular inferences
alike are justified by being brought into agreement
with each other.

A rule is amended if it yields an

philosophy. See Nelson Goodman ... for parallel
remarks concerning the justification of the
principles of deductive and inductive inference."
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inference we are unwilling to accept; an inference
is rejected if it violates a rule we are unwilling
to amend.

The process of justification is the

delicate one of making mutual adjustments between
the rules and accepted inferences; amd in the
agreement achieved lies the only justification
needed for either.
All this applies equally well to induction.
An inductive inference, too, is justified by
conformity to general rules, and a general rule by
conformity to accepted inductive practice.
Predictions are justified if they conform to the
valid canons of induction; and the canons are valid
if they accurately codify accepted inductive
practice.

(Goodman 1983, 64-64)

Though the reasoning here is alleged to be "circular,"
it still seems to involve treating the particular case
intuitions about particular inferences as basic evidence.
this account, we begin with a collection of particular
inferences which we find acceptable in themselves and we
attempt to construct a set of principles or rules which
capture what the acceptable inferences, and only those
inferences, share.

We may later use the resulting rules to

justify rejecting some discordant intuitions about the

On
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justifiedness of particular inferences.
reason

However, if thg

we are unwilling to amend the rule in the event of

such a conflict is that we recognize such a revision would
not allow us to maintain that many other particular
inferences we take to be justified really are justified, then
it still seems as though the warrant for the principle
derives ultimately from the bulk of the intuitive judgements
about the justifiability of particular inferences.

Again, it

seems that we have a modest particularist foundationalism.
Even if it were the case that we began with both general
and particular case intuitions and then proceeded to bring
the two into agreement by giving up the less intuitive
judgement, this would not mean that we were not treating
intuitions about inference as evidence for the correct
principle of deductive or inductive logic.

Such a method

would merely be an instance of global intuitionism.

1.4.3

Rawls Two - A Theory of Justrirf*

Rawls• methodological remarks in A Theory of Justice
(1971) (henceforth TOJ) are taken by many to evince a
commitment to a coherentist epistemology even though Rawls
explicitly claims to be maintaining the view put forward in
ODPE

(1971, 46) and that view is, I've argued, pretty clearly

a kind of defeasible particularist foundationalism.

In the

most explicitly methodological portions of TOJ, Rawls offers
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an account, of the methodoiogy of moral theory differing
somewhat from the earlier account.

He notes, as before, that

we all acquire a "skill in judging things to be just and
unjust" (1971, 46).

This skill or capacity is a complex one,

as evinced by the "potentially infinite number and variety of
judgements" that it is capable of producing.

If we think of

people as having a "sense of justice," then Rawls suggests
that we think of moral theory as an attempt to describe^"' our
moral capacity:

This enterprise is very difficult.

For by such a

description is not meant simply a list of the
judgements on institutions and actions that we are
prepared to render, accompanied with supporting
reasons when these are offered.

Rather, what is

required is a formulation of a set of principles
which, when conjoined to our beliefs and knowledge
of the circumstances, would lead us to make these
judgements with their supporting reasons were we to
apply these principles conscientiously and
intelligently.
17

A conception of justice

Use of terms like "describe" and "understand"
coupled with Rawls' claim that we may want to revise
our moral views once we have described and
understood them are the sorts of evidence appealed
to by those who would draw a distinction between
narrow and wide reflective equilibrium. See what
follows in the main text.
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characterizes our moral sensibility when the
everyday judgements we do make are in accordance
with its principles.

These principles can serve as

part of the premises of an argument which arrives
at the matching judgements.

We do not understand^®

our sense of justice until we know in some
systematic way goverlny a wide ranye of erases what
these principles are.

(1971, 46, emphasis added)

Note that this characterization of RE seems quite
similar to that of ODPE as it involves an evidential appeal
to judgements or intuitions about cases to support principles
or theory.

Rawls claims we might usefully compare moral

theory and Chomskian linguistic theory.

Just as linguistic

theory aims to describe our ability to recognize and produce
particular grammatical sentences by formulating principles
that make the same discriminations between sentences as we
intuitively do, so moral theory aims to arrive at principles
which make the same discriminations among cases as our
intuitive moral capacity.
Though reference to a class of competent moral judges is
dropped,^' we start, just as before, with the CMJs.

The class

18

See previous note.

19

Rawls instead explicitly assumes that his readers
share his intuitions (1971, 50).
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of judgements that we want to explain are those in which "our
moral capacity is most likely to be displayed without
distortion" (1971, 47).

This requires that we exclude

judgements in which we lack confidence, judgements made in
some kind of excited emotional state, under duress, or when
we are likely to be influenced by self-interest.

Most of

these considerations are supposed to be quite general.

That

is, we are aiming to exclude judgements produced under
conditions unfavorable to the exercise of any intellectual
capacity.
Even if we restrict ourselves to judgements made under
favorable cognitive conditions, we may still expect that the
result contains some errors.

A person, when presented a set

of intuitive appealing principles purporting to capture his
sense of justice, may properly revise "his judgements to
conform to its principles even though the theory does not fit
his existing judgements exactly" (1971, 48).

Again, if an

explanation of the deviant judgement is forthcoming, this
strengthens the case for revising it.
Thus far we have not departed from the picture presented
in ODPE.

But Rawls goes on in TOJ to emphasize that RE

allows for the possibility, in light of the "Socratic"
character of moral theory, that we might want to revise our
CMJs once the principles to which they conform are brought to
light.

The idea seems to be that having described or
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understood our tacit moral view, we may find it lacking in
some way.
though

More important, "we may want to do this
prinriplos arf» a

emphasis added).

fit" (1971, 49,

It is here, apparently, that we find the

first references to what has come to be known as wide
reflective equilibrium (WRE), to be distinguished from the
narrow reflective equilibrium (NRE) discussed earlier.

On

the narrow interpretation of reflective equilibrium, we
present a person only those principles which pretty much
match the existing particular judgements.

In seeking NRE, we

are trying to describe a person's sense of justice, and
though we may "smooth out irregularities," we must remain
consistent with most of the CMJs.
On the wide interpretation of RE, we look at all
theories to which one might "plausibly conform" one's
judgements together with all philosophical arguments for
them.

In this case, we allow that a person's sense of

justice may "undergo a radical shift."2°
20

In this respect we

If one's "sense" of justice consists of what is
intuitive, then, in light of the cognitive
impenetrability of many intuitions noted in Chapter
2, this claim may well be false. For example, some
utilitarians admit, it is quite possible to accept a
set of principles or a theory without that
acceptance causing any shift in one's particular
intuitive judgements. One must then, it seems,
reject such cognitively impenetrable intuitions as a
kind of cognitive illusion (Smart 1965; Kagan 1989,
15). See the discussion in Sections 2,2 and 2.4
regarding the cognitive impenetrability of certain
intuitions one believes to be false. Here is one
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have what Rawls takes to be a contrast with scientific
theory.

We cannot, for example, when we have a theory

accounting for the motions of the planets, "alter these
motions to conform to a more attractive theory" (1971, 49)
Rawls' discussion here is not as clear as one might
like.

It isn't at all clear why we should want to revise a

set of principles which perfectly fit our particular case
intuitions unless we find some (less than perfectly matching)
principles even more
particular case judgments.

ivf>iy compelling than our
If this is the correct account of

his view in TOJ, then it clearly involves no more than
admitting more general intuitions into the evidential base.
This would be a move from particularist to global
place where my concession to the terminology of
those I discuss is a problem.
21

There are some difficulties with this claim. What
does it mean to say we cannot alter the motions of
the planets? It might mean we cannot alter our
beliefs about the actual motions to conform to a
more attractive theory. This is false. It might,
on the other hand, mean that we cannot alter the
'apparent' motions or appearances. This seems
correct. But if so, then in light of the cognitive
impenetrability of some intuitions, we may not be
able to change the moral appearances either even
when we reject their content as merely apparent. I
suppose it depends on what Rawls means by "a sense
of justice." If we mean the intuitive judgements we
make about cases, then I don't know how much this
can shift on the basis of philosophical
argumentation. If it means the theory of justice we
believe to be most plausible (and the particular
propositions it entails), then a radical shift could
well be produced.
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intuitionism.

That this is Rawls intent seems supported by

his next installment on the topic of RE.

1.4.4

Rawls Three - The Independence of Moral Thf^ory

Let us turn next to Rawls' discussion of RE in "The
Independence of Moral Theory" (1974) (henceforth IMT).

There

he claims that

one does not count people's more part i<-;nla-r
considered iudgrements. say those about particular

actions and institutions, as exhausting the
relevant information about their moral conceptions.
People have considered judgements at all levels of
generality, from those about particular situations

and institutions up through broad standards and
first principles to formal and abstract conditions
on moral conceptions.

One tries to see how people

would fit their various convictions into one
coherent scheme, each considered conviction
whatever its level having a certain initial
credibility.

(1974, 8, emphasis added)

He also claims that "even the totality of particular
judgements are not assigned a decisive role; thus these
judgements do not have the status sometimes attributed to
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judgements of perception in theories of knowledge" (1974, 8).
Finally, he holds that RE does not exclude the possibility of
basing one's moral conception on "self-evident first
principles."
These claims conflict with the method presented in ODPE
in that particular case intuitions are not deemed the only
acceptable basic evidence. They also conflict with TOJ in
that TOJ claimed that a "conception of justice cannot be
deduced from self-evident premises or conditions on
principles" (1971, 21).

Nonetheless, they seem to me to

involve merely an admission that intuitions or, in Rawls'
terms, "considered judgements," at all levels of generality
are evidential and that we must find a coherent view that
adequately takes their varying initial credibility into
account.

In other words, we have here, in spite of the

conflict with Rawls' earlier work about what properly counts
as the data, nnl-hiny morg rhan yTnhal i ntruit ioni.qm.

1.4..S

on Narrow and Wide Reflert:ive Eemi 1ihrium
In a series of much cited papers (1979; 1980a; 1980b),

Norman Daniels has argued that we must distinguish between
wide and narrow reflective equilibrium (a distinction that
is, as discussed above, implicit in TOJ (1971, 49) and more
explicit in IMT (1974, 8)), and that the proper methodology
for moral inquiry is wide reflective equilibrium.

The method
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of narrow equilibrium (NRE) seeks to produce coherence in an
ordered pair of sets of beliefs held by a person. The
members of the pair are (a) a set of considered moral
judgements acceptable to a given person at a given time, and
(b) a set of general moral principles that economically
systematizes the considered moral judgements constituting
(a).
Daniels claims at the outset that the two-tiered model
of moral theorizing, the method which seeks a set of
principles and a set of particular judgements which follow
from them, is not very attractive
grant some kind of special

it requires one to

.qtigmir stratus to the particular

judgements or to the principles.

He also claims that there

must be more to the justification of principles and
judgements than simple coherence, especially given what he
takes to be the plausible "bases for rejecting moral
judgements" as deriving from cultural background or selfinterest (1979, 257).
A better method, one that allows us to better justify a
moral theory, is to be found in Rawls' wide reflective
equilibrium.

The method of wide reflective equilibri\im

(WRE), on Daniels' interpretation, is an attempt to "produce
coherence in an ordered triple* of sets of beliefs held by a
particular person" (1979, 258, emphasis added).

The three

sets composing the ordered triple are the two sets involved
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in NRE, (a) a set of considered moral judgements (CMJ), (b) a
set of moral principles or a moral theory (MT), and, (c) a
set of relevant background theories (BT).22

officially,

Daniels follows IMT (rather than TOJ) in allowing the CMJs to
include moral judgements about propositions at any level of
generality, but most of his discussion seems to proceed on
the assumption that the set of CMJs consists entirely of
appropriately filtered intuitive judgements about particular
cases.
Both methods begin by collecting the person's initial
intuitions or moral judgements (IMJ).

They then filter out

those of which the person is not confident and those made
under conditions generally conducive to error.
set is the considered moral judgements (CMJ).

The resulting
Next,

principles are proposed that explicate the CMJs.

If we stop

at the point at which we find a set of principles which best
explicates the CMJs, then we have only achieved narrow
reflective equilibrium.
If, however, we continue to "advance philosophical
arguments intended to bring out the relative strengths and
weaknesses of the alternative sets of principles," then we
are endeavoring to produce a wide reflective equilibrium (socalled because it involves coherence between a larger group
22

Note that these background theories are not
generally going to be theories about the "conditions
of observation."
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of beliefs) (1979, 258).

We can treat such, argxaments for and

against various moral theories as inferences from a set of
background theories (BT). Dcuiiels claims that a person, on
the basis of such background theories, may well find a set of
principles other than those acceptable in narrow equilibrium
to be all-things-considered most acceptable and that the
person might then work "back and forth, making adjustments to
his considered judgements, his moral principles, and his
background theories" (1979, 259) and arriving at a point at
which the three sets are appropriately coherent.
WRE is supposed to be epistemically superior to NRE in
virtue of the incorporation of the set of background theories
constituting (c).

Daniels, moving beyond Rawls, requires

that these theories show the that principles in (b) are
better than alternative ones on grounds independent of (b)'s
match with the CMJs in (a).

He claims that if "[the

background theories] are not in this way independent:ly
suppnri-(:>d. then there seems to be no gain over the support
the principles would have had in a corresponding narrow
equilibrium, where there was never any appeal to (c)" (1979,
259, emphasis added).

In other words, the set of

propositions in (C) mngt

be supported by

something, something other than the CMJs in (a) or they

provide no additional support for (b) and the move from
narrow to wide equilibrium would not improve the epistemic
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status of (b).

The worry Daniels has in mind is rephrased as

the issue of what reason we have to believe that the
generalizations in (b) are not merely "accidental
generalizations" of the moral facts expressed by the
considered moral judgements.

In science, Daniels avers, we

distinguish accidental generalizations from laws by appeal to
background theory and in moral theory we may use background
theory to perform a similar function.
The problem raised here is supposed to be solved by
imposing on WRE an i nd«^pendenrg» constraint (IC) according to
which the propositions in (c) must be more than
reformulations of the CMJs used to constrain the principles
in (b).

The IC requires that if. the theories in (c) are

constrained by some set of considered moral judgements (a*),^^
then some "nontrivial" portion of (a') and the set (a) that
constrains the moral principles in (b) should be disjoint.
Daniels holds that the "background theories should have a
scope reaching beyond the range of considered moral
judgements used to 'test' the moral principles" (1979, 259).
Daniels is explicit in holding that the background theories
in (c) need not be nonmoral theories.
theories of different moral notions.

23

They may, however, be
X£ so, their

There is no indication that Daniels thinks this
antecedent is always satisfied.
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acceptability will depend, in part, on some moral considered
judgements.
The appeal to (c), Dsmiels alleges, allows WRE to escape
the charges leveled at RE by some critics who based their
criticism on the assumption that ilE is exhausted by NRE.
Those critics have held that RE is really a form of
foundationalist intuit ionism according to which the CMJs are
picked out as independently credible or justified and general
principles are credible only insofar as they systematize the
particular CMJs.

What is suggested, in other words, is that

RE amounts to a version of particularist intuitionism.

Such

critics then proceed to cast doubt on the veracity our
intuitive judgements regarding particular cases.

Peter

Singer puts the point particularly forcefully in suggesting
that we might just as plausibly suppose that "all the
particular moral judgements we intuitively make are likely to
derive from discarded religious systems, from warped views of
sex and bodily functions, or from customs necessary for the
survival of the group in social and economic circiimstances
that now lie in the distant past" (1974, 516).
Of course, there is another version of foundationalist
intuitionism which holds that certain general principles
possess some special epistemic status independent of their
relations to other beliefs, that they are "self-evident" or
something similar, and that the particular case judgements
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are justified only if justifiably inferable from the
intuitively evident principles.

Singer himself seems to

advocate this kind of generalist intuitionism when he writes
that, in light of the possibility just mentioned, it "would
be best to forget all about our particular moral judgements,
and start again from as near as we

Ccin

get to self-evident

axioms" (1974, 516) and that, contrary to Rawls, we ought to
"search for undeniable fundamental axioms and build up a
theory [by deduction, presumably] from them" (1974, 517).
NRE, Daniels seems to concede to such critics, can be
properly treated as a kind of particularist intuitionism of
the sort to which Singer's criticisms might well a p p l y . N R E
leaves us with "the traditional two-tiered view of moral
theories" disparaged by Daniels at the outset.

It directs us

to formulate a set of principles that fit the filtered
initial judgements.

However, since NRE offers us, according

to Daniels' own admission, little reason to regard the
particular considered judgements as reliable, a theory
erected on them will not have much going for it epistemically
(1979, 258, fn 4).

NRE allows us to revise some CMJs in

order to 'smooth out' irregularities and find particularly
24

Margaret Holmgren has persuasively argued in her
(1989) that WRE must embrace the two central claims
of moral intuitionism: (a) our CMJs possess a prima
facie credibility, and (b) moral theories derive
their credibility from the fact that they adequately
systematize those CMJs.
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simple principles, but it still justifies the principles on
the basis of the CMJs,
Nonetheless, according to Daniels, WRE is not. unlike
NRE, foundationalist because "no special epistemological
priority is granted the CMJs" (1979, 265).

What is lacking,

Daniels claims, is the standard foundationalist account of
why those judgements ought to be foundations.

WRE is

supposed to be different because it allows far more serious
revisions of our moral judgements on the basis of the

background theories in (c), because it allows that nothing
is, in principle, immune to revision.
Given his apparf»nt admission that NRE has a
foundationalist structure, does Daniels' account of WRE show
it to be non-foundationalist or to have an improved chance of
leading to the truth?

Contrary to what Daniels remarks seem

to imply, it is not sufficient for a theory to be nonfoundationalist that it claim that no particular set of
judgements is immune from revision.

Weak foundationalism

allows for the revision of any individual member of the set
of 'foundational' propositions on the basis of a theory
erected on the basis of the others.
Furthermore, given his claim that the propositions in
(c) must have independent support from (a') in order to
confer justification on principles in (b), and given that the
propositions in (a') may well be moral propositions about
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particular cases, it seems as though. Daniels' WRE account is
just as "foundationalist" as NRE.

Here is why.

(b)

initially derives positive epistemic status by explicating
(a).

(c) derives epistemic status by explicating (a').

Then, allegedly, (b) derives positive status from being
supported by (c).

While the mutual coherence of (b) and (c)

may increase their epistemic status, it still seems quite
plain that the particular judgements in (a) and (a') are the
ultimate source of whatever positive epistemic status is
possessed by (b) and (c).
If both (c) and (b) contain moral theories, then of
course we want them to be consistent.

But if the warrant for

both comes, in large measure, from systematizing our
particular CMJs, then we are better served by thinking of (c)
and (b) as parts of some larger moral theory formed by their
conjunction and seeking to support that theory on the
conjunction of (a) and (a').

If it is the conjunction of (a)

and (a*) that provide the data, then we have what looks like
a kind of particularist foundationalism.
In fact, if (a) and (a') contain particular moral
judgements (and Daniels admits that they may), then it
appears as though we will not even have arrived at a real
moral NRE until they are all explicated by the principles in
(b).

It seems peculiar to restrict the data base for the

formation of moral principles in (b) to part of our moral
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data.

It appears as if we are told to leave aside some of

the intuitive data so that we may later appeal to it to show
that the theory derives "independent support" from some other
source.

The independent source, I've shown, is just data

left aside to assure ourselves of an "independent" test.

We

are still in the position of justifying a moral theory by
appeal to particular case intuitions and the IC seems merely
to hide this fact from view.
Furthermore, even if the background theories in (c) are
nonmoral theories, for example, the theory of personal

identity, and even if those theories can be made relevant to
moral theory, so long as those nonmoral background theories
require justification by appeal to particular intuitions, we
will not have escaped the evidential appeal to particular
intuitions.

We will still be basing our theory on intuitions

and adhering to a particularist foundationalism, albeit one
with a broader data pool of intuitions.
Consider, for example, Derek Parfit's claim that the
correct theory of personal identity forms an important
constraint on our search for the correct moral theory (Parfit
1973).

Even iX this claim is correct, I've already pointed

out (Section 1.2) that theories of personal identity are
themselves the product of intuition-based inquiry.

Were it

possible to show that personal identity mattered to moral
theory, we would still be in the position of basing our moral
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theory on intuitions and we've been given no better reason to
trust particular case intuitions about personal identity than
particular case intuitions about morality.
I conclude that Daniels' account of WRE does not clearly
differentiate it from the NRE he admits treats particular
case intuitions as foundational evidence.

As such, his

account is simply a more complex version of the particularist
intuitionism presented earlier.

Though Daniels' WRE may

involve appeal to a broader set of intuitions, it still
involves an evidential appeal to particular case intuitions.

1-5

Conclusion

In this chapter I have argued that contemporary
philosophical theorizing relies on intuitions for evidence.
If the case for this claim has been adequately made, it
should lend a certain urgency to questions regarding the
nature and proper role of intuitions:

What are philosophical

intuitions and what evidential role should they have in
philosophical theorizing?

These questions are the central

concern of the remainder of this essay.
occupy our attention in Chapter 2.

The first will
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CHAPTER
THE

2.1

NATURE

OF

2

PHILOSOPHICAL

INTUITIONS

Introduction

Chapter 1 argued that intuitions are treated as the
fundamental evidence or data in much of contemporary
philosophical theorizing.

It demonstrated that most

philosophical inquiry proceeds from an evidential base
consisting of intuitions.

Thus far, however, I've not

attempted to characterize the nature of intuitions with much
precision, supposing that we all have some tacit grasp on the
notion whether or not we can offer an acceptable definition
or analysis.

This chapter aims to remedy this situation by

providing a characterization of the intuitions used as
evidence in philosophy.
Earlier in this century one would be apt to find, at
least among analytic philosophers in the ordinary language
tradition, appeals to various hypothetical situations and
"what we would say" about them.^^

25

These appeals to our

See, for example, J. L. Austin's "A Plea For
Excuses" wherein he constructs an analysis of the
nature of excuses and distinguishes them from
justifications by "examining what we should say
when, and so why and what we should mean by it"
(1961, 7). Similar appeals to "what we would say"
occur throughout his epistemological essay, "Other
Minds" (Austin 1961).
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linguistic practice are, I believe, really a kind of tacit
appeal to intuitions as evidence.
In contemporary discussions, while one still often finds
appeal to "what we would say," there is no real uniformity of
terminology.

Appeals to intuition are just as often glossed

by the more explicitly phenomenological notion of "what seems
right in such a case."

It is also quite common to find

appeal to "feeling some pull" toward thinking p (Unger 1984);
to having "considerable feeling that p" (Kripke 1980); or to
a "strong and spontaneous inclination to think that p" (Lycan
1988b).

David Lewis describes what I take to be appeal to

intuition in quasi-linguistic terms when he claims that modal
inciuiry involves imagining certain states of affairs and then
"having imagined various arrangements ... we consider how
they might be aptly described" (1986b, 114).

Philosophers of

a more rationalist persuasion often appeal to our ability to
"grasp the truth of p" or to "just see that p is true" (or
necessarily true).

Finally, many philosophers seem to use

"intuition" simply to refer to a kind of spontaneous or noninferential judgement or belief.
In spite of the fact that philosophers do not use a
uniform terminology when they make evidential appeals to
intuitions, I believe that one species of psychological state
undergirds philosophical practice and therefore serves as the
26

See Cohen (1986, 79).
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ultimate source of evidence for much philosophical
theorizing.

The goal of this chapter is to provide an

account of the nature of intuitions so that we may eventually
turn, in subsequent chapters, to inquire whether intuitions
otight: to have the evidential role revealed in Chapter 1.

In

what follows, I'll be discussing in detail two recent
attempts to give an account or analysis of the nature of
intuitions (Sections 2.2 and 2.3).

After this discussion,

I'11 offer a list of features of intuition that any adequate
account must respect (Section 2.4).
guide my proposed analysis.

These features will

Finally, at the end of the

chapter, I will attempt to rebut some objections to my
account (Section 2.5).
I issue three warnings in advance of further discussion;
one regarding my target, one regarding my methodology, and
one regarding the importance of the present chapter to my
larger project in this essay.

First, my aim is to give an

account of the psychological states the content of which are
used as evidence for philosoph-icai theories in the ways
detailed in Chapter 1.

I do not aim here to discover what is

meant by more colloquial use of the term "intuition" or what
disciplines other than analytic philosophy mean by the term.
I will not, for example, be concerned with the use of the
term "intuition" in empirical psychology or common sense
lore, except to distinguish it from the topic of my concern.
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Whatever the independent interest and importance of nonphilosophical usage, it is not the topic of the present
discussion.

Our target is philosophical intuition.

Second/ much of what follows involves a kind of
phenomenological analysis (what some would derisively call
introspective "armchair psychology").

I am, I admit, trying

to determine what "having an intuition that p" involves from
a first-person point of view.^"'

To that end, I make free

appeal to how things seem to me when I have intuitions of
various kinds and I expect that the accuracy of an account
can be tested by appeal to such data.

Furthermore, I assume

that my readers, even those who disagree with me about what
role intuitions ought to play, will, reflecting on their own
mental lives, share most of my judgements about the
phenomenology of intuition.

I see no way to make any

progress toward understanding intuitions without utilizing
such a methodology.
Third, though I would like to provide the correct
account of intuitions and will here argue for a particular
account, much of what I will say in subsequent chapters will
not depend on whether all of my claims in this chapter are
correct.
27

I will argue that intuitions are a distinct kind of

I will not here defend this constraint except to say
that it seems to me that it is one's own intuitions,
rather than other people's testimony about what they
intuit, that are treated as basic evidence by
philosophers.
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psychological state with their own "intellectual"
phenomenology.

However, subsequent chapters should be of

significant interest to those who disagree about the exact
nature of intuition so long as they admit that intuitions
serve as evidence in philosophy in the ways outlined in
Chapter 1.

Healer's "Tntg*!Igrtna 1

j nys" Analvs-i.9

In this and the next section, I discuss the accounts of
intuition recently presented or suggested in the writings of
two philosophers: George Bealer and Ernest Sosa.

In each

case, I spend some time on exposition and then proceed to
raise difficulties with the proposal.
these sections.

I have two aims in

The first is to exposit and evaluate the

most current and sophisticated accounts of intuition
available.

The second is to use these proposals and my

assessment of their strengths and shortcomings as the basis
for my attempt, in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, to present a list of
desiderata for an account of intuition and to defend a
modified version of Bealer's rationalist analysis.
George Bealer has, in recent writings, offered a
detailed and lucidly defended account of intuition (1987;
1993; 1996a).

Though I myself will not adopt exactly

Bealer's austere conception of intuitions, the analysis I
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shall eventually advance amd defend is a modified version of
Bealer's.
Like many others, Bealer characterizes intuitions in
phenomenologigal terms.^9

An intuition, he holds, is a sui

yg^nerig and irreducible kind of prepositional attitude, a
special kind of "intellectual seeming."

When S has the

intuition that p, p "just seems" true to S.

An intuition

that p is a "genuine kind of conscious episode" (1993, 165).
As intellectual seemings, intuitions are, on Healer's
account,

ly rii.gt-inrt- from

lief5;,30

Beliefs are

28

Here is as a good a place as any to indicate that my
work in this chapter and in Chapter 4 owes a
significant debt to Sealer's writings. I find most
of Sealer's claims about the nature of intuition and
its evidential value quite plausible. My conception
of intuition is, as will become apparent, quite
similar to his and part of my diagnosis (in Chapter
4) of the problem with attempts to dismiss the
evidential value of intuition is also very similar.

29

See also, among many others, John Pollock's
characterization of intuitions using similar
terminology (1974, 319): "There is a characteristic
phenomen'6logical state which consists of 'seeing'
self-evident truths, and this is what we are calling
'intuition'." A couple of pages later, he claims
that "intuiting something is a phenomenologically
unique experience" (1974, 321). Matthias Steup
(following Plantinga) offers the following: "Let us
say that when you consider a proposition p and have
an experience of being convinced of p's truth, and
that experience does not involve perception,
introspection, or memory, then you have a purely
intellectual experience that p is true" (1996, 57).

30

Contrary to David Lewis who claims that "intuitions
are simply opinions" (1983, x).
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not seemings in his sense of that term.

To demonstrate that

belief that p is not sufficient for intuition that p,^'- he
points out that S might believe a logical theorem p if S has
recently proven p without p thereby seeming true to S in the
way that a candidate axiom might

true or false.

In such

a case, S could believe that p without having any intuition
one way or another about p.
It might still be thought that while ordinary belief is
not sufficient for intuition, intuition might be a special
kind of belief.

However, to demonstrate that belief that p

is not: necessary for intuition that p, Bealer points out that
a proposition such as the naive comprehension axiom of set
theory may seem true to S even though S does not believe the
axiom to be true since S knows that it leads to a
contradiction.
31

Thomas Bontly has suggested to me that this claim
could lead to a kind of quasi-Moorean paradox since
it allows the truthful assertion of "I believe p but
it doesn't seem true to me." Moore's "paradox" is
the supposed absurdity in saying I believe p but it
is not true. Once the notion of "seeming" at issue
is made clearer, I should think that there is no
paradox here. Indeed, the fact that the example in
the text raises no intuitive philosophical hackles
of the sort raised by Moore's paradox is enough to
show that no untoward result follows from the
distinction.

32

Bealer credits George Myro for the example. The
axiom can be written as follows: Given any property
F, there is such a set as {x|x is F}. In plain
language; for any property (or condition), there is
a set of things having that property. John Pollock
also offers the naive comprehension axiom as an
example of a proposition which is intuitive but
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Bealer suggests that what we have here is the
intellectual equivalent of a perceptual illusion.
for excunple, the Mxiller-Lyer illusion.

Consider,

When confronted with

that perceptual illusion, it (perceptually) seems to me that
one line is longer than another, even if, having measured
both lines repeatedly and encountered the illusion many times
before, I believe quite firmly that the two lines are of
identical length.

The appearance that p, in such a case, is

impenetrable by belief and even though I have the belief that
not p, p still perceptually seems true.

Cases like that of

the naive comprehension axiom show that in an analogous
manner, our ini-ellectual seeminqr?; or intuitions can diverge
from our beliefs.
Alvin Plantinga offers a different exaunple which also
nicely illustrates the fact that belief is neither necessary
nor sufficient for intuition. Suppose I've been informed by
a friend whom I regard as extremely reliable on mathematics
that a certain proposition I find intuitive is false.

In

mistaken. He uses this fact to motivate the claim
that our logical intuitions provide us with prima
facie reasons rather than conclusive ones (1974,
320). See also Katz (1981, 220), Plantinga (1993),
and Sosa (1996a) for use of this proposition for
similar purposes. The axiom. Pollock elsewhere
points out, "seems so obvious that one is inclined
to insist that it must be true, and yet Russell's
demonstration [that it entails a contradiction] is
incontrovertible" (1990, 4).
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such a case, I may believe not p while it still seems to me
necessarily true that p (Plantinga 1993, 110).
In fact, I think attention to any philosophical paradox
is sufficient to show that belief is not necessary for
intuition.

In a paradox, one is confronted with intuitive

propositions which lead by intuitively acceptcQsle reasoning
to an intuitively unacceptable conclusion.

After noting that

one is presented with a paradox, one is likely to suspend
belief in all of the relevant propositions without their
diminishing in intuitive force.

Furthermore, even after one

has come to a resolution of the paradox and actually
disbelieves one of the propositions, the offending
proposition often retains a fair amount of intuitive
plausibility.^^

On the strength of these sorts of exajtiples, I

conclude that belief is not necessary for intuition.
Bealer maintains that a genuine intuition is, as a sui
generis prepositional attitude, phenomenologically disrinrifrom a hunch or a guess.

feeling that p.

A hunch is simply an ungrounded

It does not seem, in the same way, to one

that p and typically, upon becoming convinced that not p, a
mere hunch disappears.

A guess that p is similarly

phenomenologically distinct from an intuition that p in that
33

See also Kagan (1989) who holds that some moral
intuitions may be "ineliminable moral illusion[s],
similar to certain optical illusions which do not
lose their intuitive appeal on us even when theory
tells us better (1989, 15).
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guesses are "phenomenologically" more like choices than
seemings.

I think evidence for the appropriateness of these

distinctions can be found in the intuitive peculiarity of
calling one's Gettier intuition or logical intuition "a
guess" or "a hunch."
We must also distinguish, on this view, between
intuiting that p and recalling that p.

While a memory that p

may be immediate, involuntary and noninferential, its
phenomenology is cfuite different.

A memory that p involves a

feeling of 'pastness' which is not present in an intuition
that p.

While the feeling of recollection is non-inferential

it does not count as an intuition.
Though one might think that only episodic memory has the
kind of phenomenology Bealer appeals to, I believe that
semantic memory, while perhaps lacking such a distinctive
phenomenology, may still be distinguished from intuition.
For example, Bealer claims that it does not seem to me, in
the relevant sense, that 5^=125.

Rather, this is something I

learned from calculation and now involuntarily recall when
prompted or queried.

He says:

Note how this [non-episodic memory] differs,
phenomenologically, from what happens when one has
an intuition.

After a moment's reflection on the

question, you "just see" that, if P or Q, then it
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is not the case that both not P and not Q. Or,
upon considering the example described earlier [a
Gettier case], you "just see" that the person in
the example does not know that there is a sheep in
the pasture.

Nothing comparable happens in the

case of the proposition that 5^=125. (1993, 167)

Actually, I think a better case for such a claim can be made
not with this example, but with the earlier example of a
theorem that one has proven and hence believes.

Plausibly,

the source of one's belief in such a proposition after one
has completed the proof is one's memory.

Nonetheless, it

surely does not seem true in the way an axiom might.
Bealer also holds that a genuine intuition must be such
that the truth of p strikes us as nece-qsary.

Bealer holds

that an intuition that p occurs only when you "just see" p
and when "it presents itself as how things must be" (165).
At greater length.

When we speak of intuition, we mean 'a priori
intuition.*

This is distinguished from what

physicists call "physical intuition".

We have a

physical intuition that, when a house is
undermined, it will fall.

This does not count as

an a priori intuition, for it does not present
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itself as necessary: it does not seem that a house
undermined must fall; plainly it is possible for a
house undermined to remain in its original position
or, indeed, to rise up.

By contrast, when we have

an a priori intuition, say that if P then not not
P, this presents itself as necessary: it does not
seem to us that things could be otherwise; it must
be that if P then not not P. (1993, 165, emphasis
added)

When we intuit that p, in the sense at issue, it seems to us
that p could not be false.

For this reason, Bealer claims

that there are "significant restrictions on the propositions
concerning which one can have [rational] intuitions" (1993,
166).

Notice, however, that Bealer seems here to admit that

so-called "physical intuitions" may well be intuitions of
some sort.

They are not, however, the sorts of intuitions at

issue in philosophical investigation.^^
Many other philosophers join Bealer in requiring of a
genuine intuition that it present itself as necessary.

For

example, Plantinga requires, in his analysis of a priori
warrant that we see not only that p is true but that it is
necessarily so; we must see "not that things are a certain
34

Notice that this criterion rules out the kind of
judgements referred to as "intuitive judgements" or
"intuitions" in many psychological investigations.
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way but that they must be that way" (1993, 105).

Bonjour

also holds that the justification of a priori propositions
"is ultimately to be understood as an intuitive grasp of
necessity" (1985, 192).
I

suggest that Sealer's conception of a priori intuition

might be captured in something like the following:

[Bl]

At t, S [rationally] intuits that p IF AND

ONLY IF at t, it intellectually seems to S that
necessarily p.

This way of analyzing intuition makes the necessity of a
proposition part of the content of the intuition.

Bealer

himself, in the most recent work with which I am acquainted,
admits that he does not know precisely how to analyze the
notion of intuition "presenting itself as necessary" (1996a,
9).

He tentatively suggests:

[B2]

At t, S [rationally] intuits that p IF AND

ONLY IF at t, it intellectually seems to x that p
and also that necessarily p,

I cannot, myself, see that [Bl] and [B2] are different.

If,

as seems plausible, p's seeming necessarily true entails p's
seeming true, then the two are mutually entailing.
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Of course, [Bl] is only as perspicuous as the notion of
an "intellectual seeming" and while phrases like "seeing that
p" or "p's seeming true" are common enough it is hard to
explicate them further.

It spite of our inability to further

analyze this notion, it would be wrong to deny the occurrence
of states with such a phenomenology.^^

While it might be nice

to have a further understanding of it, I think that the
combination of introspective ostension and distinction
offered by Bealer is sufficient to convey the notion under
discussion.

In fact, I'm inclined to think that this is all

that can be done and that the sort of state at issue admits,
like a pure phenomenal color, of no further analysis.
Though I find [Bl] the best extant account of intuition,
there is a potential difficulty with [Bl] as a general
account of philosophical intuitions.

The problem is the fact

that [Bl] requires that every intuition present itself as
necessary, that every time some S has a philosophically

35

Whatever it means to say that it seems to S that p
is necessarily true, if conception is necessary for
belief, then it cannot mean that S cannot conceive
of -p. This can't be right because of the examples
presented by Bealer and Plantinga in which S
believes that ~p while intuiting that p. If S's not
being able to conceive of ~p is a necessary
condition of S's intuiting that p, and if conceiving
of p is a necessary condition of believing that p,
then the above examples would be ones in which S
cannot conceive of ~p (in virtue of intuiting that
p) and yet S conceives of ~p (in virtue of believing
that ~p).
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evidential intuition, that p, it must seem ngcessari 3 y the
case that p to S.
Are all philosophically evidential intuitions
phenomenologically like seeing that p must be true?

Are

there not situations in which p seems true to us, but not
necessarily so?

Thus far, we have focused on the kinds of

examples presented by Bealer, the naive comprehension axiom,
if (p or q) then not (not p and not q), etc.

Regardless of

whether or not an intuition that p in these cases involves
some kind of apparent apprehension of necessity, we ought to
determine whether this feature is a necessary feature of the
kinds of intuitions that featured more heavily in the
discussion of Chapter 1.

There we were concerned with, among

others, epistemic, moral, metaphysical and semantic
intuitions.
While Bealer seems uncertain about what to say about
moral or aesthetic intuitions (lumping them together as
"evaluative" intuitions^®), he quite clearly includes in his
36

Bealer does admit uncertainty as to whether we have
genuine categorical moral or aesthetic intuitions
(1993, 189-190). He insists that we have genuine
hypothetical moral intuitions like "if I should
never lie, then it is not the case that I should
sometimes lie." I don't see that this is a
specifically moral intuition since it seems merely
an instance of the logical truth (Vx)(Lx o -Px) 3
~(3x)(Lx & Px). Moreover, it seems to me that if
Bealer admits, as he does, epistemological and other
standard philosophical intuitions, then he must
admit that we have some evaluative intuitions (about
justification, good explanation, good evidence.
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purview most of the kinds of intuitions appealed to in
philosophical analysis.

He holds that philosophers are

interested in the nature of sxibstance, mind, perception,
knowledge, justification, evidence, truth, explanation,
causation, freedom, goodness, etc. (1987, 289) and these are
all, as Chapter 1 revealed, topics which receive extended
discussion in contemporary philosophy and which are analyzed
by appeal to intuitions.
While many of Bealer's examples are logical or
mathematical, one of his most frequent examples is a Gettier
intuition (1993; 1996a; 1996b).

Intuitions about Gettier

cases, he claims, serve as our evidenre that the justified
true belief analysis of knowledge is wrong.

He says:

[A]t one time many people accepted the doctrine
that knowledge is justified true belief.

But today

we have good evidence to the contrary, namely, our
intuitions that situations like those described in
the Gettier literature are possible and that the
relevant people in those situations would not know
the things at issue. (1996b, 122)

knowledge, etc.) which are categorical in character.
It is difficult to see how these categorical
evaluative intuitions differ from moral intuitions
about the rightness of particular acts.
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Further evidence that Bealer intends his account to
apply to the kinds of intuitions invoked in the standard
intuition-driven philosophical inquiry discussed in Chapter 1
can be found in his claim that contemporary debates in
epistemology and philosophy of mind are driven by intuitions
about "certain possibilities and whg>fher relevant concepts
would apply to them" (1996a, 1, emphasis added).

As examples

he offers Chisholm's perceptual-relativity refutation of
phenomenalism, multiple realizability refutations of crude
identity theories, twin-earth examples in support of
externalism about meaning, and Frank Jackson's Mary case.
Finally, Bealer repeatedly notes that "concrete case
intuitions" have epistemic priority over more "theoretical"
intuitions.

Supposing that many concrete case intuitions are

intuitions about the applicability of a concept to a
particular hypothetical case, this seems to further support
the notion that Bealer intends to characterize the intuitions
at work in the kinds of conceptual analysis of Chapter 1.

In

sum, it seems quite clear that [Bl] is not offered solely as
an account of intuitions in logic or mathematics and its
adequacy is also to be measured by its ability to capture the
intuitions appealed to in the justification of
epistemological, semantic, metaphysical and, possibly, moral
analyses.
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Consider, then, the intuition one has, when reflecting
on a Gettier case, that the person in question does not know
that p.

Here we have an intuition treated as evidence.

It

seems quite plausible that in such cases it does "seem" in
some non-perceptual way that the person does not know.
However, does it seem, as [Bl] requires if this is to be a
genuine rational intuition, ngcessar-i 1 y true that the person
does not know?

The rnnsideration of this very question does,

I think, make it seem to one that it is necessarily true.^"'
This fact makes the correct answer here difficult to discern.
Still, I think it does not occurrently seem necessarily true
to the typical person simply presented with a Gettier case
and asked whether the person in the case knows that the agent
in the case does not know.

However, when asked to consider

whether it seems necessarily the case, one considers whether
it could be otherwise and it then seems necessarily the case.
One can do, however, a fair amount of philosophy before
invoking the concept of necessary truth.
I suggest that we amend [Bl] to not require that the
intuited proposition seem necessarily true at t, the time of
the intuition, but to require instead that at t, S be
disposed (under appropriate conditions) to have it seem
necessarily true. We would then have the following:
37

This is compatible with one's believing that one
might be mistaken and that things might not be as
they (intellectually) seem.
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[Al] S has a rational intuition that p IF AND ONLY
IF (a) S has a purely intellectual experience, when
considering the question of whether p, that p; and
(b) at t, if S were to consider whether p is
necessarily true, then S would have a purely
intellectual experience that necessarily p.

I'll leave further consideration of this proposal until
Sections 2.4 and 2.5.

2. 3

Sosa's Dispositionalist: Analyses

Ernest Sosa has recently (1996a; 1996b) offered an
account of intuition which attempts, unlike Bealer's account
and the similar account just offered, to do without an
unreduced notion of an intellectual seeming. Instead, Sosa
attempts to show that intuitions are a certain kind of
inclination or disposition to bf>lif»ve.

In this section, I

will discuss some analyses suggested by his work and indicate
why they seem to me to fail.^®

Hopefully my criticisms will

also apply to other analyses seeking to reduce intuitions to

38

I find some of Sosa's proposals in his (1996a) quite
difficult to understand and so, in what follows, I
present proposals suggested by his remarks. Anyone
concerned to get Sosa exactly right should consult
his papers.
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dispositions to believe and so in refuting some
representative species I will refute the genus.
Sosa accepts that cases like that of the naive
comprehension axiom and various other paradoxes show that it
is quite possible to have an intuition that p even though one
does not believe p.

He accepts, then, that one cannot

analyze intuition as a form of belief.

Nonetheless, he

suggests that intuitions or intellectual seemings "might be
definable in terms of what one does or would believe in
certain circumstances" (1996b, 153).

To lend plausibility to

this claim he points out that most of us would believe the
naive comprehension axiom "in the absence of the reasoning
involving the set-theoretic paradoxes" were we to rely only
on our understanding of the axiom (1996b, 153-154).

These

initial remarks suggest the following account:

[Dl]

At t, S intuits that p IF AND ONLY IF if at t

S were merely to understand fully enough the
proposition that p (absent relevant perception,
memory, introspection, and reasoning), then S would
believe that p.^®

39

This proposal is explicitly formulated in his
(1996b).
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This analysis, however, is clearly mistaken.

It fails,

as Sosa admits, to capture the occvirrent or episodic nature
of intuition or intellectual seemings. There are a great
many propositions which I sua now disposed to believe in the
relevant conditions.

However, I clearly do not right now

havp;. in the relevant sense, a great number of intuitions.
Instead, I'm now merely considering the adequacy of [Dl].
There seem to me a couple of ways in which the proponent
of a dispositionalist analysis of seemings might attempt to
patch the analysis to account for the occurrent or episodic
nature of seemings.

First, he might add the requirement that

S actually be in the relevant "precipitating" circumstances
which bring about a manifestation of the disposition in
question.

Alternatively, he might require some kind of

introspective awareness of the disposition in question.

I'll

argue in the remainder of this section that neither of these
proposals succeeds.

This suggests that any dispositional

analysis which neglects the occurrent "seeming true" aspect
of intuition will fail.
The first modification of [Dl] would require the
manifestation of the disposition in question.''°

It amounts to

the following:
40

This is suggested by some of Sosa's remarks. See
(12) in his (1996a). He there requires both that
"if S were merely to understand fully enough the
proposition that p (absent relevant perception,
introspection, and reasoning), then S would believe
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[D2]

At t, S intuits that p IF AND ONLY IF (a) if

at t S were merely to understand fully enough the
proposition that p (absent relevant perception,
memory, introspection, and reasoning), then S would
believe that p; and (b) at t, S does merely
understand the proposition that p (absent relevant
perception, memory, introspection and reasoning).

This proposal encounters two serious difficulties.

The

first difficulty is that it appears to imply that the
sophisticated cognizer in the case of the paradoxes does not
and cannot have the relevant intuition.

Part of what it is.

to be the sophisticated cognizer in question is to have
reasoned one's way into not believing the relevant intuitive
proposition.

Since S cannot, in virtue of having done the

relevant reasoning, merely understand the proposition, S
cannot satisfy condition (b) of this analysis and so,
according to [D2], fails to have an intuition that p.

Since

S does have an intuition in this case, the analysis is
mistaken.
A second difficulty with [D2] is that it has the
untoward result that having an intuition that p entails that
that p" AND "at t, S does understand the proposition
that p."
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one believes p.

Consider the naive S who satisfies condition

(a) with respect to the naive comprehension axiom.

Should S

also satisfy condition (b), then S will, in virtue of having
the disposition articulated by condition (a), manifest that
disposition and come to believe p.

There is, on this

"activated disposition" analysis, no way in which one could
have the relevant intuition but fail to have the
corresponding belief.

Since one can have an intuition

without the corresponding belief, the account fails.
Since [D2] is a demonstrable failure, the proponent of a
dispositional analysis might prefer to add to condition (a) a
requirement that S actually be introspectively aware of the
fact that S has the relevant disposition to believe merely on
the basis of understanding.

Sosa claims that it seems

pretheoretically plausible that one can be immediately,
introspectively aware of the intuitive appeal of a
proposition.

As he says, "one can tell directly how

intuitive one finds the comprehension axiom, despite being
sure that it is false" (1996a, 3).

Furthermore, one often

has, he claims, "direct" knowledge of conditionals involving
one's own mental state as when one knows directly that "if X
had happened one more time I would have been annoyed."
remarks suggest the following:

These
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[D3]

At t, S intuits that p IF AND ONLY IF (a) if

at t S were merely to understand fully enough the
proposition that p (absent relevant perception,
memory, introspection, and reasoning), then S would
believe that p; and (b) at t, S is "directly"
introspectively aware that (a) is true.

While [D3] is an improvement over [Dl] and [D2] in requiring
a genuine occurrent awareness, it still seems a failure.
First, is it true that the truth of the conditional in
(a) can be known introspectively in a "direct" way?

Sosa

claims that one can tell directly how intuitive one finds a
proposition despite being sure that it is false.
true.

This seems

However, is it true that one can directly determine

the truth of statements about one's dispositions to believe?
Consider the naive (i.e. pre-paradox) S.

The plain

reading of (a) suggests she must introspectively come to
truly believe, "if I were to think of p without perceiving or
introspecting that p (nor merely remembering that p), and had
no inferential reason for thinking p false or true, then I
would believe p."

I don't think it is clear that we can

determine that directly by introspection.
Next, consider the sophisticated S, Can the
sophisticated S be directly introspectively aware of the
truth of such a conditional?

A person who once believed the
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comprehension axiom auid ceased to believe it on the basis of
encountering and working through the paradoxes certainly
seems to have some reason to suppose the relevant conditional
is true, namely, that when the antecedent was true of her in
the past, so was the consequent.

However, this would seem to

involve memory and infert^nce rather than "direct"
introspection of the inclination in question.
The second difficulty with [D3] is that it seems to
entail that a naive cognizer believes any proposition
intuited.

It seems to me that any "introspective"

determination of what one would believe on the basis of mere
understanding of p alone, requires that one occurrently
understand p.

Since we are here considering a naive S, it

seems that the obtaining of necessary condition (a), combined
with the understanding of p required by considering one's
inclination to believe p on the basis of understanding p,
will produce in S the belief that p.

The problem here is

that belief in p seems entailed by the analysis of the naive
S's intuition that p.
The third difficulty with [D3] is a closely related one.
If it is true that satisfaction of (b) of [D3] recpiires, for
the naive S, occurrent understanding of p, then [D3] requires
an intuitively peculiar counterfactual judgement of the naive
S.

Even if the conditional is knowable on the basis of

introspection, counterfactuals with true antecedents are
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intuitively pgrrnliar.

As Lewis notes in his discussion of

this sort of counterfactual, if we are asked whether a
counterfactual with an antecedent known to be true is true,
'*our principal response will be not that it is true or false,
but that it is mistaken and misleading because of its true
antecedent" (1973, 27).

Even if, strictly speaking, such

conditionals can be known, it seems inappropriate to make an
intuitively peculiar judgement a necessary condition of
having an intuition in the case of the naive intuitor.

In

this respect such judgements are different from the sort that
Sosa appeals to in order to support the notion that one can
have direct knowledge of a conditional involving one's mental
state (e.g. "if he had said that one more time, I would have
been angry" or, better, "if he says that one more time, I
will be angry").

Sosa's case involves a counterfactual with

a false antecedent.

My point here is that it is not clear

that the antecedent can remain false in cases where one makes
the required introspective judgement about an intuitive
proposition.
The fourth difficulty with [D3] is more general.

Is it

really the case that introspective awareness of one's own
dispositions to believe is a necessary condition of having an
intuition that p?

Let us concede, for the purposes of

further discussion, that we can often introspectively
determine when such a conditional is true of us.

Is it true
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that, it is impossible to have an intuition without forming an
introspective belief about one's own psychological
dispositions?

Should p>very intuition involve a belief about

one's tendency to form beliefs?

An intuition that p seems to

me perfectly possible without any introspective belief, let
alone an introspective belief about my dispositions to
believe.
The fifth difficulty is also cjuite general.

Is such an

introspective awareness, when combined with (a), sufficient
for S's having an intuition that p?

Even if introspection

involves a kind of phenomenal aspect beyond the mere
entertaining of p, it nonetheless seems to involve an
awareness of one's own subjective mental dispositions rather
than an awareness of something about the proposition
intuited.

Though I have no argument for this claim, it seems

to me that S could fully understand some proposition p and
form the true introspective belief that one would believe it
on the basis of mere understanding, without having y. itself
seem true to one.
For the reasons just enumerated, I believe that [D3]
fails as a general analysis of intuition.

Any analysis

lacking the occurrent seeming true appealed to in [Al] and
[Bl] will, I think, fail for similar reasons.
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Thf> DesifiPral-a for an Acronntr of Philosoohira 1

Tnrnil-inn

In this section, I will attempt to articulate what seem
to me to be the features of intuition that any adequate
account must respect.

I shall then go on to argue that [Al]

(my modification of [Bl]) is the analysis that best satisfies
these desiderata.
[1] Intuition!? ars Pfsy^rhological states-

The first

requirement is that intuition be treated as a genuine kind of
psychological state and not be treated merely as a
disposition to speak or act.

One might think this is

obvious, but at least some of what I take to be appeals to
intuition seem, as indicated above, to be appeals to our
linguistic dispositions.

While we may frequently gloss

appeals to intuition in language like that of the ordinary
language philosophers, appealing to "what we would say" in
such an such a case, I take all such appeals to be, at base,
articulations or expressions of some psychological state.
Even if it is true that we would say p, I would maintain that
this is, if it is interesting, only because we have some kind
of pro-attitude toward p.

More simply, the reason we would

say p is because p seems to us to be the corrert thing to say
in such a case.

[A.1], as is obvious, treats intuitions as

psychological states.
[2] Tntnitions are not beliefs.

While any adequate

account of intuition must treat it as a kind of psychological
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state, one lesson of the preceding discussion is that it
cannot be identified with a kind of belief.

Paradoxes are

cases in which a set of propositions is intuitive to S but in
which S does not believe all of them, especially if S has
settled on an answer to the paradox.
available as well.

Less exotic cases are

A person convinced of the truth of

utilitarianism and who clearly believes it to be the true
account of the nature of morality can admit to having various
anti-utilitarian intuitions and coherently claim that he or
she does not believe the propositions so intuited.

[Al]

properly allows for this possibility.
[3] Intuitions are occurrent or episodic psychological
states.

We saw in Section 2.3 that attempts to analyze

intuitions as dispositions appear unpromising.

Such

attempts, we argued, were simply false to the phenomenology.
I hasten to add that to affirm the occurrent nature of

intuitions is not to deny that there is a sense of the term
"intuitive" which can properly be applied to propositions
which are not the content of any current conscious state but
which a person is disposed to find intuitive in the primary
occurrent sense.

Of course, the only way we have of finding

out which propositions are intuitive, in that secondary
dispositional sense, is to actually consider them and see if
we have the occurrent intuition.

My claim is just that this

sort of non-occurrent intuition is not evident to us.

[Al],
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in requiring that, p seera true to one, contains an occurrent
component sufficient to satisfy this desideratum.
[4] Intuitions are falliblf>-

This is, I take it, quite

obvious on the basis of conflicts of intuition and paradoxes.
A philosophical paradox consists in a set of propositions
which all seem intuitive but which cannot all be true.
Unless we are willing to claim that some of the requisite
seemings true are not really intuitions, we are forced by
such results to conclude that intuitions are fallible.
Better, it seems, to admit the fallibility of intuition and
the accompanying appearance/reality gap.

As R. M. Sainsbury

nicely puts it, "paradoxes come in degrees, depending on how
well appearance camouflages reality" (Sainsbury 1995, 1).
This gives us reason to exclude a truth condition from the
analysis of intuition.

[Al] does not require the truth of

the intuited proposition and so allows that propositions
which are intuited may be false.
[5] Tntnil-inns are not the re«;ult: of r;nnscir>n.q
inferenrp.

This is, I take it, what is meant when one refers

to intuitions as "spontaneous" seemings or judgings.

I take

this fact about intuitions to be revealed by introspection.
When one intuits that if p then not not p or that a certain
case is not knowledge, there is, it seems clear, no conscious
inference going on.

This is not to deny that there may be

unconscious inferential processes at work in the production
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of the phenomenologically spontaneous intuition.

It is,

however, to deny that any such inferences are part of the
proper account of first-person analysis of the intuitions
appealed to by philosophers.
A second, theoretical, reason can be found for this
constraint.

As Cohen (1986) points out, unless intuitions

are non-inferential they cannot serve, as Chapter 1
demonstrated they do, as the ultimate premises in
philosophical argumentation and analysis.

Philosophical

practice treats intuitions as basic, as not admitting of
further inferential support, and this provides us with a
reason for requiring of any genuine intuition that it not be
the result of conscious inference.

Again, [Al] respects this

constraint.
[6] Intuitions are distinct from perceptual or memory
•states •

That perceptual appearances are not intuitions is, I

think, quite clear.

While we may be prompted to an intuition

by perceptual stimulation, the vast majority of the
intuitions treated as philosophically relevant are the result
of contemplation of mere hypothetical cases.

Philosophers

are not constrained by appeal to actual cases, nor even to
nomologically possible cases, but freely appeal to intuitions
about whether cases are metaphysically possible and whether
certain concepts would apply to nomologically impossible
cases.

Neither of these could be the result of perception as
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perception shows us only what is actually the case and not
what is necessarily the case or possibly but not actually the
case.
While much of what we intuit we may also remember,
intuitions are not merely memory states.

While I may well

remember as I am now doing that a Gettier case is not a case
of knowledge or that an organism's origin is essential to it,
I can perfectly well remember those claims without having the
relevant intuitions.
well.

In addition, the converse seems true as

When I have a novel intuition, say as a result of

reading Kripke (1980) for the first time, I am not then
recalling the intuited proposition.

Instead, I am led to

reflect upon it for the first time, and to experience
something quite distinct from merely recalling the
proposition in question.

[AlJ's notion of an "intellectual

experience" is meant to exclude these other sorts of
phenomenology.
[7] Intuitions romP in degrees.

Though I have not made

much of this fact, it seems clear that intuitions come in
degrees.

One sees, I think, more clearly that an instance of

modus ponens is true, than one sees that 'water* on TwinEarth means XYZ.

One sees more clearly that a given concept

applies to some hypothetical cases than that it applies to
others.

One sees more clearly that the law of non

contradiction holds than that the naive comprehension axiom
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holds.

Though [Al] makes no mention of degrees of seeming,

it allows that intuitive propositions might vary in their
intuitiveness.
[8] Philosonhiral munitions involve an a^>narAn^

nfinessity of some kind.

This final condition is one that is

difficult to work out precisely.

I take it that Bealer is

correct in claiming that states invoked as evidence for
philosophical claims differ from what he calls "physical
intuitions."

Instances of the later might well include many

of the "intuitions" appealed to by attempts to analyze folk
physics (McClosky 1983) and those elicited by thought
experiments in empirical science.
However, though [Bl] meets constraints [1] through [8],
it seems to me, as I argued in Section 2.2.1, that an
acceptable version of constraint [8] can be satisfied by the
weaker [Al].

[Bl]

Recall Healer's analysis:

S has a rational intuition that p IF AND ONLY

IF it intellectually seems to S that necessarily p.

As argued earlier, this analysis seems to exclude
philosophically relevant intuitions which do not, at least
initially, seem necessarily true.

Though I admit that we can

be quickly brought to an intuition of necessity, requiring
that an intuition involve a seeming necessary looked to
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exclude many intuitions from the category of rational
intuitions.

Instead, I proposed

[Al] At t, S has a rational intuition that p IF AND
ONLY IF (a) at t, S has a purely intellectual
experience, when considering the cpiestion of
whether p, that p; and (b) at t, if S were to
consider whether p is necessarily true, then S
would have a purely intellectual experience that
necessarily p.

This proposal has the virtue of allowing the vast majority of
intuitions appealed to in philosophy to count as
philosophical intuitions.

It still distinguishes, as it

should, physical or contingent intuitions from philosophical
intuitions by appeal to another condition, the disposition to
intuit that p is necessary.

In the next section, I shall

address two objections to this proposal.

2.5

Two Ob-Sections Answered

I argued, above (in Sections 2.2 and 2.4) that while [Bl]
is probably too strong in requiring occurrent "seeming
necessary," some kind of disposition to have such an
occurrent experience of necessity might be reasonably
required of philosophical intuitions to distinguish
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philosophical intuitions from others.

I will here address

two objections to both my [Al] and Sealer's [Bl].^^
The first objection claims that many of our concept
application intuitions are really linguistic or
metalinguistic (or conceptual or metaconceptual) in form and
so cannot be construed as involving, even dispositionally,
any apparent necessity.

The second objection concedes that

many intuitions involve an apparent necessity, but appeals to
just the facts to which I appealed in criticizing [Bl] to
attack [Al].
answered.

I think the first objection can be decisively

The second seems to me largely terminological.

If

one's interest is in the philosophically evidential
intuitions as mine is, then my [Al] (or [Bl]) is clearly
preferable to the proposed alternative.
The first objection to [Al] and [Bl] is based on the
claim that the kind of intuitions invoked in standard
conceptual analysis neither have necessary propositions as
their content nor are even apparently necessary.

Instead,

the objector suggests that they have a metalinguistic form.
A standard classificational intuition about knowledge, it is
claimed, is nothing more than an intellectual seeming that
"case X is/is not an instance of the sort of thing commonly
called 'knowledge' (in English)" or that "the word
41

Both objections were suggested by Alvin Goldman in
comments on earlier drafts of this chapter.
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'knowledge' properly applies to such a case."

If that: is the

prepositional content of an intuition then, the objection
continues, it is certainly not a necessary truth, nor does
such a proposition seem, even upon explicit reflection,
necessarily true to us.''^
I agree that it is not necessarily true that the English
word "knowledge" (individuated in some non—semantic fashion)
properly applies to the cases that we now correctly judge it
to properly apply to.

If the English word "knowledge" had

meant something different, as well it might have given the
conventional nature of language, then the metalinguistic
claim which the objector maintains is the content of a
classification intuition would have been false.

42

Such

One might think this account of intuitions is
advanced in Goldman and Pust (1996). However, in
that paper we admitted that metalinguistic or
metaconceptual formulations were not accurate
accounts of the content of the intuitions. We
claimed that the metaconceptual propositions we
discussed were "not intended to be the precise
content of an intuition, which we take to he
jg
an instance of F"" (1996, 20). We were concerned
with the evidential import of intuitions and so
claimed that "intuition could qualify as a basic
evidential source as long as the occurrence of
intuitions with the content "e is an instance of F"
were reliable indicators of" the truth of certain
metaconceptual or metalinguistic propositions.
While they still seem to me quite reliable evidence
for such claims, it now seems to me that this is
only because they are evidence for the nature of
properties designated by F. The a priori grasp on
the property seems to me fundamental.
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metalinguistic claims are neither necessarily true nor do
they seem necessarily true.^^
It seems to me, however, that this account of the
content of intuitions is clearly mistaken.

It is as clear to

me as anything is that my intuitions do not seem to me to be
about the applicability of various English words.

My

intuitions seem to me not to be about English words, but
about knowledge, justification, personal identity, meaning,
just action, logical implication, etc..

In spite of the fact

that philosophers often ask whether a term applies to a
hypothetical case, this is, I think, a kind of semantic
ascent which could be done away with and which is more often
neglected.

Rather than talking about whether the term

"knowledge" applies to case X, we often quite sensibly remain
at the object level and ask whether X is a case of knowledge.
Rather than having a metalinguistic content such as "X is/is
not properly called C in English", an intuition presents
itself to us simply as "X is/is not a case of C."

So, I

think that the metalinguistic construal is quite false to the
phenomenology of intuitions.
One can, of course, offer a philosophical gloss on the
content of such intuitions or a reinterpretation of them.
43

Of course, this claim rests on the intuition that it
is possible for us to have used words differently.
Does that possibility seem to be itself merely
contingent?
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But if it is admitted that this would be just that, a gloss
or reinterpretation rather than a report of the content of
the judgement, I believe I am within my rights in insisting
that a metalinguistic account is not true to the way things
seem to the normal intuitor.
In addition to this "introspective" argument, there is
another important consideration that undermines the
metalinguistic account.

It would seem to make all of my

categorization judgements metalinguistic in content.

Rather

than thinking "X is a just action", "Y means 2," or "Case C
is metaphysically possible," or any other object-level
judgement, I would, on this view, always be judging that "The
word 'just' properly applies to action X," "the phrase 'means
z' is properly applied to Y, "the term 'metaphysically
possible' properly applies to case C."

The absurdity of this

view is, I hope, obvious.
I am not claiming we do not make or cannot be prompted
to make such metalinguistic judgements.

Of course we can.

But even if we can be so prompted to judge, this does not
mean our intuitions have this content.

Furthermore, these

metalinguistic judgements could not be philosophically
evidential unless we thought of them as based on a more basic
intuition.

It seems to me that when we make such a

metalinguistic judgement it is based upon knowledge of the
meaning of the symbol string or word in question.

To
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determine that, "knowledge" does or does not apply to case X
is, I think, to intuit that the case is or is not a case of
knowledge and that the word for knowledge is, in English,
"knowledge."
The objector might concede the points I've just made and
maintain that his initial formulation of the objection was
imprecise.

Rather than having a metalincruistic content, he

might maintain that intuitions have a metaconceptua1 content.
A classificational intuition would them have the form "case X
is/is not an instance of knowledge according to my concept of
knowledge" or "my concept of knowledge does/does not apply to
case X."

Likewise with other philosophical intuitions: "case

X is/is not an instance of good action according to my
concept of personal identity", "case X is/is not a case of
personal identity over time according to my concept of good
action", etc.

Note, however, that for this to be an

objection to [Al] he must presumably maintain that these

judgements are neither necessarily true nor strike him as
necessarily true upon reflection.
This version of the objection requires some
clarification.

What exactly is a concept in this context?

A

concept might be taken to be a concrete physical token in the
brain, or it might be taken to be an abstract object or
property which is the content of such a token.

Taken the

first way, however, I think all the arguments against a
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metalinguistic account of the content of intuitions apply
equally well against a metaconceptual account.

First, it

certainly seems to me that my intuitions are about
justification, personal identity and rationality and not
cUsout any physical entity in my brain.

Various actual and

hypothetical cases seem to me to be cases of just action,
preservation of identity over time, or justified belief.
Indeed, if we are construing the word "concept"
nonsemantically, I don't even know how a physical brain state
could "apply to" a hypothetical case.

It seems possible only

in virtue of the state's having a concept as its content.
Second, the account has the absurd result, parallel to the
absurdity of the previous account, that all of my intuitions
are, in some sense, about me.
Alternatively, the claim could be that my intuitions are
of the form "case c is an instance of the concept of
knowledge," where concepts are taken to be universals,
properties, or the content of singular terms.

This claim

seems, however, quite unproblematic by the lights of both
[Bl] and [Al] because it seems to make the claims of
contingency incorrect.

In fact, this proposal seems to me a

mere stylistic variant of my own.

Consider the intuition

that "case X is a instance of the concept of knowledge." The
imagined objector must claim that this proposition seems to
me, when I consider its modal status, merely contingently
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true. This is, however, obviously false.

It seems to me

necessarily true that a concept, in this sense, applies to a
given case. I conclude that attempts to deflate the apparent
necessity by alternative construals of the content of
intuitions fail and with them the first objection.
Now to the second objection.

This objection agrees with

my criticisms of [Bl] but suggests that those very objections
can be used to show that [Al] is still far too restrictive.
Once we admit that a philosophically relevant intuition need
not involve an orrrnrrent: seeming necessary, why should we
require of S, if she is to have a genuine intuition, that she
satisfy condition (b), that she be disposed to have p seem
necessarily true to her?

In effect, the objection suggests

that my own argument against [Bl] undermines [Al] and
suggests the following alternative analysis:

[A2] At t, S has an intuition that p IF AND ONLY IF
at t, S has a purely intellectual experience, when
considering the question of whether p, that p.

The advisability of this move depends on what sorts of
propositions can be the content of the relevant purely
intellectual experiences.

Bealer seems to think that an

analysis such as [A2] will admit what he calls "physical
intuitions" as intuitions.

Since they are not the sorts of
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intuitions appealed to as philosophical evidence he excludes
them from his analysis which is meant to apply only to the
philosophically relevant a priori or rational intuitions.
Now, the proponent of [A2] can admit, on the grounds
I've adduced, that condition (b) of [Al] does hold of some of
what [A2] would count as intuitions and not others.

He can

also admit that only those intuitions of which (b) of [Al]
holds are treated as philosophically relevant.

He may claim

that he simply prefers a broader definition of intuition
which groups physical and a priori intuitions together since
he agrees with me that [Bl] is too restrictive.
However, my objection to [Bl] was an objection to its
adequacy as an account of t-he intuitions used as
philosophical evidence.

The present objection to my [Al]

would have to make the case that [Al] fails to capture all
the philosophically relevant intuitions.

Otherwise, it is no

objection at all since we agree on all the facts and differ
merely about the name.
Once we have noted these facts, I'm not sure how much
hangs on who gets to call their analysis the analysis of
intuition.

So long as the proponent of [A2] is willing to

admit that there is a difference between states which satisfy
his more lenient account, which difference is captured by my
condition (b), I'm quite happy to say that my analysis is an
analysis of rational or philosophical intuition and admit
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that such intuitions do not exhaust the category.

My

references in what follows to "intuition" will typically
leave the "a priori" or "rational" modification tacit.

2^

Conclusion

I've argued in this chapter that various extant proposed
analyses of intuition are mistaken.

I've argued that [Al] is

a better account of the intuitions used as philosophical
evidence by argruing that it escapes the problem I detected in
Bealer's proposal and by defending it against some
objections.
We

now have an account of what intuitions are and we've

previously seen how extensively they are used as evidence in
analytic philosophy.

Recently, however, some philosophers

have questioned whether intuitions ought to play the
evidential role that they currently play in analytic
philosophy.

The remainder of this essay explores the grounds

for such skepticism and attempts to defend the use of
intuitions as evidence.''^
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Without meaning to detract from my earlier
arguments, let me again call to the reader's
attention the fact that regardless of whether [Al],
[Bl] or [A2] is the correct analysis of intuition,
the normative questions with which I'm concerned in
the remainder of the essay will arise. For this
reason, even the proponents of one of other accounts
should find the skeptical arguments I shall confront
in the remainder of this essay worth consideration.
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Introductign
Chapters 1 and 2 were devoted to demonstrating that

intuitions are presently treated as the primary source of
evidence in philosophical inquiry and arguing for a
particular account of the nature of intuitions.

I now turn

to the normative epistemological question of whether or not
intuitions ought to be treated as evidence.
This chapter is devoted to the task of outlining the
arguments of a number of contemporary philosophers who are
skeptical about the evidential worth of intuitions;
skeptical, that is, that intuitions can properly be treated
as evidence for anything other than our psychological
constitution or our tacit beliefs or theories.

In Section

3.2, I outline and analyze arguments recently offered by
Gilbert Harman, Alvin Goldman, and Stephen Stich in support
of skepticism about the evidential worth of intuitions in
moral theory, metaphysics, logic, and epistemology.

Though

this has not been previously noted, I will show that once
these arguments are clearly articulated, they can be seen to
be instances of a single argument schema, all sharing the
same main premise.

In Section 3.3, I outline that single
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argument schema.

In Chapter 4, I will subject the general

argument to critical scrutiny and show that it fails.

Explanationist Sk:g>ot! ini sm

In this section (constituting the bulk of the present
chapter), I shall present a set of recent skeptical arguments
which share a common structure.

They all advance an

empiricist or naturalist version of an explanationist
principle of justified belief, and utilize such an
epistemology to declare intuitions of various kinds
evidentially worthless for any sort of inquiry other than
empirical psychology.

I will demonstrate in this section

that Gilbert Barman's skeptical arguments about moral
intuitions (1977; 1986), Alvin Goldman's skeptical arguments
about metaphysical intuitions (1987; 1989b; 1992b), and
Stephen Stich's skeptical argument about certain semantic or
logical intuitions (1975) are best viewed as variations on a
single argument schema.

While these philosophers admit that

we have various intuitions or make intuitive judgements, they
argue that we are not justified in using them as evidence in
philosophical inquiry because the best explanation of the
occurrence of such intuitions is not one that invokes their
truth.

As a means of introducing the fundamental problem

with such arguments, a problem I develop in detail in the
next chapter, I conclude this section by presenting a
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parallel skeptical argument regarding epistemic intuitions
derived from (but not explicitly formulated in) some of Alvin
Goldman's recent epistemological work {1989a; 1992c)

•1.2.1

Harman on Moral Tntuitions
In the first chapter of his book,

MaMirP nf Mor-aliry

(1977), Gilbert Harman presents a widely discussed argument
for the conclusion that moral theory suffers from severe
epistemic difficulties.

His central claim is that moral

theories are epistemically problematic because they cannot be
tested and confirmed in the way that scientific theories can.
While he admits that we may "test" general moral principles
against our intuitive reactions to particular actual and
hypothetical situations, he argues that we are not thereby
testing our moral theories or principles "against the world."
Instead, we are merely testing them against our "moral
sensibility," or against our tacitly held moral theories.
Initially, Harman is concerned with the possibility of
moral observation.

Taking observation to be our basic

epistemic access to the world, Harman questions whether we
can test our moral theories against something more than our
45

Note that Goldman's discussion in these articles,
and more clearly in Goldman and Pust (1996),
demonstrates that he does not take intuitions to
lack all evidential value. Rather, it is their
value as evidence for anything more than our
contingent psychological constitution that he
doubts.

Ill

intuitive reactions to hypothetical cases.
we actually test them ofaservationally?
can.

Can, he wonders,

He believes that we

Claiming that all perception is theory-laden, he

presents an analysis of observation on which we clearly do
make moral observations.

Observation, in this extremely

liberal view, occurs whenever a belief is formed as a "fairly
direct result" of perceptual stimulation.

Insofar as such

immediate perceptual beliefs may be about moral matters as
much as any other, he maintains that there are moral
observations
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There are some difficulties with this account of
observation. First, the intuitive judgement one
arrives at when confronted with a linguistic
description of a merely possible* case does not seem
to clearly count as an observation on this
criterion. While this is acceptable if Harman means
to stipulate that only immediate judgements aibout
actual, concrete, visually presented cases are to
count as observations, this account does not
encompass all of what Harman himself admits we
normally use as evidence for moral theories.
Indeed, one of his own examples involves an
intuitive judgement produced in response to a
description of a merely hypothetical case—one in
which a doctor takes the life of an unconsenting
healthy person to save the lives of five other
patients. This case is not distinguished from other
more clearly "perceptual" cases in Harman's
discussion. I would maintain, then, that the issue
of whether we make moral observations in any
standard sense of that term is irrelevant to
Harman's argument. We free ourselves from
unnecessary complication and do not much affect the
argument if we allow any non-inferential perceptual
or intuitive belief to count as a "Harmanobservation."
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In spite of the fact that we make moral observations in
his extremely liberal sense of "observation," Harman claims
that there is an important difference between the status of
observations in empirical science and their status in ethical
inquiry.

The alleged difference is that "you need to make

assumptions about certain physical facts to explain the
occurrence

of the observations that support a scientific

theory, but you do not seem to need to make assumptions about
any moral facts to explain the occurrence" of the moral
observations (1977, 6, emphasis added).

On Harman's view,

when a scientist makes an observation, that observation
confirms the theory insofar as the best explanation of the
fact that the observation occurred must invoke the truth of
the theory.

The confirming role of an observation, then, is

assigned to the occurrence of the observational judgement and
not simply to the content of the judgement.

So, in Barman's

much-cited example, a physicist's observation confirms a
physical theory to the extent that it seems reasonable to
explain the occurrence of a physicist's observational
judgement by referring to something about the world "over and
above" the assumptions we might make about his or her
psychology.
Such cases, he alleges, stand in stark contrast to cases
in which we make moral observations.

When, for example, one

makes a spontaneous moral judgement that it would be wrong
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for a doctor to kill an unconsenting healthy patient to save
the lives of five other patients, or when one sees a group of
young hoodlums setting fire to a cat and one spontaneously
judges that they are doing something wrong, "an assumption
about moral facts would seem, to be totally irrelevant to the
explanation of your making the judgement you make" (1977, 7).
All we must assume in order to arrive at what appears to be
an entirely adequate explanation of a person's making moral
judgements is that the person making the judgement tacitly
accepts a set of moral principles, a set of principles which
she unconsciously applies to particular cases in order to
arrive at an intuitive determination of their moral status.
Harman repeatedly asserts that it seems unnecessary to
appeal to moral facts in order to explain observations.
key argument seems to be that the

observation of an event can provide observational
evidence for or against a scientific theory in the
sense that the truth of the observation can be
relevant to a reasonable explanation of why that
observation was made.

A moral observation does not

seem, in the same sense, to be observational
evidence for or against any moral theory, since the
truth or falsity of the moral observation seems to
be completely irrelevant to any reasonable

The
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explanation of why that observation was made.
(1977, 7)

Why, exactly, does Harman think this claim of explanatory
irrelevance so plausible?

It seems that Harman takes the

claim to follow from the fact that physical facts can have a
causal effect on our perceptual mechanisms but moral facts
cannot.

Immediately after the passage just cited, he points

out that a proton can cause a vapor trail that reflects light
into an observer's eyes in such a way that, when combined
with the observer's theory, causes the observer to judge that
a proton is present.

But—and this seems to be the crucial

point—there doesn't seem to be "any way in which the actual
rightness or wrongness of a given situation can have any
effect on your perceptual apparatus" (1977, 8).
It is important to note that Harman is here using the
term "observation" in an idiosyncratic manner.

He is quite

clear that his sense of observation is a sense in which an
observation that p is the event of vour thinkiny that p.

It

is not simply p, the content of your observational judgement.
Using William Lycan's (1988b) helpful terminology, we should
distinguish between intuitings (the act or event of intuiting
that p) and intuiteds (the proposition one intuits)
47

In a

The same distinction is evident in one of Edmund
Husserl's diagnoses of psychologism cibout logic in
his Logical Investigation?^: "Logical laws have ...
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similar manner, we might distinguish between observings (the
occurrence of an observational judgement) and observeds (the
content of such a judgement) and, even more generally,
between iudglngs and judgeds.
Harman explicitly concedes that moral principles could
explain moral observations or intuitions in the latter sense.
That is, they could explain moral observeds or intuiteds.

if

action X is wrong, then a general moral principle might well
explain why it is wrong (by entailing the particular
judgement when combined with the particular facts of the
case).

But such principles cannot be tested against the

world as they are of no apparent help in explaining t-.he fact:
that you made the -iudaement that you made—in

observinas.

explaining your

So, while normal scientific observations are

evidence for empirical theories because the theories explain
the occurrence of your observations, moral observations are
not evidence for moral theories in the same way since moral
theories cannot contribute to the explanation of your
observings.

Given that the explananda are restricted to the

occurrence of various contentful physical/psychological
events rather than simply the truth of the content of such
events, it seems clear that only a causal explanation will do
been confused with judgements, in the sense of acts
of judgement, in which we know them: the laws as
'contents of -iudaement' have been confused with the
judgements themselves (1970, 102).
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and, in the moral case, the explanatory (or causal) chain
found in the scientific case is "broken.*"'®
This does not mean, however, that the only entities we
are justified in believing in are those that are causally
efficacious.

At the end of his discussion, Harman briefly

considers the possibility that ethical propositions are
confirmed in the same way that mathematical propositions are
confirmed.

He there concedes that the existence of numbers

cannot be justified on the basis of any straightforward
causal criterion of justified belief, because we "cannot be
in causal contact" with numbers and "relations among numbers
cannot have any more effect on our perceptual apparatus than
moral facts can" (1977, 10).

However, he maintains that his

explanationist epistemology allows for the observational
confirmation of mathematical beliefs while precluding the
observational confirmation of moral beliefs.
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The essential

As Harman elsewhere summarizes the argument:
"Naturalists see an important difference between our
factual beliefs and our moral beliefs. Our ordinary
factual beliefs provide us with evidence that there
is an independent world of objects because our
having those beliefs cannot
olausiblv explained
without assuming we interact with an independent
world of objects external to ourselves, objects we
perceive and manipulate. But our having the moral
beliefs we have can be explained entirely in terms
of our upbringing and values; without any appeal to
an independent realm of values and obligations. Sii
our moral beliefs do not provide us with evidence
... " (1984, 32-33, emphasis added). See Gibbard
(1990, 121) for a very similar argument.
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difference between the two domains is that scientists must
appeal to mathematical propositions when they construct
explanations of their observations, while they do not need to
appeal to moral propositions in their explanations.^' Thus,
Harman must here (as elsewhere (1965; 1973)) be offering a
criterion of justified belief which holds that an observation
is evidence for the entire theory that best explains its
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Elliot Sober has recently (1993) offered persuasive
arguments against the thesis that mathematical
propositions are empirically confirmed by the
empirical success of the physical theories in which
they appear. While this might appear to conflict
with Harman's views, the claim that Harman makes is
actually vague enough to make it unclear whether he
takes mathematics to be empirically confirmed by its
necessary explanatory role in empirical science.
Sober admits that nothing he says demonstrates that
it is wrong to hold that "the indispensability of
mathematical statements in empirical science is some
sort of reason to regard the statements as true"
(1993, 53, emphasis added). He merely criticizes
the notion that mathematical statements inherit the
observational confirmation accruing to the physical
theory in which they appear. Premise [1], my
formulation of Harman's claim, does not run afoul of
this point. Nonetheless, Sober's argument does show
that the explanatory indisppnsability of a postulate
does not suffice to render it empirically confirmed
by particular observations. Of course, even if
Sober is correct, there is still the difference
between mathematics and morality to which Harman
appeals.
Steiner (1978) also argues that we cannot have
empirical evidence for the existence of mathematical
entities. Rather than focusing on the fact that all
the theories serving as explanans invoke the same
mathematics, he argues that this is because numbers
appear at the level of the observational explananda.
We cannot even describe the observational data that
need to be explained without invoking mathematics.
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occurrence.

The overall argument seems to appeal to the

following general epistemological principle as its first
premise:

[1]

Aside from propositions describing the
occurrence of an observational or intuitive
judgement,

S is justified in believing only

those propositions that are required by the
best explanation of S's making the judgements
that she makes.

Notice that this does not require that a moral proposition
figure in the best explanation of specifically moral
observings or intuitings in order for S to be justified in
believing it.

Instead, moral propositions (or any other) are

observationally confirmed if they are required to explain any
of our observings or intuitings.
Harman's second premise seems to be the following;

[2]

Moral propositions are not required by the
best explanation of S's making the
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This first clause is necessary to admit the
explainees that serve as the foundations of
explanationist epistemology. If a proposition's
justification depends on what it explains, then
obviously there must be something for it to explain
in the first place. For more on this topic see
Lycan (1988a).
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observational or intuitive judgements that
she makes.

It is this premise that is supposed to be justified by
the apparent lack of causal efficacy of moral
properties.

These premises jointly entail the following

radical conclusion:

[3]

S is not justified in believing any moral
propositions. (From [1] and [2])

Though my summary thus far is enough to demonstrate the
basic structure of his argviment, I'm going to outline some of
Harman's claims in his next discussion of these issues
(Harman 1986) in order to make clearer the structure of the
argument and its similarity to the other explanationist
arguments I'll discuss in the rest of this section.

Harman,

in his next attempt to address these issues, draws a
distinction between distinctively moral claims, such as
"Action X is wrong," and psycholocrirra T or gnri n1 naira 1
claims, such as "S believes action X is wrong" or "Many
Americans believe that action X is wrong" (1986).
kinds of claims are empirically testable.

The latter

This is not simply

because they have observational implications—because moral
claims have, as do any propositions given suitable auxiliary
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assumptions, observational implications.

Rather, Harman's

reason for thinking the latter claims are empirically
testable is the fact that they can have "observational
effects" because people's beliefs play a causal role in
producing their actions and because we can, via our
perceptual mechanisms, be "influenced by" these actions.
Moral claims, however, allegedly have no such observable
effects.

Moral facts cannot be "manifested" in the same way

moral beliefs can.
Harman admits that there can be moral explanations and
that moral principles could be justified by a kind of
inference to the best explanation if our moral "observations"
(i.e. our moral observeds) were reliable.

However, he

continues to maintain that moral theories tested in
reflective equilibrium are not tested against the world in
the way that empirical scientific theories are.

Instead, a

moral philosopher who tries to find general principles or to
construct a general theory to capture our intuitive
judgements about cases is "studying common-sense ethics.

The

results of such a study are results in moral psychology"
(1986, 51).

The moral philosopher engaged in formulating

theories and testing them against particular intuitions is,
on this view, no different from the psychologist studying
common-sense physics by investigating what behavior most
people expect from physical objects in various circumstances
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and why they expect it (e.g. McClosJcy 1983).

Of course, sucti

a psychologist is not studying physics when she studies
common-sense physics-

Rather, she is studying how people

happen to conceptualize, represent, and reason about
mechanics.

Likewise, the moral philosopher investigating

common-sense ethics is not investigating right and wrong when
she treats moral intuitions as her data.

She is studying

what people (including herself) believe about morality, and
not the nature of the good and the right itself.

3.2.2

Goldman on Metaphysical Tntnlt:ions

Let us next consider Alvin Goldman's recent discussions
of the use of intuitions in metaphysics (1987; 1989b; 1992b).
The salient fact about his work on this topic, for present
purposes, is his skepticism regarding the evidential worth of
metaphysical intuitions for non-psychological purposes, a
skepticism apparently motivated by an empiricist
explanationist argument quite similar to Harman's.^^
Goldman begins by appealing to a distinction he borrows
from P. F. Strawson, a distinction between descript-iand
revisionary

(or prescriptive) metaphysics.

Strawson held

that "descriptive metaphysics is content to describe the
actual structure of our thought about the world; revisionary
metaphysics is concerned to produce a better structure"
51

This similarity is noticed by Goldman (1992b, 66).
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(1959, 9).

Descriptive metaphysics, on Goldman's account,

aims to describe our common sense or "folk" ontology.

Moving

beyond Strawson, Goldman also charges descriptive metaphysics
with the task of scientifically explaining why we "believe"
that ontology or why we have the various metaphysical
intuitions that we do.

Revisionary or prescriptive

metaphysics, on Goldman's account, aims to ascertain the
objective truth about the ultimate structure of reality, or,
as he puts it, "it tries to identify the real constituents of
the world, the ones to which we ought to be ontologically
committed" (1987, 528).
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In the service of this aim.

Though Goldman invokes Strawson's distinction, he
seems to have a different conception of the nature
and relative importance of the two disciplines than
did Strawson. First, Strawson held that descriptive
metaphysics was the more fundamental discipline and
that whatever "philosophical utility" could be
ascribed to prescriptive metaphysical systems could
only be ascribed to them "because there is another
kind of metaphysics [that revealed by descriptive
metaphysics] which needs no iustification at all
beyond that of inquiry in general" (1959, 9,
emphasis added). Revisionary metaphysics was "at the
service of descriptive metaphysics," and the core
aspect of our conceptual scheme revealed by
descriptive metaphysics was, in Strawson's
estimation, "indispensable" (1959, 9). Second,
insofar as the content of descriptive metaphysics
is, on Strawson's conception, a necessary condition
of thought and/or experience of the world, he surely
did not hold that it was empirically or causally
explicable. Indeed, such a conception of
descriptive metaphysics seems to rule out the
possibility of our being able to scientifically
explain why we conceive of things in this way rather
than some other.
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prescriptive metaphysics is prepared to depart from our
intuitions or our common-sense thinking about metaphysical
matters, should such a departure prove warranted.
Goldman's objection to the work of many contemporary
metaphysicians is that they fail to notice this distinction
and, consequently, fail to ask what the evidential role of
our intuitions ought to be in each endeavor.

Contemporary

metaphysics relies quite heavily on appeals to intuition (or
to "what we would say" in certain circumstances).

In fact,

it often seems as though a collection of intuitions is the
only evidence to which metaphysicians are responsive in their
theorizing.

In Goldman's view, this practice is seriously

misguided if the aim of such metaphysicians is, as it
certainly seems to be, to get at the objective truth about
metaphysical matters.

Intuitions, Goldman claims, are

evidentially relevant if our focus is folk ontology—if we
are doing commonsense or descriptive metaphysics.

If we want

to ascertain what people believe regarding some metaphysical
matter or how they conceptualize metaphysical matters, then
obviously their judgements and intuitions are excellent
evidence.

Were it to turn out that most people have just the

intuitions appealed to by a certain metaphysician, then this
would provide support for the claim that their content is
part of our commonsense ontology.

Notice the similarity of
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this claim to Harman's claim that intuitions are evidence
only for our moral psychology.
However, if we are engaged in genuine or prescriptive
metaphysics—if we want to know c±)out the structure of
reality and not merely what the folk (including ourselves)
tacitly believe—then it is much less clear how intuitions
could provide us with good evidence.

Goldman raises his

central question in the following passage: "Why should we
regard intuitions or feelings as reliable indicators of
genuine metaphysical facts?....

What licenses the inference

from these intuitions to the putative metaphysical facts?
Why should intuitions be relied upon?" (1992b, 57).
The credibility of intuitions as evidence for nonpsychologistic or objective metaphysics is undermined,
Goldman continues, if we can find explanations of our various
intuitions which do not invoke objective metaphysical facts.
Goldman claims, then, that an adequate explanation of our
intuitings which does not invoke objective facts of the
relevant sort would be a good reason to think that such
intuitings are not good evidence for their contents.
Furthermore, he takes cognitive science to be particularly
well-placed to offer such deflationary explanations, as it is
in the general business of offering scientific explanations
of mental phenomena.

Just as an atheist may attempt to

undermine the theistic argument from religious experience by
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appeal to psychological and cultural phenomena, Goldman's
psychologistic philosopher would use cognitive and perhaps
biological and social sciences to "explain the
phenomenological or judgemental events without positing
objectively detected properties" (1989b, 46).

She would

thereby, on Goldman's view, undermine the use of metaphysical
intuitions as evidence for non-psychological or objective
metaphysical theories.
Goldman does not simply assert chat, such psychologistic
explanations are possible.

He offers some (admittedly quite

sketchy and speculative) examples of how cognitive science
might explain various of our intuitions about the
essentiality of origin, haecceitism. Sorites paradoxes, the
identity of persons and objects over time, and the apparent
"flow" of time.

In connection with intuitions appealed to in

order to support theories of personal identity over time or
of object identity over time, Goldman suggests that our
intuitings can be explained in terms of "conceptual" Gestalt
rules regarding good continuation.

The occurrence of

intuitions elicited by Saul Kripke (1980) to support an
essentialist thesis about the origins of individual objects
53

Harman offers the same comparison: "Naturalists say
that people's religious beliefs can be explained in
terms of their upbringing and psychology without any
supernatural assumptions, so these beliefs provide
no evidence whatsoever for the truth of religious
claims" (1984, 44-45). Presumably he would say the
same about religious experiences.
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and by Robert Adams (1979) to supporr haecceit ism. 54 migtit,
Goldman avers, be plausibly explained by appeal to certain
algorithms governing the mental representation of individuals
or "our cognitive bookkeeping habits.
After offering these and other sketchy examples of
psychological explanations of our metaphysical intuitjjists./
Goldman concludes that we have no reason to think that
intuitions are reliable indicators or "detectors" of
metaphysical facts because "tt]he availability of a purely
psychological explanation of the intuitions ostensibly

provides a systematic alternative to such detectivist
explanations" (1992b, 61, emphasis added).

Actually, Goldman

admits that the explanationist argument succeeds only if
metaphysical facts are not needed in a complete explanation
of our judgings.

In other words, noc only must it be that

there is a merely psychological (or non-detectivist)
explanation of our judgments.

In addition, the best

explanation of why we are psychologically constituted so as
to make such judgements must not invoke the metaphysical
propositions or facts in question.

Nonetheless, this wrinkle
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Both Kripke and Adams clearly appeal to intuiteds as
evidence. Kripke's statement about his methodology
appears as the epigraph of this essay. Adams claims
that "all arguments on these matters" must be based
on intuitions (1979, 17).
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Goldman here appeals to the work of Hans Kamp
(1985).
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does not much affect the skeptical argument since it is less
than clear how metaphysical facts of the sorts just mentioned
could be any part of an explanation of our psychological
dispositions.
Goldman is, then, offering an argument similar to
Harman's in that it utilizes an explanationist epistemology
and in that it takes intuitinas as the only explananda.

In

connection with an extended discussion of modal intuitions in
contemporary work on modality, he says.

What: the availability of a cognitivist explanation
of modal intuitions shows is that we may not need
objective modal facts to accommodate the existence,
or occurrence of these intuitions.

The burden is

therefore on the objectivist about modality to show
that theoretical considerations make it reasonable
nonetheless to countenance such facts. (1992b, 6566) 56
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It is interesting that Goldman worries about our
lack of independent evidence for the reliability of
the intuitions. A simple reliabilism would claim
simply that the metaphysical beliefs are justified
if the intuitions are reliable, but that we need not
have any independent evidence that they are
reliable. Instead of adopting such a
straightforward reliabilism, Goldman's concern in
these papers is with our having i ndepg^ndent evidence
that the intuitions are reliable indicators of
objective metaphysical fact, with our "being
entitled to believe" that our intuitions are
reliable indicators of metaphysical facts. His
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Throughout his discussions of the relationship between
cognitive science and metaphysics, Goldman offers cognitivist
or psychological stories to account for people's metaphysical
intuitings.

This psychological project, I should emphasize

again, is distinct from simply taking the content of the
intuitions as evidence and offering a philosophical theory.
In other words, Goldman's way of "accounting for the
intuitions" is to offer a psychological explanation of their
occurrence (the intuitinas.) rather than a metaphysical theory
that captures their content (the intuiteds).
What Goldman is offering, it should now be clear, is the
following skeptical argument, very similar to Barman's
argument discussed above:

[1] Aside from propositions about her observings or
intuitings, S ought to accept only those

conception of justification appears to be broadly
evidentialist, rather than reliabilist, when the
question at issue is one regarding the reliability
of a faculty.
Perhaps, however, Goldman believes that concerns
about the lack of a causal-explanatory connection
trip the no-defeater condition in his reliabilist
analysis of justified belief. See Casullo (1992)
for an argument that a no-defeater condition of this
sort must be part of any adequate reliabilist
epistemology and that it is this condition which
undermines appeals to reliabilism (like that of
Maddy 1984) to solve Benacerraf's (1973) problem
about mathematical knowledge.
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propositions required by th.e best explanation
of S's intuitings and observings. (Premise)
[2] S's intuitings about metaphysical topic X (and
the rest of S's intuitings and observings) can
be best explained without appeal to
propositions about X.

(Premise)

[3] S is not justified in believing any
propositions about X.

3.2.3

(From [1] and [2])

Stich on Semantic Intuitions

My third example of this argument form is Stephen
Stich's discussion of certain logical intuitions in a paper
entitled "Logical Form and Natural Language" (1975).

It

forms an early installment in what is now a campaign against
intuitions lasting more than twenty years.

Stich's targets

have also included epistemic intuitions (1990), moral
intuitions (1993), semantic intuitions (Stich and Laurence
1994), and intuitions about reference (1996).

In the paper

at hand, Stich offers a version of the skeptical thesis with
respect to intuitions about logical truth.
Fundamental to Stich's discussion is a distinction
between two different projects that employ two quite
different notions of logical form.

The first, "Quinean,"

program is the conjunction of two notions: that logical
truths are simply a species of empirical generalization
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(derived from Mill), and that ordinary language is inadequate
for the purposes of logic (derived from Frege).

The Quinean

program treats the logician as a kind of empirical scientist
who seeks to construct an applied logic.

The logician, on

Stich's account, justifies logical laws in a manner directly
parallel to the manner in which scientific laws are
justified.

For example, he notices that "many sentences

formed by inserting a single declarative sentence into both
blanks of '

or it is not the case that

' are true"

and so he hypothesizes that all of them are (1975, 400).
Stich draws a distinction between pure and applied
logic, parallel to the distinction between pure and applied
geometry.

Pure logic will contain axioms and theorems

containing predicates like "X is a sentence," "X is the
negation of Y," and others.

An applied logic is produced by

the specification of extensions for these theoretical
predicates.

The resulting theory is justified "by assessing

the explanatory and predictive power of the total theory that
results from meshing an applied logic with the theories of
the several sciences" (401).

The purpose of the applied

logic is simply to justify inferences the validity of which
would otherwise be in doubt.
correctness

But our only evidence for the

of the logical theory, Stich holds, is a matter

of its contribution to the explanatory and predictive power
of the theories of the various empirical sciences.

The goal
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of the Quinean logician is simply "the production of the best
theory adequate to the needs of empirical science" (406), and
it is no demerit if the resulting logical theory fails to
attribute logical structure to many sentences of natural
language.
The second "Semantic" program, on the other hand, is the
program of many semanticists aiming to construct a theory of
logical form based on speakers' intuitions "about semantic
properties (like analyticity) and relations (like entailment
and synonymy)" (409).

The aim is a theory of semantic

intuitions analogous to a theory of syntactic intuitions.
This theory is adequate to the extent that it predicts
(within idealization) the judgements a competent speaker
would make about the semantic properties of his language.
Stich notes that many semantic intuitions about the
properties and relations of sentences are really intuitions
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Stich notes (1975, fn 8), as does Bealer (1993, fn
2), that there is an inconsistency between official
"Quinean" epistemological doctrine and Quine's
philosophical practice. Quine appeals to intuitions
to support his various set theories and to support
claims about the proper analysis of various
sentences or inferences.
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As examples of this program, Stich cites Katz &
Fodor (1963), Katz (1972) and Lakoff (1970; 1971).
In Katz' words, his program "makes no distinction
between what is logical and what is not, unless
there is an undeniable difference in our logical
intuitions about the validity of the cases" (1972,
xxiii).
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about the properties and relations of senses of sentences.
We incuit that in one sense the sentence "everyone has a
birthday" entails that all persons have the same birthday and
in another sense it does not.

The theory constructed, then,

will invoke relations and properties of senses.
Stich then observes that it might be thought that the
Quinean and Semantic programs are two routes to the same
destination.

It might appear that both kinds of theorists

seek "linguistic structures which, while related to ordinary
sentences, do not share the ambiguity of ordinary sentences"
(412).

It is over these structures that entailment and

logical truth are defined.

But it is just this thesis of

convergence about which Stich is skeptical.

The reasons for

the skepticism are informative.
First, as Stich has outlined the semantic program, its
explanandum is the set of se>mantir: intuitions shared by
competent speakers of a language.

The theory in question is

adequate or inadequate to the extent that it captures and
explains all of these intuitions.

The semantic theorist,

according to Stich, is a psychologist: of sorts rather than a
semanticist or logician, and his explanandum is the highly
structured set of judgements that speakers are disposed to
make.

Here again, the explanandum is not the accumulated

content of those judgements, but the fact that speakers
produce them.

In contrast, for the Quinean logician, a
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theory of logical form is justified not at all by its ability
to capture intuitions, but by its overall scientific utility
for the purposes of empirica1 science.
Stich's second worry is about truth.

The Quinean is

committed to the genuine truth of all of the sentences his
theory deems "logically true."

His reasons are (holistic)

empirical reasons of just the sort he has for believing a
physical theory.

The Semantic theorist, however, has, by

Stich's accounting, no reason whatsoever to think that the
sentences he labels "logical truths" are true by virtue of
their logical form, or that sentences he labels "analytic"
are true simply in virtue of their meaning.

His aim is

simply to provide a description of the content of the
intuitions.

At most, he may claim that his subjects

(including himself, if he has used himself as a subject)
believe such sentences true or have intuitions that they are
true.

Stich claims:

The semantic theorist uses evidence about
intuitions (and perhaps about beliefs) to build a
theory which entails that certain sentences are
logical truths.

If, in this theory, 'logical

truth' is viewed as a technical term in which
'truth* occurs syncategorematically, there is no
complaint.

There is cause for protest only if the
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semantic theorist goes on to claim that his
'logical truths' are true.

To substantiate that

claim he needs an argument that-

ahonf

inrnirinns and beliefs can yif>Td rnnclusions ahour
truth.

In the absence of such an argument ... we

must conclude that semantic theory ... i s not a
theory of logical form at all.

It tells us nothing

about logical truth and nothing about entailment,
save in the Pickwickean sense in which logical
truths need not be true and entailment need not
preserve truth....

Semantic theory, as here

characterized, falls squarely within the boundaries
of psychology; it is a branch of psychology
concerned to describe and explain a complex system
of judgements and intuitions characteristic of
natural language users. (1975, 414, emphasis added)

The primary point, then, is that evidence about speakers'
intuitions cannot be used to infer conclusions about the
truth of senses (including entailment conditionals) in their
language.

The only sorts of conclusions which can be

properly based on such evidence are conclusions about what
people are disposed to believe or intuit true.

Just as did

Goldman and Harman, Stich suggests that intuitions properly
serve as evidence only for psychological theories.

There is
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simply no straightforward inference from semantic intuitions
about the logical truth of sentences to the truth of
sentences intuited true.
Here I thinlc we can give two versions of the argument.
The first, unlike Goldman's and Barman's, makes no appeal to
the notion of causal explanation but it restricts the
explananda to the content of empirical observations.

It

would run as follows:

[1']

Other than propositions which are the content
of one's observations, one ought to accept
only those propositions necessary for the
best explanation of (the content of) one's
empirical observations. (Premise)

[2*]

Our empirical observations can be best
explained without appeal to the truth of most
of the propositions intuition deems logically
true or analytic. (Premise)

[3']

We are not justified in believing those
propositions intuited analytic or logically
true but unnecessary for the explanation of
our empirical observations. (From [I'l and
[2'])
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The other version would be more like Harman's and Goldman's
in allowing the occurrence of any intuition to count as
evidence:

[1]

Other than propositions describing the
occurrence of an observation or intuition, one
ought to accept only those propositions
necessary for the best explanation of our
intuitings and observings. (Premise)

[2]

The occurrence of our various observational or
intuitive judgements can be best explained
without appeal to most of the propositions
intuition deems logically true or analytic.
(Premise)

[3]

We are not justified in believing that those
intuited but explanatorily unnecessary
propositions are true. (From [1] and [2])

Stich's claim is not that we are not justified in believing
that certain sentences are truths of logic.

Rather, it is

that which sentences are logical truths must be determined
empirically.^®
59

A sentence p will be properly deemed a logical

In a sense, Stich's proposal is that there are
logical truths but no statement is "logically true"
where that phrase is meant to mark a contrast with
"empirical truth."
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truth if and only if it is deemed true by the best logical
theory justified on emplrirai grounds.

If the resulting

theory is some standard form of quantification theory, then
many sentences deemed analytic by intuition may not be deemed
logically true by the logical theory and, given the epistemic
thesis here offered, there is no warrant for believing the
sentences true simply because they are intuitive.

3.2.4

(Goldman on Epist«>mir Tnt:ui^^nn-q
My final example of this sort of skeptical

explanationist argument is derived from the recent
epistemological work of Alvin Goldman.

It is not. I should

mention again, explicitly endorsed by Goldman.

Nonetheless,

the similarity of Goldman's epistemological and metaphysical
projects, and the role of the empirical explanation of
intuitings in each, suggests the skeptical or deflationary
argument I shall present.

More importantly, looking at this

particular argument allows us to begin to see why argiiments
of this general sort must fail.
In his recent work, Goldman has invoked a distinction
between dgsoript ive and prescript ivp» epistemology.
60

This

I believe that this distinction is implicit in
Goldman's response to a potential objection to the
process reliabilism of "What is Justified Belief?"
In a footnote, Goldman writes.
In reply to this objection, we might simply
indicate that the theory is intended to
capture our ordinary notion of justifiedness.
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distinction is precisely analogous to the one drawn in
metaphysics.

Where the descriptive metaphysician's task is

to describe the metaphysical views of the folk and to
scientifically explain why the folk embrace such an ontology,
the task of the descriptive epistemologist is to describe and
to scientifically explain the epistemic views and principles
of the folk.

Where the normative or prescriptive

metaphysician seeks to improve (when warranted) upon the
naive folk ontology, the prescriptive or normative
epistemologist seeks to improve (when warranted) upon our
epistemic folkways.
Here again, we find an attempt at a psychological
explanation of intuitings, rather than a standard
philosophical theory of justification or knowledge.

In his

discussion of knowledge in a paper entitled "Psychology and
Philosophical Analysis" (1989a), Goldman characterizes his
approach as "trying to give a plausible, parsimonious
explanation of people's (linguistic) intuitions."

Again,

and this ordinary notion has been formed
without recognition of this kind of problem.
The theory is not wrong aa a theory of the
ordinary (naive) conception of justifiedness.
(1979, fn 8, 125)
In the same footnote, he allows for the possibility
that we may wauit a theory to "do more than capture
the ordinary conception of justifiedness," and if we
are so inclined, we may try to "fix" or "revise" the
theory to avoid the problem mentioned.
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however, his goal is to utilize scientific psychology to
explain why people have the intuitions edaout knowledge that
they do—to demonstrate how certain psychological mechanisms
might generate "the observed interpersonal uniformities in
intuitive judgements of 'knowledge'" (148).®^

His focus is,

again, on offering an explanation of our epistemic intuitinas.
rather than of our epistemic intuitfida.

An epistemological

theory is, apparently, adequate to the extent that it can
(coupled with context effects) explain the psychological fact
that we are inclined to attribute or withhold knowledge to
agents in actual and possible

cases.
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Notice the metalinguistic target here. See Section
2.5 of the present essay for arguments against a
metalinguistic approach to intuitions.
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Goldman suggests, for example, that his
psychologistic perspective can provide us with an
understanding of certain epistemological puzzles
having to do with the closure principle. The
standard skeptical puzzle consists of the fact that
we find it intuitively obvious (a) that we know we
have hands, (b) that we do not know we are not
brains in vats, and (c) that the closure principle,
according to which if S knows that p and S knows
that p entails q, then S knows that q, is true.
These three propositions are inconsistent, since (a)
entails, by (c), that ~(b).
Goldman suggests that his relevant alternatives
account of knowledge, coupled with a psychological
theory according to which different contexts and
questions prompt different possibility searches,
allows us to make sense of this puzzle. Since the
presentation of each possibility "triggers"
different alternatives in us, we should not expect
"logically good behavior" from our intuitions
(1989a, 149). I'm not convinced that this
psychological diagnosis allows us to solve the
philosophical puzzle. The philosophical puzzle
involves a set of inconsistent intuitions, a set of
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Let us turn now to consider the other major epistemic
analysandum: justification.

Goldman's new two-tiered

reliabilism (1992c) continues in this psychologistic vein as
it aims to explain why people iudye certain beliefs justified
or unjustified.

His proposed explanation is that "the

epistemic evaluator has a mentally stored set, or list, of
cognitive virtues and vices."

When presented with an actual

case of belief acquisition or a description of a possible
one, the evaluator (unconsciously) compares the process which
produced the belief to the internally represented list.

If

the producing process matches (or is sufficiently similar to)
a vice, then the evaluatee's belief is classified as
unjustified.

If the process matches (or is sufficiently

similar to) a virtue, then the evaluatee's belief is
classified as justified.

The proposal also allows for null

judgements of ajustifiedness.

Apparently (though Goldman is

not entirely explicit on this point), these classificatory
judgements are performed unconsciously and issue into

propositions which are inconsistent but all seem
true to US. What is needed to solve this problem is
a reason to think that one of the propositions is,
appearances to the contrary, false. No such
solution appears forthcoming from a merely
psychological diagnosis of our being prey to the
paradox. Of course, the psychological diagnosis
might be relevant to a contextualist semantics which
would be a genuine contender for a solution to the
problem.
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consciousness in the form of intuitions about whether the
belief in the case under consideration is justified or not.
Goldman's account makes reference to reliaUaility (or
rather believed reliability) only when it comes to explain
why processes are deemed virtuous or vicious by the folk, why
they appear on their mental lists.

Epistemically virtuous

processes are so deemed because they are thought (in some
sense), by the individual or perhaps by the community in
which the agent acquired her list, to be reliable.

Vices are

so deemed in virtue of their being taken to be unreliable.
Thus, the account is two-leveled in that a list of epistemic
virtues and vices is produced by previous consideration of
reliability and an epistemic evaluator (or rather some part
of her cognitive system) simply applies the list (rather than
the rationale "behind" the list) to determine whether
candidate beliefs are justified or not.

There is no explicit

attention to reliability at the second stage, the stage at
which an individual belief is evaluated.

Goldman claims that

this new reliabilism accounts for the main alleged
counterexamples to reliabilism.

Again, however, it "accounts

for" them by offering a psychological explanation of why
evaluators might produce the problematic (from the
perspective of previous reliabilisms) judgements.
Here are two quick examples of how the approach is
supposed to "capture" our epistemological intuitions.
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Consider the demon world counterexample to simple process
reliabilism (Lehrer and Cohen 1983). In a possible world in
which a malevolent demon provides identical (but deceptive)
visual experiences to our counterparts, most have the
intuition that the visual beliefs of those counterparts are
justified.

The two-tiered relieibilism predicts this

intuiting since it claims that the process used by the

demon's victims, vision, matches a process on our list of
virtuous processes.

Next, consider the clairvoyant

counterexample to simple process reliabilism (Bonjour 1985).
Asked to consider beliefs formed by a perfectly reliable
clairvoyant who has no good evidence for the existence of
clairvoyance, most judge the beliefs unjustified.

This

intuiting is predicted by the claim that our list of virtuous

processes does not include clairvoyance and our list of
vicious processes includes the process of ignoring contrary
evidence.
I do not intend to here discuss the psychological
plausibility of Goldman's account.

Instead, I want to focus

attention again on the fact that in both of these papers,®^
Goldman's focus is on offering psychological explanations of
the occurrence of people's intuitions.
which seems problematic.
63

It is just this fact

Epistemology is concerned with what

See also Goldman (1994) where a similar line is
advanced.
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makes some beliefs justified and others unjustified, or with
what makes certain beliefs instances of knowledge and others
not.

The problem with Goldman's new proposals is that they

offer a psychological explanation of why we make judgements
(judgings) about justification or knowledge that leaves
unanswered the question of what the nature of justified
belief is, and therefore leaves unanswered the cpiestion of
whether or not various beliefs are really justified."
64

This feature has also bothered critics like Ernest
Sosa (1993) and Peter Markie (1996). In Markie's
view, Goldman's new theory "does not offer any
explanation of what makes a virtuous epistemic
process virtuous or a vicious epistemic process
vicious. It is a psychological hypothesis about how
people make judgements of epistemic justification"
(Markie 1996, 804). Sosa also worries that
Goldman's proposal, for all of its possible
psychological virtues, "does not tell us what it is
for a virtue or faculty to be virtuous, and what is
involved in a belief's being epistemically
justified" (Sosa 1993, 61). Both of these critics
believe Goldman's new projects orthogonal to the
proper concerns of epistemology.
Interestingly, Paul Moser (1985) anticipates
Markie's and Sosa's objections by a decade. He does
so by addressing the implicit psychologistic
interpretation of Goldman's earlier work.
Addressing Goldman's statement that "What we really
want is an explanation of why we count, or would
count, certain beliefs as justified and others as
unjustified" and that "the reason we count beliefs
as justified is that they are formed by what we
believe to be reliable belief-forming processes,"
(1979, 121) Moser writes:
The requirement suggested here applies not
to beliefs which simply are justified, but
rather to beliefs which we take to be
justified.... It should be obvious that
this alternative to the eUDOve-discussed
reliability requirement would severely
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Goldman does not offer a skeptical lesson regarding
epistemic intuitions in either of the papers I've just
discussed.

Instead, he explicitly sets aside the questions

of whether a given person in a particular case really has
knowledge or is really justified in believing p.®^

Still, it

is clear that all the ingredients are present for a skeptical
change the face of epistemic reliabilism.
Given this alternative requirement,
epistemic reliabilism would be a view simply
about beliefs which we take to be justified;
it would have no bearing on beliefs which
merely are -iustified. (Moser 1985, 241)
A focus on believed rather than actual
reliability becomes even more explicit in Goldman's
new two-tiered theory (1992c), but something similar
motivated the appeal to "normal worlds" in
Epistemoloyy and Cognil-ion (1986) since normal
worlds were those worlds consistent with various of
our commonsense beliefs about the world. Even as
far back as Goldman (1976), we find Goldman trying
to explain "why people are or^dited with knowing"
rather than why it is that they know or do not know
(1976, 99, emphasis added). So a focus on believed
rather than actual reliability has been, in one form
or another, a consistent feature of Goldman's
justification reliabilism since its inception.
65

Goldman on knowledge: "This approach seems to leave
unanswered what many regard as the crucial question:
'Does a person in a specified case really know'?
[This cjuestion] raises large issues, for which this
is not a suitable occasion" (1989a, 148). Goldman
on justification: "Assuming the correctness of this
explanatory story, what follows about whether an
agent's belief really is. justified?... This sort of
'ontological' question is one I am not currently
prepared to answer" (1994, 315). However, see
Goldman and Pust (1996) for an attempt (which I now
believe inadequate) to answer the 'ontological'
question.
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argument precisely parallel to the others we have already
examined and consistency would seem to require its
consideration.

The use of intuitions in epistemology seemsr

pr-ima facie, no different from the use of intuitions in
ethical theory, semantics or metaphysics.

Furthermore,

Goldman's psychological discussions support an analogous
second premise according to which our judgements about
justification and knowledge are best explained by something
other than the truth of epistemic propositions. Thus, absent
further reasons to suppose that there is a relevant
difference between the domains, the following argument seems
as well-motivated as the arguments I've already outlined in
this section:

[1] Aside from propositions describing the
occurrence of her observations or intuitions, S
is justified in accepting only those
propositions necessary for the best explanation
of the occurrence of S's various observational
and intuitive judgements. (Premise)
[2] The occurrence of S's various observational or
intuitive judgements can be best explained
without appeal to epistemic propositions.
(Premise)
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[3] S is not justified in accepting any epistemic
propositions. (Front [1] and [21)

This argument is obviously very peculiar.

Its apparently

paradoxical conclusion is that we are not "iustifigd in
believing ciny epistemic propositions.

I'll argue in Chapter

4 that all of the skeptical arguments discussed in this
section cannot succeed because they are epistemicaily selfundermining in this sort of way.

However, before turning to

a more sustained evaluation of the argument in the next
chapter, I want to explicitly outline the structure common to
the various skeptical arguments I've discussed in order to
make it as clear as possible.

Th«^

Araumg>nt

I hope the previous section has made it quite clear that
there is a single argument structure at work in each of the
arguments I have discussed.

This argument, I claim, comes in

two slightly different forms.

The first form is the causal

one offered by Harman and Goldman, according to which the
explananda are the occurrence of various judgements.

The

second form is a more resolutely empiricist one, willing to
count only certain perceptual judgements as evidence and
treating their content as the explanauida.

Stich's argximent
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fits into this latter category.

Here, then, is the first

form of the general argument;

[1'] Aside from propositions describing the
occurrence of some observation or intuition, S
is justified in believing only those
propositions required for the best explanation
of the occurrence of S's observations and
intuitions. (Premise)
[2'] Propositions of type X do not appear in the
best explanation of the occurrence of S's
observations and intuitions.®® (Premise)
[3'] S is not justified in believing propositions
of type X. (From [1'] and [2'])

[2*] is motivated, at least in the cases I've discussed, by a
conviction that propositions of the sort in question are not
needed—perhaps could not be needed—for a complete causal
explanation of our intuitings or observings.
The more straightforwardly empiricist version of the
argument found in Stich runs as follows:

66

That is, do not apn^ar ontside of statements about

r.hft content of psychological states.
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[1#]

Other than propositions which are the content
of one's observations, one ought to accept
only those propositions necessary for the
best explanation of (the content of) one's
observations. (Premise)

[2#]

One's observations can be best explained
without appeal to most of the propositions
about X that intuition deems true. (Premise)

[3#]

One is not justified in believing
propositions which one intuits but which are
unnecessary for the explanation of one's
observations. (From [1#] and [2#])

In Chapter 4, I'll focus on the first version of the
explanationist argument.

My arguments should apply mutatis

mutandis to the second one.
I ought also to be more explicit aUoout the fact that the
argument for [2'] found in Harman and found more explicitly
in Goldman involves two stages.

First, they offer a sketchy

purely "inside the head" psychological explanation of the
occurrence of the intuitions in question—one which does not
appeal to the truth of the questionable propositions.
Instead, it involves appeal to a "tacit theory" of some kind
or some other psychological mechanism.

Second, they go on to

argue that the cpiestioncible propositions will not appear in
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the best explanation of why we tacitly believe such theories
or why we are so constituted as to make those judgements.
Premises [A] - [C] below serve to make these two steps in the
argument for [2'] more explicit.

So, the expanded version of

the explanationist argument runs as follows:

[1*] Other than propositions about the occurrence
of an observation or an intuition, S is
justified in accepting a proposition p only if
the truth of p plays a necessary role in the
best explanation of the occurrence of one or
more of S's observations or intuitions.
(Premise)
[A]

Propositions of type X do not appear in the
best proximal explanation of S's intuitings or
observings.

Instead, the unconscious

application of tacit theories provides the
best proximal explanation of S's observings
and intuitings. (Premise)
[B]

Therefore, if propositions of type X are to
play a role in the best explanation of S's
judgements, it must be because their truth
contributes to the best explanation of the
fact that S accepts tacit theories, the
application of which causes the judgements or
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intuitions. (From [A] and the transitivity of
explanation)
[C]

The best explanation of S's tacit acceptance
of such theories does not require the truth of
propositions of type X. (Premise)

[2*] Therefore, propositions of type X do not play
any role in the best complete explanation of
S's observings or intuitings. (From [A] - [C])
[3*] S is not justified in accepting propositions
of type X. (From [1*] and [2*])

2l*A

Conclusion
In this chapter I presented a series of contemporary

arguments for skepticism about the evidential use of
intuitions in various areas of philosophy.

They all have,

I've argued, the same structure and rely on the same
epistemological main premise.

The argximent is, I think,

quite important to address in light of the widespread
evidential use of intuitions throughout philosophy.

Should

the general argument succeed, the practice of using
intuitions as evidence would be shown unjustified and most
philosophical investigation revealed as nothing more than
methodologically lax armchair psychology.

In the next

chapter I shall argue that this argument fails.
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CHAPTER
PROBLEMS

4.1

irZTH

4

THE EMPIRICIST

SKEPTICAL ARGOMENT

Tnl-rodnr1-ion

In this chapter I shall evaluate the general argument
schema distilled from the various argiiments discussed in
Chapter 3.

After restating that argument, I begin, in

Section 4.2, by considering a recent attempt to argue against
Barman's version of premise [2*].

I show that this attempt

fails as a general response to the skeptical arguments of
Chapter 3.

In the remainder of the chapter, I demonstrate

the weakness of premise [1*], the cornerstone premise common
to all of the particular argtmients.

I argue that the premise

is insufficiently supported and is doubly self-undermining as
it is both methodoloQically (Section 4.3) and reflect:ively
(Section 4.4) self-undermining.

I close the chapter by

responding, in Section 4.5, to a possible explanationist
attempt to evade my criticisms.

I conclude that the

explanationist skeptical argximent is a failure and cannot
provide us with good reason for skepticism about intuitions.
Recall that the expanded version of the explanationist
argument runs as follows:

[1*] Other than propositions cUDOut the occurrence
of an observation or an intuition, S is
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justified in accepting a proposition p only if
the truth of p plays a necessary role in the
best explanation of the occurrence of one or
more of S's observations or intuitions.
(Premise)
[A]

Propositions of type X do not appear in the
best proximal explanation of S's intuitings or
observings.

Instead, the unconscious

application of tacit theories provides the
best proximal explanation of S's observings
and intuitings. (Prem.ise)
[B]

Therefore, if propositions of type X are to
play a role in the best explanation of S's
judgements, it must be because their truth
contributes to the best explanation of the
fact that S accepts tacit theories, the
application of which causes the judgements or
intuitions. (From [A] and the transitivity of
explanation)

[C]

The best explanation of S's tacit acceptance
of such theories does not require the truth of
propositions of type X. (Premise)

[2*] Therefore, propositions of type X do not play
any role in the best complete explanation of
S's observings or intuitings. (From [A] - [C])
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[3*] S is not justified in accepting propositions
of type X. (From [1*] cuid [2*1)

Given the validity of this argument, there are two main
routes available to those who would deny its soundness.

The

first is to concede the explanatory requirement of premise
[1*] and to argue that particular instantiations of premise
[2*] are false by demonstrating that propositions of the type
in question da have some explanatory role in the explanation
of our making various judgements.

An example of this

strategy will be considered in the next section.

The other

option, and the one I pursue in the remainder of the chapter,
is to attack premise [1*] by arguing (a) that we are not
justified in believing [1*1, (b) that the explanationist
cannot argue for [1*1 in a manner consistent with its
content, and (c) that the explanationist cannot, given her
other views, be justified in believing [1*1 .

St-nrt^-gon'5^ Aranment A(;rain5^t: Prgmi<s*>

r:?*1

The best example of the first strategy, that of
accepting the explanatory requirement and defending the
causal-explanatory relevance of a set of propositions or
properties, is to be found in Sturgeon's (1984) rejoinder to
Barman's (1977) argument against the explanatory relevance of
moral properties.

Therefore, I shall focus in this section
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on this particular argument.

According to Sturgeon, "Harman

is quite wrong, not in thinking that the explanatory role of
our beliefs is important to their justification, but in
thinking that moral beliefs play no such role" (1984, 53).
In this section I'll argue that Sturgeon's attempt to
undermine the argument in this way is a failure.

If I am

correct, this shows that the explanatory requirement itself
must be repudiated in order to undermine the explanationist
argument.

This should lend importance to my arguments in the

remainder of the chapter.
It is clear, as the quote from Sturgeon just offered
shows, that Sturgeon seeks to undermine the case for premise
[2*], at least when it is directed against, moral
propositions.

That this is Sturgeon's purpose is further

evident in his comment on Thomas Nagel's response to the
explanationist argument.

Nagel had claimed, rightly I think,

that

it begs the question to assume that
necessity is the test of reality in this area.

The

claim that certain reasons exist is a normative
claim, not a claim about the best explanation of
anything. (1980, 114)
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Sturgeon's assessment of Nagel's rejoinder to the
explanationist argument is that "this [i.e. Nagel's] retreat
will certainly make it

di ff-i f-nll- to fit moral knowledge

info anything like a causal theory of IcnQwledae. which spgmg
plaTic;-ibl<» for many ofhor r;as«:>s" (1984, 55, emphasis added).

Moreover, there is, on Sturgeon's view, no reason for such a
retreat because moral propositions can be shown to satisfy
the explanatory criterion.

Sturgeon's apparent goal, then,

is to show that moral propositions can meet the explanatory
requirement and be fit into something like a causal theory of
knowledge.
Recall that [2*], in Harman's version of the argument,
claimed that moral propositions were explanatorily otiose
when it came to the explanation of the occurrence of our
observations and intuitions.

Sturgeon attacks this claim by

proposing a sufficient condition of explanatory relevance and
attempting to show that moral propositions or moral facts
satisfy this criterion of explanatory relevance.

Sturgeon's

proposed criterion of irrelevance is the following: "if a
particular assumption is completely irrelevant to the
explanation of a certain fact, then the fact would have
obtained, and we could have explained it just as well, even
if the assumption had been false" (1984, 65).

Since Sturgeon

appears to be offering a necessary condition of explanatory
irrelevance, and since a principle is relevant if and only if
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it is not irrelevant, we can translate Sturgeon's statement
into the following sufficient condition of explanatory
relevance:

[CT] A particular proposition P is relevant to the
explanation of a fact Q IF fif P had been
false, it would not be the case that the fact
Q obtained!."

In other words, P is relevant to the explctnation of Q (where
Q asserts the occurrence of some event or the obtaining of
some fact) iE. the following counterfactual conditional is
true: f-P >
With this sufficient condition of explanatory relevance
in hand. Sturgeon argues that there is a perfectly natural
reading of the relevant counterfactuals on which they are
quite likely true.

Consider Barman's example in which,

seeing a group of hoodlums pour gasoline on a cat and set
fire to it, you spontaneously judge that they have done
something wrong.

Sturgeon claims that the following

67

Sturgeon notes some exceptions to this test
involving cases of overdetermination and
"backtracking" counterfactuals (1984, 75-76). He
claims that none of his cases are cases of this
sort.

68

I shall use *>' for the counterfactual "would"
conditional and f1 to bracket propositions.
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counterfactual might well be true:

the hoodlums had not

been doing something wrong, you would not have thought that
they were doing something wrong.

If so, then assuming [CT]

is correct, the wrongness of their act is. explanatorily
relevant to your judging that their act was wrong.
Sturgeon arrives at this result by claiming that since
what: makgs

an act wrong (and he here assumes the existence of

moral facts in order to determine what sort of explanatory
role they would play if they existed) is its possession of
various natural properties, the counterfactual situation
relevant for the evaluation of the antecedent of the
conditional fif the hoodlums were not doing something wrong!,
is one in which the hoodlums' action is sufficiently
different in purely natural or non-moral terms in such a way
as to make the action morally permissible.

More precisely,

if moral properties -siipprvene on natural properties, if the
possession of certain natural properties is metaphysically
sufficient for the possession of certain moral properties,
then in order for an act to be morally permissible it must
differ in some purely natural respect from the actual act.
On this view, as Sturgeon claims, the question becomes: "Even
if the children had been doing something else, something just
[naturalistically] different enough not to be wrong, would
you have taken them even so to be doing something wrong?"
(1984, 66).

The answer to this question will obviously
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depend on the specifics of the situation emd the particular
moral appraiser in question, but it seems fairly clear that
the answer will often be 'No.'

Thus, the moral fact of the

hoodlums' doing something wrong could plausibly be
explanatorily relevant to the occurrence of a person's
judgement that they were doing something wrong.
Though I'm inclined to doubt that Sturgeon's [CT] is
really adequate as a sufficient condition of explanatory
relevance,^' I'll here focus on the role of strong
69

The first problem is that the claim that [CT] is a
sufficient condition for explanatory relevance seems
to create the possibility of puzzling
overdetermination. If moral properties strongly
supervene on natural properties, then [CT] yields
the result that a natural event's natural and moral
properties are both explanatorily relevant to the
occurrence of any event counterfactually dependent
upon the event. That is, it appears as though the
purely natural features of an action count as
causally relevant to the occurrence of my moral
judgement and that the moral properties are also
causally relevant to the occurrence of my moral
judgement. It is difficult to understand how both
of these explanations can be true, that is, how
every instantiation of moral properties could be an
instance of overdetermination.
Second, taking [CT] as a sufficient condition of
causal-explanatory adequacy rules out the
metaphysical possibility of epiphenomenal properties
that strongly supervene on causally efficacious
physico-chemical properties. In other words, if
[CT] is a sufficient condition of causal-explanatory
relevance, then any property that strongly
supervenes on properties which are themselves
causally efficacious must itself be causally
efficacious. This seems to rule out a kind of noncausal epiphenomenalism that seems perfectly
possible.
Another way to see the problem is to note that
the account of explanatory relevance in [CT] makes
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supervenience in his argxunent.

Sturgeon's case for the

explanatory relevance of moral properties or facts depends
essentially on his assuming the strong supervenience of the
moral on the nonmoral.

However, there seems to me a serious

difficulty with Sturgeon's warrauxt for asserting the strong
supervenience of moral upon natural properties in the context:
of his aranment wi1-h

prnpnnf>n^ r>f an «>yplanat-i oni .'jf

ftpistsmology.
A typical formulation of a supervenience claim runs as
follows:

[SS] Let A and B be families of properties closed
under Boolean operations:
A strongly supervenes on B just in case,
necessarily, for each x and each property F in
A, if X has F, then there is a property G in B

any property which strongly supervenes on some
physico-chemical base property explanatorily
relevant to the occurrence of any event
counterfactually dependent on the occurrence of the
supervenience base property, [CT] entails, for
example, that any event counterfactually dependent
on the burning of the cat by the hoodlums is
explained by trhe moral pTnp«>rl-i«»« of the hoodlum's
action. Supposing the burning cat sets fire to a
tree, [CT] would imply that the wrongness of the
hoodlum's act explains the burning of the tree.
Intuitively, that seems wrong.
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such that X has G, and necessarily if any y
has G, it has F.''°

In the case of moral properties, the A family would be the
set of moral properties and the B family would be the set of
natural properties.
Even if Sturgeon is within his rights in assuming the
existence of moral properties possessed by particular
actions, what justifies his strong supervenience claim?
Remember, on the criterion of justified belief with which
Harman and the others are working, belief that p is justified
only if p plays a role in the best explanation of some of our
judgements.

What judgements of ours are best explained by

the truth of the supervenience claim?

Since [SS] is a

doctrine of modal metaphysics, it isn't at all clear how [SS]
could be a part of the best causal explanation of some
judging of ours.

Sturgeon justifies the SS claim by claiming

that it is "widely held" that if there are moral properties,
then they satisfy [SS],

This, of course, is no justification

at all by the lights of the explatnatory criterion and
Sturgeon had claimed that he aimed to respect that criterion.
I would venture that the real reason [SS] is accepted is that
it is, in the case of moral properties, quite intuitive.
Sturgeon, however, seems to believe that he is justified
70

This formulation is from Kim (1984).
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in assuming supervenience in his argument (cuid, presumably,
the explanatory criterion he proposes) because he takes
himself to be operating within the confines of "epistemology
naturalized" in the Quinean spirit.

On Sturgeon's view, the

main tenet of epistemology naturalized is that

[W]e have in general no a priori way of knowing
which strategies for forming and refining our
beliefs are likely to take us closer to the truth.
The only way we have of proceeding is to assxame the
approximate truth of what seems to us the best
overall theory we already have of what we are like
and what the world is like, and to decide in the
light of that what strategies of research and
reasoning are likely to be reliable in producing a
more nearly true overall theory. ...

We cannot

decide whether one explanation is better than
another without relying on beliefs we already have
about the world. ...[A]mong the beliefs in which I
have enough confidence to rely on in evaluating
explanations, at least at the outset, are some
moral beliefs. (67-68)

This vague contextualist construal of naturalized
epistemology seems to me obviously much less restrictive than
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the narrower empiricist epistemology adopted by the
explanationist skeptics.^^

So far as I can see, it instructs

us to start with those things which, we already believe or
which seem true to us and to work from this basis.

Sturgeon,

for example, begins with the moral beliefs, either particular
moral beliefs or a belief in the strong supervenience of
moral properties, he already holds.

This epistemo logical

view, unless it is altered to restrict the relevant beliefs

to those derived from empirical science, is quite compatible
with trpal-iny our intuitions or our intuitive beliefs as
evidence.

Contextualism of this sort has, it seems, no

obvious skeptical edge of the sort found in more resolutely
empiricist epistemologies.
If we are left free to appeal to anything which we
believe at the outset, or to anything which seems true to us,
then we can, as Sturgeon notes, appeal to moral beliefs or
intuitions.

In fact, we can appeal to any belief or

intuition whatsoever.

While Sturgeon's view has its virtues

(indeed, in focusing on our proper starting point it somewhat
resembles the view I shall later endorse), it does not,
contrary to its advertisement, answer the explanationist
71

But see the final section of Goldman (1980) wherein
an epistemic contextualism of this sort is embraced,
with a nod to Quine. Goldman there claims that
"[w]e have to start, epistemologically speaking,
from the beliefs we have at a given time" and that
"we do and must start from an uncritically held body
of opinion" (48).
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attack on its own terms.

This is because Sturgeon does not

really accept [1*1 as a universal requirement on justified
belief.

Instead, assuming an entirely rii

p.pisrf^mnloCTical view, he tries to show that mauiy of our

beliefs can satisfy the explanationist criterion.

This shows

that his claim, which I quoted at the outset of this
discussion, about the importance of fitting our moral
knowledge into a causal theory of knowledge is misleading
since he does not: actually hold any such theory for
philosophical knowledge generally.

Sturgeon's attempt to

show the explanatory relevance of moral properties, succeeds,
if it does, only by appeal to premises that fail the very
epistemological principle which Sturgeon seeks to show that
moral propositions satisfy.

I suppose the effort has some

interest, but it clearly does not really admit the truth of
the explanationist principle.
Let me conclude my discussion of Sturgeon's attack on
[2*] by noting that even if Sturgeon's claims on behalf of

moral facts could be sustained in a non-question-begging
manner, it looks far from obvious that his arguments for the
explanatory relevance of moral facts can be straightforwardly
adapted to other sorts of philosophical facts.

As the case

of the strong supervenience of the moral on the nonmoral
demonstrated, this is especially clear in the case of any
beliefs regarding necessary truths because the sort of
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counterfactual criterion floated by Sturgeon is inappropriate
for such propositions.

However, this need not worry those

who treat intuitions as evidence, as I will show in the next
two sections that the explanationist argument, smd hence al1
of its particular instances, can be shown to fail because of
the failure of the explanatory requirement formulated in
premise [1*], a premise common to all of the skeptical
arguments outlined in Chapter 3.

4.2

Prpmi sp n * 1 Ts Unsupnr>r1-f>d and Mt^thodol nyi ra 1 ly .^<>1-P-

In light of Sturgeon's failure to deliver an acceptable
general argument against [2*], and given the independent
plausibility of that premise in the case of many
philosophical intuitions, an evaluation of premise [1*] is
quite urgently required.

We are, it would certainly seem,

owed a reason for thinking that each of the premises of the
explanationist argument are true, especially now that their
sharply skeptical implications are clear.
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However, in the

Depending on which semantics for counterfactuals is
embraced, counterfactuals with necessarily false
antecedents are either all vacuously true (so belief
in any necessary truth satisfies [CT]) or they are
all false (so na belief in a necessary truth
satisfies [CT]). This shows, I think, that a
counterfactual criterion invoking the truthconditions of the belief has no place in the
discussion of belief in necessary truths.
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writings of the explanationists, very little argument is
given for [1*], taken, as it must be if the argument is to
succeed, as a fully general requirement applying to all our
beliefs.

No doubt the requirement has some intuitive

plausibility as a requirement on the formation of empirical
belief, provided that "explanation" is construed broadly
enough.

But, why should we suppose that it applies

universally?

In particular, why should we assume it holds

for the domains with which we have been concerned?

If the

explanationist is to provide us with good reasons for her
skeptical conclusions, she must argue for the acceptance of
[1*].

However, there seem to me to be only two ways that the
explanationist might go about arguing for the truth of [1*].
She could argue either that it is simply intuitive, that [1*]
is simply an intuitively obvious general truth about when a
belief is justified,

qx.

she could argue that it is

inductively supported by our intuitions regarding particular
cases of justified belief.

In the remainder of this section

I'11 argue that not only are both of these claims clearly
false, but these two ways of arguing for [1*] are
methodologically inconsistent with the content of [1*].
Consider an explanationist who takes the first course
and argues that [1*] is simply intuitive and, on that ground,
that we ought to accept it as true.

Such a philosopher
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claims that her warrant (and ours) for accepting [1*] is the
fact that it seems intuitively true.

Against this I ccui

report that it isn't at all intuitive to me that [1*] is the
correct criterion of justified belief.

This is especially

plausible once one sees what seem to be its skeptical
implications.

Furthermore, there is good evidence that the

explanationists themselves don't think it is intuitively
clear in itself.

When explanationists have tried to argue

for it, they have often done so using an inductive argument
based on intuitions about particular cases of justified and
unjustified belief."'^

They have, in other words, taken the

second course.
Consider, then, the second option for the
explanationist, an inductive argument for [1*] based on our
intuitions about particular cases of justified and
unjustified belief.

To follow the route here envisaged, the

explanationist would have to argue that [1*] is inductively
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See Barman's procedure in Thought (1973). Of that
procedure he claims: "I will apply the strategy of
using intuitive -iudaements about when people know
things in order to discover principles of reasoning
that justify belief" (116, emphasis added), and "I
deny that there is any way to discover ...
irrationality except by way of intuii-ive ^udgf^m^nts
about when people come to know things" (117,
emphasis added). See also Goldman's arguments in
his (1979) and (1986) involve extensive appeal to
intuition. Of course, he is not there defending
explanationism, but it indicates how he supports
epistemic proposals.
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supported by our intuitions regarding when particular actual
and hypothetical beliefs are justified or unjustified.

It is

clear, I think, that the method of beginning with our
intuitions about particular cases of justified belief is
unlikely to support [1*] since many of what seem,
intuitively, to be our most justified beliefs run afoul of
[1*].

After all, many (though of course not all) of our

particular epistemic judgements, moral beliefs, cuid modal
beliefs seem, intuitively, no less justified tham our
empirical beliefs.

Indeed, many of them seem more justified.

The same could be said for mathematical and logical beliefs,
including those which play no explanatory role in natural
science.

Since it seems implausible that what justifies

these beliefs is the role of their content in explaining the
occurrence of our judgements, the attempt to inductively
support [1*] by particular case judgements fails.
The proponent of premise [1*] is, then, unlikely to find
support for [1«] in a truly representative set of our
particular intuitive judgements about justifiedness.

Indeed,

any argument that is even prima facie successful in
inductively supporting [1*] is likely to be guilty of
unwarranted generalization from a small subset of our
intuitions about justified belief, our intuitions about
particular cases of empirical belief.

There is, if I'm

right, no intuitivf=; warrant (and certainly no all-things-
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considered intuitive warrant) for [1*].

If this is right,

and only intuitions can be appealed to as the evidential
basis for [1*], then [1*] is simply inadequately supported by
the evidence.
Furthermore, it is worth noting that specification of
the content of [1*] sufficient to determine the real extent
of its application requires an understanding of the nature of
explanation.

That understanding, I would maintain, can only

be reached by appeal to intuitions.

This is evident in the

writings of the empiricists discussed above (see especially
Harman 1973)
74

Indeed, as I noted in the first chapter of

It seems to me implausible to hold that such
cjuestions can be answered without appeal to
intuitions. This creates yet a further difficulty
for the general intuition skepticism of Robert
Cummins to be discussed in Chapter 5 of the present
essay. It seems to me that some of Cummins' most
impressive work in the philosophy of science is
powerful precisely because of his ability to induce
and articulate powerful intuitions about the nature
of adequate explanation. For example, in a recent
paper he offers what he calls "the Rationale
Constraint" according to which "you haven't
explained a cognitive capacity of [some cognitive
system] S—i.e. a capacity of S to satisfy epistemic
constraints—unless you have shown that
manifestations of the target capacity are caused in
S by a process that instantiates a justifying
argument—a rationale—for those manifestations"
(1995, 105).
Setting aside the fact that we must appeal to
epistemic intuitions in order to determine what
constitutes a "justifying argument," it is worth
noting that when pressed to defend this constraint
on what counts as an adequate explanation of
cognition against those who suggest that their
empirical theories provide reason to abandon it,
Cummins can say only that "[the Rationale
Constraint] is very compelling" and warn that an
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this essay (see Section 1.2), every attempt to argue for or
against theories of the nature of explanation with which I am
familiar proceeds, in large measure, by appeal to intuitions
about cases (recall, for example, the flagpole).
Even if I were wrong in maintaining that there simply is
not sufficient intuitive support for [1*], there would remain
a very deep problem with all of these attempts to argue for
and clarify the content of [1*] on the basis of intuitions
about justified belief and explanation.

The problem is that

fhpy invnlvP> treating intuitions M ntuitriaris) a-? evidgnrs in a
mannpr incon.sist«^nr with the rontt^nr of ri*1

Such attempts

to substantiate [1*1 are, in this regard, methodologically
self-defeating.
effort to train ourselves to be satisfied with
theories that fail to satisfy the Rationale
Constraint will "trivialize science amd produce
hollow scientific successes" (1995, 120). (Here
Cummins apparently aligns himself with those he once
called "reactionaries", those who complain against
the proposed abandonment of a constraint on
explanation that "it is cheating to produce
intellectual satisfaction by making people more
easily satisfied" (Cummins 1976, 34).)
I agree completely with Cummins' claim here, but
they seem to me to rest entirely on intuitions about
the nature of good explanation. This should not be
surprising. As I noted in Chapter 1 of the present
essay, the philosophical debate over the nature of
explanation is knee-deep in intuitions. How else
could one go about attempting to fill in the right
side of "X constitutes an explanation of Y IFF
75

This point is also made by George Bealer in his
(1993).
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The explanationist, I'm arguing, can only argue for
acceptance of his main premise by appeal to evidence that
that very premise seems to rule out.

According to [1*], S's

belief in p is justified only if the proposition believed
plays a role in the best explanation of S's judgings.

No

such showing of explanatory relevance is involved in the two
envisaged methods of arguing for the truth of [1*] just
discussed.

Rather, each approach would take the mere fact

that the principle is the content of am intuition or best
explains (in a noncausal sense) the content of a set of
particular intuitions as sufficient for justified belief in
that principle.

In other words, not only do the arguments

just discussed fail substantively in making false claims
about which way our intuitions go, they also fail because
they treat incuiteds as evidence for a principle allowing
only intuitings to count as evidence.

No such argument could

possibly succeed in providing us with reason to think belief
in premise [1*] was justified.

Since the only possible

evidence for [1*] is evidence that the principle itself deems
inappropriate, it seems to me that any attempt to argue for
[1*] must treat intuitions as justifying evidence in order to
argue that they are not properly treated as evidence.
In fact, things are even worse for the explanationist.
Thus far, we've been concerned with the failure of the
explanationist's attempt to argue for the truth of his
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premise [1*].

This is not, however, the only point in the

explanationist argmnent in which intuition plays a crucial
role.

The explanationist purports to offer a deductively

valid argument for his or her conclusion.

Grasp of an

arguments validity, "seeing that" the conclusion must be true
if the premises are true, requires an exercise of intuition
as I characterized intuition in Chapter 2.

Such an appeal to

intuition, again, however, violates the explanationist
principle.
I conclude that the explanationist's practice must be
inconsistent with her professed methodology.

The proponent

of the explanationist argument might stubbornly continue to
maintain that [1*] captures a truth about when a belief is
justified.

I've shown that she has, by her own standards, no

good reason in the intuitions for accepting [1*].
Nonetheless, in the remainder of this chapter, I'll argue
that [1*] rannnt he -in.cit-. i fi ahl y belif*ved ev<»n by
proponents of the skeptical arcruments that I have considered,
and this undermines from within their attack on intuitions as
evidence.
Before continuing, however, I ought to discuss a
possible objection.

It might be replied, on behalf of the

explanationist, that an intuitive argument for [1*] is part
of a rednctio of the evidential value of intuitions.
(again, contrary to what I've argued) that [1*] is

Suppose
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straightforwardly intuitive or is inductively warrauited on
the basis of a sufficiently representative set of particular
case intuitions about justified belief.

[1*] is therefore

treated as evidence because it is intuitive.

Since [1*] is

accepted because intuitive and it leads, with the help of
some additional premises, to the view that intuitive evidence
is no good, we can conclude that the view that intuitive
evidence is good leads to the conclusion that intuitive
evidence is no good.
or it is not.

So, either intuitive evidence is good

If it is, then it is not.

Therefore, it

follows that intuitive evidence is no good.

Q.E.D.^®

What we have here is a purported demonstration that
treating intuitions as evidence is itself self-defeating
since intuition itself undermines its own value as evidence.
More formally, we have a reductio by way of a disjunctive
syllogism:

[a]

Either intuitions are good evidence or they
are not good evidence.

[b]

If intuitions are good evidence, then because
[1*] is intuitive, [1*] is likely true.
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Robert Cummins suggested this objection in comments
on an ancestor of this chapter.
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[c]

If [1*] is true, then because their content is
not required to explain their occurrence,
intuitions are not good evidence.

[d]

If intuitions are good evidence, then they are
not good evidence. (From [b] and [c])

[e]

Intuitions are not good evidence. (Disjunctive
syllogism from [a] and [d])

Even setting aside the fact that premise Tbl of this
argument is falsf> because [1*] is not intuitive, this
argument fails to support the explanationist skeptic aisout
intuitions.
The first problem with the argument is that, if
successful, it entirely undermines the explanationist
position.

The conclusion of this argument is that intuitions

are not good evidence.

If that is true, however, then the

explanationist cannot advance [1*] in his argument on the
grounds that it is intuitive (directly or inductively) and I
cannot see what other grounds she could have.

If this

reductio argument worked, then the explanationist could
conclude, on its basis alone, that intuitions are not good
evidence.

However, [1*] was advanced as a positive claim

about a necessary condition of justified belief and the
explanationist is now deprived of that positive claim.
the only way to support doctrines about when a belief is

If
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justified or not is by appeal to intuition, then the
explanationist has no way of determining whether or not any
beliefs are justified.

The result is a skepticism about all

rational belief and not simply about intuition-based belief.
A second, and more important, difficulty is that,
irrespective of its incompatibility with the positive
proposal of explanationist epistemology, the argument cannot
be used by anyone to rationally justify belief that
intuitions are not good evidence.

First, the truth of a

number of the premises (see especially [a] and [b]) requires
an appeal to intuition.

Second, recognition of the validity

of an argument recfuires an intuitive grasp of its validity.
After all, the skeptic would be claiming not only that the
premises are true, but that they can be seen to entail the
conclusion, which "seeing," I've already pointed out, is
merely an intuitive grasp of necessary connection.

The

skeptic, then, must assume that some intuitions are evidence
in arguing that they cannot be good evidence.

Moreover, it

will not do for the skeptic to claim to be uncommitted to the
truth of any intuitive proposition and merely engaged in a
demonstration of the internal inconsistency of the position
that intuitions are evidence.

Any attempt to demonstrate

that a set of principles lead to contradiction must involve
an intuitive grasp of the necessary connection between the
premises and the conclusion.
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Furthermore, once the supposition in premise (b) is
made, that intuitions are good evidence, there are other
intuitions which must be taken into account before arriving
at such a skeptical conclusion.

There are a host of

intuitions that various particular intuitive beliefs are
justified or evident.

There is also the general intuition

that intuitions are evidence.

To conclude, on the basis of

the alleged intuitiveness of [1*], that intuitions were not
evidence would be quite precipitous in the face of these
other intuitions.

Rather, arriving at such a conclusion

would be, I think, grounds for reconsidering the premise that
led to the conclusion.
There is, I suppose, still the logical possibility of
the sort of skepticism about reason Hume discusses in Section
I, Part IV of the Treatisp. "Of Scepticism with Regard to
Reason."

Perhaps one could find certain premises maximally

intuitive and find that they lead via impeccable intuitive
reasoning to a conclusion that totally undermined intuition.
Were anyone in such a position, they would be in the peculiar
position Hume describes when he attacks an argument like the
one just offered:

[I] ... cannot approve of that expeditious way,
which some take with the sceptics, to reject at
once all their arguments without enquiry or

examination.

If the sceptical reasonings be

strong, say they, 'tis a proof, that reason may
have some force and authority: if weak, they can
never be sufficient to invalidate all the
conclusions of our understanding.

This argument is

not just; because the sceptical reasonings, were it
possible for them to exist, and were they not
destroy'd by their sxibtility, wou'd be successively
both strong and weak, according to the successive
dispositions of the mind.

Reason first appears in

possession of the throne, prescribing laws, and
imposing maxims, with an absolute sway and
authority.

Her enemy, therefore, is oblig'd to

take shelcer under her protection, and by making
use of rational arguments to prove the
fallaciousness and imbecility of reason, produces,
in a manner, a patent under her hand and seal.
This patent has at first an authority, proportion'd
to the present and inunediate authority of reason,
from which it is deriv'd.

But as it is suppos'd to

be contradictory to reason, it gradually diminishes
the force of that governing power, and its own at
the same time; till at last they both vanish away
into nothing by a regular and just diminution.
(Hume 1978, 186-187)
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Whether this sort of situation is a victory for the skeptic
is difficult to say.

It is also difficult to determine

whether Hume's response is a coherent one. Hxime here seems
to concede that his argument cannot succeed in producing
stable rational skepticism about reason.

Nonetheless, he

seems to think that the alleged fact that reason, when relied
upon, produces its own defeat in this way, amounts to a
victory for skepticism even though the grounds for skepticism
vanish along with its allegedly vanquished opponent.

I find

it difficult to see how this is a victory for skepticism
rather than a situation calling for fuirther inquiry and
reevaluation.

Still, I must admit to not knowing what more

to say, beyond what I've said, to some possible person moved
to skepticism by such reasoning.

However, since I don't

think we have any such maximally intuitive argument on hand,
the mere possibility of such a situation is no threat.

I now

return to the main thread of the discussion.

4•4

Pcemise fl*] is Reflpnr-ively Self-Pnderminina
The last section demonstrated that the explanationist

can give no good argument for [1*] since the only means of
supporting [1*] goes, according to the content of [1*], no
distance in showing belief in [1*] justified.

In this

section I'11 show that things are even worse for the
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explanationist.

I will argue that [1*1 Ccmnot be justifiably-

believed by the explanationists even if they (wrongly) eschew
the need for any positive support of it.

[1*], when

conjoined with propositions the explanationist skeptic
already accepts,

rates its own dgfgatgr and is therefore

epistemically self-defeating.So even if one could
rationally come to believe it, one could not reflectively
maintain such belief.

77

Other philosophers, including Geoffrey Sayre-McCord
(1988), Warren Quinn (1986) and Jonathcui Pressler
(1988), have offered somewhat similar arguments.
All of them are responding to Harman (1977). SayreMcCord (1988) argues against a close relative of
[1*], claiming that, if it is true (as it must be to
undermine moral facts), then it presupposes the
existence of evaluative facts. In particular, it
presupposes the existence of irreducible evaluative
facts regarding what makes an explauiation "good" or
"better," and so it cannot be used to show that
there are no evaluative facts at all (450). He then
suggests that whatever ontological niche is home to
evaluative facts about good explanation will suffice
as well for evaluative moral facts. Quinn makes a
point very much like mine with his remark that
"philosophy itself seems to be another area on which
the [explanatory] requirement [something like my
[1*]] casts grave doubts, in this case doubts that
must apply to the requirement itself" (1986, 539).
However, Quinn does not clearly argue that the
requirement is epistemically self-defeating. (See
his somewhat opaque discussion immediately following
the remark just quoted). Finally, Pressler (1988),
though not explicitly attacking the principle as
self-undermining, suggests that it might imply that
we are unjustified in believing propositions about
justification. Since he takes the consequent to be
obviously false, he takes the antecedent to be
false.
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Since [1*1 offers a necessary condition for the
justified acceptance of any proposition not about the
occurrence of an observation or intuition, acceptance of [1*]
itself is justified only if it satisfies the very requirement
it articulates.

Since [1*] is obviously not a doctrine

reporting the occurrence of an intuition or observation, if
[1*] is true, then in order for us to be justified in
believing it, its truth must be required in the best
explanation of our observing?; or intuitiaas..
Unfortunately, I see no more reason to suppose that [1*]
has any such explanatory role than I do to suppose that the
moral, modal, and epistemic propositions attacked by the
explanationists discussed in the previous chapter have such a
role.

Certainly in seems that the proponents of the various

skeptical arguments are in no position to insist that [1*] is
required in the explanation of our judgements.

Indeed,

because [1*] is a normative proposition about when a belief
is justified, rather than a descriptive proposition, it is
difficult to see how it could play any role in the
explanation of the occurrence of any of our experiences or
intuitions.

However, if [1*] does not satisfy the

explanatory requirement, then, if true, it would seem to be
something we are not (and perhaps cannot be) justified in
believing.
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This shows that any argximent relying on the form
outlined in Section 3.3 is self-undermining and so all of the
arguments surveyed in Section 3.2 must fail. There are two,
roughly equivalent, ways of seeing why this is the case.
First, we might begin by noting that [1*] is required by all
of the explanationist arguments I've outlined.

Since, as

I've just argued above, it implies that we cannot be
justified in accepting [1*], and since that premise is the
cornerstone of all the particular explanationist arguments,
all of those arguments fail.
Alternatively, one might take the approach I took in
Section 3.2.4 when I offered the skeptical argument suggested
by Goldman's recent epistemological work.

Here, one may

simply note that propositions about epistemic justification
seem, as a class, as likely to fail the requirement of
premise [1*] as the other classes of propositions attacked by
the empiricist explcinationists.

This means that the general

argument schema outlined in the previous section can be
instantiated using epistemic propositions as the class
designated by X.

The conclusion of such an argument would be

that S is not justified in believing any epistemic
propositions.

However, if so, then because premise [1*] is

an epistemic proposition, S would not be justified in
believing it.

The conclusion, if tmae, undermines justified
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belief in the premises.

Without such a premise, the argument

would fail to justify belief in the conclusion.
Let me make try to put my point a little more precisely.
Let the following terms name the following propositions:

e = Other than propositions about the occurrence of her
judgements, a person is justified in believing a
proposition p only if p is part of the best
explanation of the occurrence of some of her
judgements, [a.k.a. 1*]

f = e does not assert the occurrence of a
judgement.

g = e is not part of the best explanation of the
occurrence of some judgement.

h = No one is justified in believing e.

Since the explanationist asserts e in her argument, we
may presume that she believes e.

I take it that all parties

will admit that f is obviously true.
obviously true as well.

In addition, g seems

Certainly it seems as warranted as

the particular instantiations of premise [2] or [2*] in the
various skeptical arguments I've covered.

If the
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explanationist balks at g and attempts to find an explanatory
role for e in order to render it self-endorsing, then she is
likely to allow just as plausible an explanatory role for
other epistemic propositions, and probably for moral and
metaphysical ones as well.
Since e, f, and g entail h, the explanationist is in the
peculiar position of helif^viny a

of propositions which

entails that no one, inr-lndiny herself, is -iustifif>d in
believing one of thos^ proposition?;.

Since the

explanationist is thereby tacitly committed to the claim that
her belief in [l*]/e is not justified, it cannot be used in
an argument meant to j-ustify belief in a conclusion.''®

This

doesn't necessarily show that [l*]/e is false, nor that the
conclusions of the explanationist arguments are not true.

It

does, however, show that we cannot be justified in believing
[l*]/e, and that should be sufficient to undermine the
empiricist arguments discussed in this chapter.
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This seems to be a "blindspot" in the elegant
terminology of Sorenson (1988). A proposition p is
in a justification blindspot for an agent s at t IFF
p is consistent and the following condition is met:
-0(p & JstP & Test) where 'JstP' means that s is
justified at t in believing p and 'T^st' means that
s is completely epistemically thorough at t and so
is justified in believing all the logical
consequences of what s justifiably believes and this
justification distributes over material conditionals
(1988, 52). If p = [e 4 f & g], then since p o h,
h 3 ~Jste/ and Jstp 3 Jste (by the definition of
T®st and the logical truth ((e & f 6 g) u e)), we
can derive the impossible (Jste & ~Jste).
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It should be noted that this sort of self-undermining is
not a necessary feature of criteria for justification.
Consider, for example, a simple reliabilist criterion
according to which S is justified in believing that p if and
only if S's belief that p is the product of a reliable
process.

Since this criterion articulates a necessary

condition for justified belief, only if S's belief in the
reliabilist criterion is actually produced by a reliable
process is S justified in believing the criterion.

If the

process producing S's belief in the reliabilist criterion is
unreliable, then S is not justified in believing the
reliabilist criterion.

There is, then, no obvious bar to

belief in a reliabilist criterion being justified according
to a relicibilist criterion.Unlike a straightforward
reliabilist criterion, however, [1*] is problematic because
it seems to require something that it cannot itself possess.
The objection I'm offering here might be somewhat
illuminated by a comparison to an objection against various
versions of the verificationist criterion of meaning.

The

verificationists claimed, to put it crudely and without
qualification, that the only meaningful non-cinalytic
propositions were those propositions capable of empirical
verification.
79

It was pointed out that this requirement—

This is not to say that the justification of such a
criterion does not suffer from other metaepistemic
problems.
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being universal in scope—applies to itself.

Since the

criterion is not analytic—if it were analytic in some nonobvious sense then perhaps other claims could be analytic as
well—and it is not verifiable on any plausible construal of
empirical verification sufficient to do the work the
principle was supposed to do, the verificationist criterion
of meaningfulness implies that it is itself meaningless.
To demonstrate the analogy more precisely, let the
following terms name the following propositions:

V = A proposition is meaningful IFF (a) it is analytic,
or (b) it is empirically verifiable.

w = V is not analytic

X = V is not empirically verifiaJDle

y = V is meaningless

Since

V,

w, and x imply y, it appears as though the

requirement undermines itself.
Where the verificationists proposed a criterion of
meaning according to which a proposition was meaningful only
if it was empirically verifiable, the explanationists offer a
criterion of justification which holds that only
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explanatorily necessary propositions may be justifiadaly
believed.

The verificationist criterion of meaning implied

that the criterion was meaningless and, if my argtiment thus
far is sound, the explcunationist criterion of justification
implies that no one can be justified in believing it.

Non-Factualism About Jusf-ifi ra^^•on?

My comparison of this fault of the explanationist
epistemic principle to that of the logical positivists'
verification criterion of meaningfulness might suggest that
whatever attempts were made by the logical positivists in
responding to the charge that their view was self-undermining
could be adapted by the explanationists to respond to my
charge that their own view is self-undermining.

Though no

explanationist has explicitly suggested this route, in this
section I shall briefly summarize what I take to be the main
positivist response and attempt to determine whether an
analogous response would allow the explanationist to respond
to the objections I've offered above.
Though some positivists seemed to be claiming that their
criterion was simply an empirical description of current
usage®^ and others that it was analytic (Hanfling 1981,
80

Such suggestions were made to me by Martin Curd and
William Gustason.
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Schlick describes the principle as "nothing but a
simple statement of the way in which meaning is
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137),®2 tjne main positivist response to the charge that their
criterion of factual meemingfulness was self-refuting was to
claim that their criterion was not a statement t!ha^ was l-rue
or false, but rather a proposal, a norm, or a pr&srript-ivt*
definition, where these phrases are taken to denote something

non-truth-valuable (Misak 1995).
Consider, as some anecdotal evidence for this claim, the
following representative positivist remarks:

It is indeed open to anyone to adopt a different
criterion of meaning and so to produce an
alternative definition which may very well
correspond to one of the ways in which the word
'meaning* is commonly used. (Ayer 1946, 16).

I do not say that our former view [regarding the
veriflability criterion of meaning] was wrong.

Our

mistake was simply that we did not recognize the
question as one of derision concerning the form of
the language; we therefore expressed our view in

actually assigned to propositions, both in everyday
life and science" (1969, 341).
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Ayer, in Lancniacr^. Truth and Locric. spoke Of the
criterion "not as an empirical hypothesis, but as a
definition (1946, 16).
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the form of an assertion ... rather than a
proposal.

(Carnap 1953, 75).

[W]e must clearly keep in our mind that this
[choice between definitions of meaning] is a
question for a volitional decision and not a
question of truth-character.

It would be entirely

erroneous to ask: What is the true conception of
meaning? or what conception must- i choose?

Such

questions would be meaningless because meaning can
only be determined by a definition.

What we could

do would be to propose the acceptance of this
decision.

(Reichenbach, 1938, 41).

In 1963, Feigl stated what was apparently the received view
at that time:

it is today generally agreed among logical
empiricists that the criterion of factual
meaningfulness is to be construed as a norm
proposed for the purpose of avoiding unanswerable
questions....

By regarding the meaning criterion

as a proposal rather than as a proposition it
becomes impossible to subject it to its own
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jurisdiction or to ask whether it is true or false
(Feigl 1963, 237-238).

As my aim in this essay is not to explore the history of
positivism, I'll now turn to evaluating various ways of
making this vague proposal more precise and using it in the
service of the explanationist skeptical argument.
Reflection on the statements of the positivists suggests
that the explanationist might claim that she was not
asserting [1*], not claiming that it was true.

Instead, she

might claim, she only means to be recommending that it be
followed, commanding others to follow, or simply expressing
approval of those beliefs satisfying the criteria it invokes.

This last proposal would involve adopting something akin to
Ayer's expressivist account of moral utterances.

Ayer

claimed:

In saying that a certain type of action is right or
wrong, I am not making any factual statement, not
even a statement about my own state of mind.

I aun

merely expressing certain moral sentiments. (Ayer
1946, 107)

Treating expressivism or non-factualism as a doctrine
about rational or justified belief would involve a
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corresponding claim that statements about which sorts of
belief are rational or justified merely express certain
(epistemic?) sentiments.

This would exempt explanationist

"statements" about the conditions of justified belief such as
[I*] from self-application since they would not be used to
make claims or to express beliefs in a proposition that was
true or false.

Since they would not be true or false claims,

there would be no way of arguing for their truth either.
Regardless of the various detailed ways of developing
this response, the central idea must be that [1*] and other
epistemic claims are not something with a truth-value®^ and
hence not something properly the object of belief to which
the criterion they articulate can be properly applied. On
such a construal, both of my self-undermining objections
would be non-starters.
I'm not at all sure that this noncognitivist or
nonfactualist view is even coherent.

Noncognitivism about

rationality or justified belief is quite a bit harder to
83

See Gibbard (1990): "To call something rational is
to express one's acceptance of norms that permit it"
(7). Gibbard intends for his proposal to cover not
only rational action, but rational belief. Field
(1982; 1996) also endorses a non-factualism about
justification. Field doesn't treat claims about
justification as merely expressions of approval or
acceptance. Instead, he seems to treat them as
implicitly relational so that X is justified really
means X is permitted by rule system R. Since he
denies there is one correct rule system, he thinks
that there are no facts (full stop) about
justification.
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swallow than noncognitivism about morality.

Cognitivism

about rationality or theoretical reason is usually asstimed in
order to argue for, by the provision of a good argument for
accepting, noncognitivism about morality or practical reason.
Indeed, any argument for noncognitivism cUDOUt epistemology
would seem itself to require the claim that the propositions
adduced as rt^asons for noncognitivism really justified the
view.

Otherwise, the noncognitivist about rational belief

must claim that there is no reason for anyone to believe his
position.

That seems to me an extremely bizarre skeptical

view and, on my view, constitutes a redurtlo ad absurdum of
the view,
Regardless, this proposal, even if it coherently evades
the various charges of self-undermining, cannot succeed in
reviving the explanationist argximent discussed in Chapter 3.
The main reason is that [1*], when deprived of truth-value,
is incapable of serving as a premise in a valid (let alone
sound) argument for [3*].

As has been known for some time

(Geach 1965), expressivist accounts of normative sentences
have difficulties with embedded uses of normative sentences.
If [1*] is entirely lacking in truth value, if it is not the
sort of thing that can be true or false, then how could it
serve as part of a valid argximent?

A valid argtiment, after

all, is standardly treated as one in which the truth of the
premises guarantees the truth of the conclusion.

Since [1*]
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is not truth-valuable according to the non-factualist, the
notion of validity cannot be applied and hence there is no
way of validly inferring from [1*] and [2*] the relevant
skeptical conclusion formulated in [3*].
Even if the noncognitivist could evade this difficulty
and find a substitute notion for valid inference sufficient
to allow the "valid inferring" of [3*] from [1*] and [2*],®^
the "conclusion" of the argument would continue to lack
propositional character.

It would continue to be merely an

expression of disapproval of those beliefs in class X or of

believers accepting any such propositions.

The

explanationist would then be reduced to expressing his
disapproval of belief in moral, modal or epistemic
propositions.

He is, if he takes this course, left without

any argument: against the propriety of belief in such
statements.
Actually, this is not quite right.

If apparent

epistemic claims, statements or beliefs are not really such,
but are instead expressions of some nondoxastic psychological
state, then there is no real question of whether belief in
epistemic statements is appropriate.

Noncognitivism about

epistemology simply is. the view that there are no true or
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See Blackburn (1984; 1993) and Gibbard (1990) for
sophisticated attempts to respond to Geach's
problem.
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false epistemological claims.

Still, moral auid modal

propositions remain siibject to (epistemic?) disapproval.
It appears, then, as though the explanationist is
impaled by a dilemma.

Either [1*] is a truth—valuable

proposition or it is not.

If he proposes [1*1 as a true

claim regarding a necessary condition of justified belief,
then he ends up with a position that cannot be supported and
a position that is self-undermining.

If, on the other hand,

he claims that [1*] is not, because it is not a statement,
true or false, then it can no longer serve as a premise in an
argument providing us with a reason for accepting his
skeptical conclusion because he is then committed to the
absurd claim that there are no good reasons for belief.
Either way, those of us who believe in the existence of good
reasons have been given no such reason for accepting [1*]
and, hence, no good reason for skepticism about treating
intuitions as justifying evidence for philosophical belief.

4.6

Conclusion
In this chapter I've argued that one well-known

rejoinder to the skeptical argument of Chapter 3 fails.

More

importantly, I've shown that the main premise of that
argument cannot be rationally motivated and, furthermore,
that the explanationist position is internally incoherent.
Therefore, the explanationist argximent cannot justify
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skeptical conclusions.

Of course, the failure of this

skeptical argiiment does not amount to a positive defense of
the evidential worth of intuitions.

It does show that there

is an incoherence in attempts to argue that intuitions never
provide us with good reasons for accepting certain
propositions.
Let me close by briefly indicating why I believe that
the arguments I've here given will generalize to undermine
all attempts to argue that we are unjustified or irrational
in treating any of our intuitions as evidence.

The principal

fact which undergirds the generalization is that
epistemological proposals regarding rational or justified
belief are themselves the deliverances of intuition.

If so,

then any attempt to substantiate a criterion of justified
belief sufficient to do the required work in a skeptical
argument will itself depend upon treating intuition as
evidence.

That being so, any skeptical conclusion regarding

intuition would be self-undermining.
This does, of course, leave open the possibility of a
more selective skepticism about some specific subclass of
intuitions.

An argument capable of grounding such a

skepticism, however, would have to be based, unlike the
explanationist arguments of the previous chapter, on claims
that do not apply equally well to epistemic and logical
intuitions.

Such an argument, relying on an evidential
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appeal to some intuitions, could never undermine the
evidential worth of intuitions tout court.

of course,

whatever the interest and force of such a possible argximent,
the conclusions of this chapter would stand.
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Inrrodufftion
The arguments of Chapter 4 show that any attempt to

argue, on the basis of some criterion of justified belief,
that na belief based on intuition is justified is bound to be
self-undermining as it must always rely on intuition.
Nonetheless, even if arguments for the conclusion that we are
not justified or rational in treating intuitions as evidence
must fail, stubborn skeptics may remain unconvinced by such
"transcendental" arguments.

They may claim that we need an

independent reason to think intuition reliable and that we
lack such a reason.

Alternatively, they might claim that we

have a non-intuition-based reason to think intuition
unreliablf^.
Though I think the arguments actually given for these
theses (and any argument that could be given) run afoul of
the arguments offered in the previous chapter because they
ultimately rest on evidential appeals to intuition, in this
chapter I will (mostly) set this objection aside and explore
what grounds we might have for thinking intuition relicUale or
unreliable.

I shall be operating with a nontechnical

conception of reliability according to which a faculty is
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reliable if it produces mostly true beliefs, or if beliefs
formed on the basis of its deliverances are generally true.
I should add one other qualification. Though I shall refer
to the faculty of intuition throughout, my arguments would go
through just as well if, concerned about using the reifying
language of "faculties," one preferred to speak only of the
reliability of our intuitions or intuitive beliefs.

Framing

the issue in this way, the question is simply whether or not
most of our intuitions are true.

So far as I can see, the

choice of terminology makes little difference to what
follows.
I will argue in this chapter that no skepticism
restricted to IntuiMnn can be grounded in concerns about
reliability.

Adapting some thoughts first articulated by

Thomas Reid (1895a; 1895b)

and recently developed by William

Alston (1991; 1993), I shall argue, in Section 5.2, that
rec[uiring an independent showing of reliability before
deigning to trust the output of a given faculty forces one to
global skepticism.

In Section 5.3, I show that a restricted

calibration requirement, exempting some faculties from
independent calibration but requiring that all others be
calibrated by the exempted faculty or faculties, is entirely
arbitrary.
85

Section 5.4 will explore the question of whether

Though perhaps Reid's epistemology is significantly
indebted to Buffier. On this topic see Plantinga
(1993, X ) .
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we have, or could have, direct independent evidence that
intuition is unreliable.

In Sections 5.5 and 5.6, I go on to

argue that worries about the meghanistn of intuition and the
empirically inscrutable nature of its "connection" to the
truth are simply extensions of the undue partiality shown to
be unjustifiable in the earlier sections of the chapter.
Since that partiality was shown arbitrary, the concerns
produced by an extension of such partiality are unable to
support skepticism aibout the evidential value of intuitions.
I conclude that intuition must, on pain of arbitrariness, be
treated as a reliable source of evidence if. sense perception,
the favored faculty of the contemporary naturalistic
empiricist, is to be so treated.

5^

Calihrat-.inn and Eoir^i^-rnlar•i^y
The most obvious way to show that a faculty is reliable

is by offering an inductive argument based on the trackrecord of the faculty.

In other words, to determine if

source X is reliable, we determine if each of some
representative set of the outputs of the source are true or
false and take the proportion of truths as a reasonable
estimate of reliability.
following form:

Our argument, then, takes the
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X produced the belief that pi and p^ [or ~pi].
X produced the belief that P2 and p2 [or ~p2]•

X is reliable to degree N (where N is the number of
cases in which X produces a true belief divided by
the total number of cases considered).

Supposing the number of outputs checked for accuracy is
sufficiently high, we could have, it seems, good evidence for
the claim that belief—source X is reliable and for trusting
the rest of its outputs.
While this way of arguing for the reliability of a
faculty seems reasonaible enough, an important fact about our
grounds for believing one or another disjunct of the second
conjunct of each of the premises is not explicit in its
formal representation.

In order for this kind of argument to

rationally ground our conclusion that faculty X is reliable,
it is crucial that we have some kind of independent access to
the domain in question, access independent of our use of

faculty X.

It obviously will not do to use the very belief-

source the reliability of which is in question in order to
determine which disjunct of the second conjunct of each
premise is true.
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Our relying on faculty X in order to determine if an
output produced by X was true would not make the argument
formally circular, since the conclusion of the argument would
not explicitly appear as one of the premises.

It would,

however, vitiate the power of the argximent to provide good
reason for its conclusion because it is an instance of what
William Alston (1993) has perspicuously labeled "epistemic
circularity."®®

An argument is epistemically circular if, in

order to be rationally convinced of the truth of a premise,
we would have to already believe the conclusion.

It

involves, in Alston's words, "a commitment to the conclusion
as a presupposition of our supposing ourselves to be
justified in holding the premises" (1993, 15).

When the

reliability of an evidential source is at issue it is
obviously question-begging to rely on the very source in
question to certify its own reliability.

This would amount

to assuming the reliability of faculty X in order to justify
our premises for an argument that faculty X is reliable!

As

Thomas Reid more colorfully noted in this connection, "If a
86

See also Alston (1986) where the notion of epistemic
circularity is first discussed. In that paper,
Alston argued that epistemic circularity did not
undermine the power of a track-record argument to
justify. So long as the source in question was
artually reliable, a track-record argtiment would, he
claimed, justify belief that it was relicUale. More
recently, he seems inclined to question the
significance of that earlier conclusion, admitting
that it "offers a stone for bread" (1993, 17).
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man's honesty were called into question, it would be
ridiculous to refer it to the man's own word, whether he be
honest or not" (Reid 1895b, 447).
We need not take the reliability of the faculty for
granted in concluding, on the basis of something like a
track-record argument, that it is uareliable.

Instead we may

simply note the internal disagreement within the faculty as
evidence that it is unreliable.
least not for every faculty)

This does not require (at

that we actually rely on any of

its outputs to disprove the others, but only on the general
claim that a faculty given to extensive internal
contradiction cannot be reliable.
It is clear, then, that any track-record argument with
the power to rationally justify a belief in the reliability
of a faculty must be based on independent access to the
domain in question, which access is relied upon to provide us
with independent assurance of the truth or falsity of the
judgements produced by the faculty in question.

Consider,

for example, the calibration of Galileo's telescope.®®
Presented with Galileo's new instrument and the observational
evidence it appeared to produce, it was perfectly reasonable
for skeptics to demand some independent showing of
87

Though the one exception would seem to be intuition
since the knowledge that contradictions cannot be
true is presumably the product of intuition.

88

This example is borrowed from Cummins (1996a).
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reliability.

In this context, where the reliability of his

putative information source was in question, it would have
been obviously inappropriate for Galileo to claim that all
doubts about the reliability of the telescope were resolved
simply by repeated obseirvation of the heavens using the
telescope.

Instead, the telescope had to be, and was,

calibrated by testing it on terrestrial targets to which
there was independent naked-eye access.
A simple application of this apparent epistemological
truism might appear to generate a serious difficulty for
intuition.

If this calibration requirement is only properly

met in the way just outlined, by the provision of a nonepistemically-circular inductive calibration argument, then
in order for us to have a good reason to believe intuition
reliable, we would need to calibrate intuition by appeal to
some different faculty which could be relied upon to provide
us with independent information about the truth or falsity of
those propositions we intuit.

Such an independent faculty

would have, it would seem, to provide us with verdicts
regarding the same domain.

After all, if the faculty Y on

which we are relying to calibrate faculty X provides us with
no verdict whatsoever regarding the beliefs generated by
faculty X, then we will have no warrant for our assertion of
the second conjunct (whether it be confirming or
disconfirming) of each premise offered above.
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It is at this point that we cam appeal to a simple fact
which apparently shows that we have no good (i.e. nonepistertiically-circular) reason for thinking intuitions are
reliable.

Sense-perception, clearly, does not provide us

with evidence which, overlaps sufficiently with our intuitive
evidence.

As I was at pains to demonstrate in Chapter 1 of

the present essay, philosophers typically rely on intuitions
for evidence.
rely upon.

Moreover, it isn't clear what else they could

Sense-perception renders no verdict on the topics

that concern us in much of philosophical investigation.
do not simply

perceive.^9

We

using our five senses, that, to

mention just a few examples, punishment of the innocent is
wrong, that an organism's origin is essential to it, that
"water" on twin-earth means XYZ, that the law of non
contradiction is true, that anything possible is necessarily
possible, or that a Gettier case is not knowledge.
If sense perception provides us with no evidence one way
or the other regarding most of the topics about which
philosophers are concerned, then we certainly cannot
calibrate philosophical intuitions by appeal to sense
perception.

If, however, we cannot calibrate intuition by

appeal to sense perception, then, prestiming there are no
other calibrating faculties in the offing, it would seem that
89

Barman's broad notion of observation (discussed in
Chapter 3) not withstanding.
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we cannot cali±>rate intuition and so we have no yood f i.g
inri^opndt»n1-^ rf^asnn at- all for falcintr intuitrinn tn
reliable.

We arrive, then, at an apparently defensible

skeptical conclusion eUDOut intuition.®®
90

For a skeptical argument about philosophical
intuition with precisely this structure see Cummins
(1996a). I find two arguments for the epistemic
illegitimacy of intuition in that article. The
first argues that intuition camnot be calibrated or
shown reliable and the second (see the first
footnote of Section 5.4) that it is likely
unreliable. Cxiximiins first argximent runs as follows:
[1] A belief-forming technique, process or source
is epistemologically legitimate only if it
can be "calibrated" (i.e. inductively shown
to be reliable on the basis of some
epistemological access to the target
phenomena independent of the source the
reliability of which is in question).
(Premise)
[2] Philosophical intuition either can be
calibrated or cannot be calibrated. (Premise)
[3] Intuitions regarding domain D could be
calibrated only if we had an independently
justified theory of D. (Premise)
[4] If we had an independently justified theory
of D, then we would have no epistemological
need of intuitions to justify a theory of D.
(Premise)
[5] If philosophical intuition can be
theoretically calibrated, then it is
epistemologically unnecessary for the
justification of philosophical theory.(From
[3] & [4])
[6] Philosophical intuition is either
epistemologically unnecessary or
epistemologically illegitimate. (From [1] &
[5]).
If, as I think is clearly the case, intuitions
cannot be calibrated by independently justified
theory (for what evidential source would provide the
independent justification for a theory aibout most
philosophical questions?), then Cummins' argument
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Such a conclusion, however, is not: defensible.

While it

is true that we cannot show that intuition is reliable in any
non-epistemically-circular fashion, this fact does not
support a skepticism restrrleted to inl^uifcion.

This is

because we can just as easily argue, as countless skeptics
have, that sense perception is itself incapable of
independent calibration and so we have no non-epistemicallycircular reason to treat its offerings as reliable evidence.
The calibration concern is, after all, a completely general
one.
Though I'll not argue for this claim here, I think we
must concede that sense perception cannot be independently
calibrated.®^ We do not have, it appears, the access to the
physical world independent of our senses which would be
required for us to independently determine whether or not the
can be significantly simplified. The argument would
then rest squarely on the independent calibration
requirement:
[1] A belief-forming technique, process or source
is epistemologically legitimate only if it can
be "calibrated" (i.e. inductively shown to be
reliable on the basis of some epistemological
access to the target phenomena independent of
the source the reliability of which is in
question). (Premise)
[2] Intuition cannot be calibrated. (Premise)
[3] Intuition is epistemologically illegitimate.
This simpler argument is a paradigm instance of the
sort criticized in the text of this section.
91

See Alston (1993) for extended argument for this
claim.
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evidence of sense is reliable or not. If sense-perception is
incapable of independent calibration then it must be
epistemically problematic in just the same way as intuition.
The two faculties would seem to stand or fall together.
Moreover, even

sense perception eould be calibrated

by reason as Descartes and many philosophers following have
tried to show,

appeal to this fact to justify reliance on

sense perception to the exclusion of intuition would be
inconsistent.

This is because any attempt to calibrate sense

perception must take its corroborating premises only from the
deliverances of some other faculty, and in the case
envisaged, intuition would be the basis of such a calibration
of sense perception.

Consequently, skepticism about

intuition would undermine the value of the proffered
intuitive calibration of sense perception.
Reid and Alston take the problem of epistemic
circularity to run quite wide.

While Reid wrote of "the

evidence of sense, the evidence of memory" and so on, Alston
writes instead of belief-forming practices or faculties.
Both, however, claim that every single one of our faculties
or sources of evidence is, at base, subject to this problem
of epistemic circularity.

Any attempt to independently

calibrate Sense Perception, Memory, Consciousness (Reid's
92

Presumcibly at least some potential calibrations here
would be deductive rather than inductive.
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term for introspection), or Intuition seem to run afoul of
the problem of epistemic circularity.
The problem of epistemic circularity is also deeper than
the discussion to this point has revealed.

Even

one or

some of these particular calibration exercises could,
contrary to my claims, succeed, the fact pointed out by Reid
remains: at a truly fnndanip»nt:al level, we have no nonepistemically-circular reason to trust any of our faculties.
Indeed, Reid claimed that all human thought implicitly rested
on the claim that "the natural faculties, by which we
distinguish truth from error, are not fallacious" (1895b,
447)" and that this principle had to be taken as a first
principle without which "nothing else can be admitted; and it
is impossihlR t.a prove this rprinciplel by a-rqrumg>nt:. unless
God should give us new faculties to sit in judgement upon the
old" (1895b, 464, emphasis added).
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See Lehrer (1989; 1990) for an interesting
coherentist development of this Reidiam insight
different from that of Alston's foundationalist
development. Where Alston tries to argue (1993,
Chapter 5) that it can be practically rational to
trust our faculties in spite of the fact that we
cannot non-circularly demonstrate their reliability,
Lehrer argues that epistemic circularity is not
always vicious and, in the case of a principle
affirming the trustworthiness of our ways of forming
beliefs, it constitutes a form of positive eplstpmir,
self-support. Lehrer takes the Reidian firstprinciple to be a meta-principle which applies to
itself and thereby supports itself.
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This result is obvious if we attend again to the fact
that the calibration worry is phrased in general terms.

If

faculty X must be calibrated by appeal to faculty Y, then
mustn't faculty Y be calibrated itself by appeal to some
third faculty Z?

After all, if we've no independent grounds

for thinking that Y is reliable, then how Ccin the fact that X
agrees with Y on a sufficient number of propositions provide
us with any good reason to think X reliable?

Surely the

generality of the calibration requirement requires its
application to any calibrating faculty and the requirement
thereby generates a variation on the classical problem of the
regress of justification.

In this case the regress involves

faculties or belief-forming methods rather than particular
beliefs.

Nonetheless, the structure is the same.

Moreover,

the fact that the regress is formulated in terms of •Fac:u^^•i
makes the possibility of a justifying infinite regress even
more remote than it seems to be in the case of the regress of
beliefs.

So every attempted demonstration of reliability

must be, sooner or later, epistemically circular.®^
94

Refusing

Indeed, the circularity would seem to arise even in
the event that Reid's God were to gramt us new
faculties with which to calibrate or "sit in
judgement upon" our old faculties. The new
faculties would be, like our old faculties, subject
to the general calibration requirement and unable to
satisfy it. (See Chapter 3, Section 3 of Goldman
(forthcoming), entitled "Veritism and Circularity,"
for the suggestion that the very generality and
inescapability of the problem draws some of its
sting.)
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to countenance any epistemically circular reasoning,
rec[uiring an independent calibration of every faculty, seems
to lead to complete and total skepticism.

•'^g^mi-Slcgptieism and nndiif? Parfialil-v
The facts just pointed out should make us pause before
we require, as the skeptic had wanted to, that every faculty
be independently calibrated before we deign to treat its
testimony as evidence.
of complete skepticism.

That way lies the cognitive paralysis
In light of this difficulty, perhaps

the skeptic about intuition will embrace a restricted
calibration requirement and claim that what is. required is an
independent reason to trust any faculty other than sense
perception.

Assuming the reliability of sense-perception, it

is quite possible to show (using a track-record argument)
that a certain other evidential source is reliable.

Recall,

in this connection, the case of the telescope discussed
earlier.

Mightn't the skeptic require of any legitimate

evidential source that it be positively calibrated by senseperception?

This would be, of course, a version of

empiricism on which all evidence is, at base, sensory
evidence and on which any secondary or derivative evidential
source must be independently authorized by sense perception.
This sort of austere empiricism cannot provide us with
an acceptable reason for anything but our perceptual beliefs
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of the moment.

If we are to use sense perception to arrive

at general knowledge we need to rely, it seems, on inductive
inference and memory, neither of which can be demonstrated
reliable on the basis of sense-perception alone.

Any

empiricism not reduced to a very small observational base of
acceptable beliefs must allow in other faculties the
reliability of which cannot be certified by straightforward
sense perception.

So, the empiricist cannot, on pain of

quite radical skepticism, endorse a calibration requirement
allowing only sense perception to be trusted without
independent argximent.
Regardless of the possibility of an austere empiricism,
the main problem with this attempt to demarcate some set of
our faculties or belief-forming methods and require the
calibration of others is that it is, in light of the fact
that none of our fundamental faculties can be non-circularly
justified, f>nt-irely

arbitrary.^5

Here, again, Reid has seen

the dialectical situation clearly.
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On Reid's view, there are

A similar point is made by Chisholm; "There is
certainly no better ground for skepticism with
respect to our knowledge of truths of reason than
there is for scepticism with respect to our
knowledge of physical things" (1977, 49). See also
Alonzo Church's nice expression (cited by Chisholm)
of a similar sentiment; "The preference of (say)
seeing over nndgtrstanding as a method of observation
seems to me capricious. For just as an opaque body
may be seen, so a concept may be understood or
grasped" (1951, 104).
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two sorts of skeptics: 'thorough and consistent skeptics' and
'semi-skeptics' (Alston 1985; DeRose 1989; Lehrer 1989).

The

thorough skeptic is the sort of skeptic who will not trust
any

belief until the faculty producing is shown to be

reliable.

This sort of skeptic denies (or refuses to accept

without argument) Reid's first principle of the
trustworthiness of our faculties.

Since nothing can be shown

unless something is accepted, this skeptic must withhold all
belief.

Of this skeptic Reid writes.

If a sceptic should build his skepticism upon this
foundation, that all our reasoning and judging
powers are fallacious in their nature, or should
resolve at least to withhold assent until it be
proved that they are not, it would be impossible by
argument to beat him out of this stronghold; and he
must even be left to enjoy his scepticism. (Reid
1895b, 447)

Nothing further can be said to such a skeptic and, of course,
the skeptic cannot himself offer any aryiiment for his
skeptical stance.

Indeed, he cannot really believe anything

at all as his general skeptical stance combined with the
impossibility of satisfying his requirement precludes his
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acceptance of any proposition.

He must be left, as Reid

nicely puts it, "to enjoy his skepticism."
The semi-skeptic, on the other hand, claims that some of
our natural sources of putative evidence are worthy of our
epistemic trust wirhout an independent showing of
reliability.

She then demands that all other putative

sources be calibrated on the basis of the chosen faculty or
faculties or be deemed epistemologically untrustworthy.
of Reid's replies to the semi-skeptic who trusts
consciousness (introspection) and reason but not sense
perception was as follows:

[I]t is a good argument ad hominem, if it can
be shewn that a first principle which a man
rejects, stands upon the same footing with others
which he admits; for, when this is the case, he
must be guilty of an inconsistency who holds the
one and rejects the other.
Thus the faculties of consciousness, of
memory, of external sense, and of reason, are all
equally the gifts of nature.

No good reason can be

assigned for receiving the testimony of one of
them, which is not of equal force with regard to
the others.

The greatest sceptics admit the

testimony of consciousness, and allow that what it

One
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testifies is to be held as a first principle.

If

therefore, they reject the immediate testimony of
sense or of memory, they are guilty of an
inconsistency. (1895b, 439)

Elsewhere, in attacking semi-skeptics who rely on reason but
require an independent validation of perception, Reid writes:

Why, sir, should I believe the faculty of reason
more than that of perception?—they came both out
of the same shop, and were made by the same artist;
and if he puts one piece of false ware into my
hands, what should hinder him from putting another?
(1895a, 183)

Though Reid was reacting to a Cartesian or Humean
skepticism about the reliaibility of sense perception, his
reply to this kind of semi-skeptic can easily be adapted to
undermine empiricist semi-skepticism about intuitions.
Whatever the merits of Reid's claim that no good reason can
be assigned for trusting one faculty and not the other, I do
think Reid is right to insist that, in light of our inability
to non-circularly justify any basic faculty, some reason
needs to be given by those who would rely upon one faculty
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and yet reject the testimony of others.'®

Absent such a

reason, the empiricist's refusal to accept intuition without
independent calibration seems entirely unjustified and
epistemically arbitrary.
The empiricist semi-skeptic under consideration trusts
sense perception and demands that all other putative sources
of evidence be calibrated by sense perception.

If she claims

that her skepticism about intuition is based upon the fact
that intuition cannot be calibrated by sense perception, then
I think Reid's and Alston's considerations show this argument
alone cannot justify such •seleni-ive semi-skepticism. Our
inability to provide a non-intuition-based reason for
trusting intuition, then, cannot, in light of our inability
to provide a non-circular justification of sense perception
or any other basic faculty, provide non-arbitrary grounds for
skepticism restricted to intuition.
Therefore, if she is to avoid complete skepticism, and
its attendant cognitive suicide, but retain a principled
skepticism about intuition, the empiricist must start by
trusting all our faculties equally and then show that
intuition can still be shown an unreliable source of
evidence.
96

In the next three sections I'11 explore this

Though I will not argue for this claim here, I'm
inclined to see the arguments of Chapter 4 as
providing one reason to trust intuition more than
sense perception, namely, that without it, no
coherent epistemology can be constructed.
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potential route to skepticism about intuitions and show that
it is a dead. end.

5^

f n r fhf* nnr-Rl i ahi 1 i ^Y o f

TnMiihion?

So far I've argued that an unrestricted demand for
independent calibration leads to a global skepticism
(including, of course, skepticism about sense perception) and
so establishes nothing distinctively problematic about the
use of intuitions as evidence.

On the other hand, a

restricted version of the demand sufficient to undermine
intuition requires, on pain of complete arbitrariness, some
justification, and it is difficult to see, at least at the
outset, what such a justification could be.
Nonetheless, even if, in light of these problems, the
skeptic does not ground her skepticism about intuition on the
lack of independent calibration, she might attempt to find
another ground for her skepticism.

She might seek to justify

such selective skepticism not by claiming that we cannot show
intuition reliable on the basis of sense perception but by
claiming that we actually have good evidence for thinking
that intuition is unreliahlp. 9"^
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She might admit that while

See the second line of argument in Cummins (1996a)
for an example of this sort of skeptical argxament
for the unreliability of intuition. His argument
seems to run as follows:
[1]

Intuitions about some domain D are causally
and (unconsciously) inferentially produced
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[2]

[3]

[4]

by a tacit theory of D represented in the
brain of the intuitor. (Premise)
If intuitions are generated by unconscious
inference from a tacit theory of D, then we
are justified in believing them and hence in
using them as evidence only if we do not
have good reason to thinJc that the tacit
theory is unreliable. (Premise)
There is good reason to think that either of
the processes probably causally responsible
for our tacit acceptance of a theory of D is
likely to lead to our tacitly accepting an
unreliable theory of D. (Premise)
We are not justified in using intuitions as
evidence. (From [2] & [3])

Cummins argues for the truth of premise [3] by
the following route. First, he argues that natural
selection and undisciplined social learning are the
most likely sources of our tacit theories. He then
claims that both of these processes are likely to
install effective rather than accuratp tacit
theories. (Though Cummins (1996b) argues that truth
and accuracy ought not be conflated, the two seem to
come together in the case of a philosophical
theory.) Though this isn't entirely clear, he then
seems to argue, as he must if this second argument
is to go through, that effectiveness and accuracy
are likely to come apart and to use this claim to
licence the conclusion that our tacit theories are
likely to be inaccurate.
The interesting question is how he argues for
the claim that effective theories are likely to be
unreliable. One way Cummins seems to argue for the
claim involves appeal to the apparently incorrect
moral theories of our close evolutionary relatives.
Cummins claims that "you would have to be either
extremely cynical cibout morals, or extremely naive
about social interactions among primates and other
social species, to suppose that adaptive moral
[theories] are accurate" (1996a, 14). This
argument, however, rests on the supposition that our
present moral views [based on our current moral
intuitions] are accurate and so cannot undermine
those theories. In addition, the fact that Cummins
admits perceptual judgements are likely to be
theoretically mediated threatens the notion that
there is some particular problem with intuitions.
The remainder of the chapter should undermine the
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the arguments offered above show that all our faculties must
(on pain of total skepticism) be treated as innocent until
proven guilty, she has the evidence to convict intuition of
unreliability and thereby undermine whatever prima facie
equal claim to our epistemic allegiance it may initially
have.
There seem to be two ways in which the skeptic might
argue for the unreliability of a faculty.

The first

would involve pointing to a sufficiently great disagreement
between it and another of our faculties (intrapersonal
interfaculty inconsistency).
the remainder of the chapter.

This approach is my focus in
Such an inconsistency between

our faculties provides, in light of our commitment to the law
of non-contradiction, reason to think that at least one of
the faculties is unreliable.

It does not, by itself, tell us

which of the disagreeing faculties is at fault.

This route

to a skepticism about the evidential value of intuition would
require extensive disagreement between it and sense
perception.
A second potential defeater for our relying on a faculty
is extensive internal disagreement, in this case either
between the contents of a given person's intuitions
(intrapersonal intrafaculty disagreement) or between the
notion that any global empirical argument against
all intuitions could succeed.
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intuitions of different people (intrg^rpersona 1 intrafaculty
disagreement).

I'll not discuss this internal ground for

skepticism here except to note a couple of reasons for
thinking that the scope of the skeptical victory here is
likely to be minimal.

First, such an argument cannot justify

distrust of all intuitions because it depends on appeal to
the law of non-contradiction and the truth of that law is
presumably known to us by the use of intuition.

Second, such

an argument justifies at most skepticism regarding the areas
over which there is genuine and deep intuitive disagreement.
Let us consider the possibility of interfaculty
inconsistency.

If we had such a disagreement of doctrine,

then it might appear as though we could use exactly the
argument form outlined above to show that intuition was
unreliable.

In this case, sense perception would have to

provide us with evidence for the negation of a sufficient
number of the propositions which intuition apparently
endorses.

We would have to have the intuitions that pi ... pn

and independent reason from sense perception for thinking -pi
... -pn.

I'll argue that it is far from clear that this

scenario could obtain and that even if it were to obtain,
more would be needed to undermine intuition.
First, it is unclear how such a disagreement could arise
in the first place.

A direct showing of inconsistency of the

form needed would, it seems, require an overlap of output.
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If the faculties do not overlap in output, it is difficult to
see how they could be said to disagree and such disagreement
is a necessary condition of am undermining track-record
argument.

If, as argued above, intuition and sense-

perception do not much, if at all, overlap in the content of
the judgements they produce, then it looks unlikely that
sense perception could provide any direct evidence of the
unrelicLbility of intuition.^®
In fact, the skeptic here is in a bit of a bind.

In

order to argue against intuition on the basis of its failure
to be positively calibrated by sense perception, he had
earlier claimed that sense perception provided no independent
information about the claims of intuition and so intuition
could not be calibrated.

Now, in order to find an

inconsistency between sense-perception smd intuition
sufficient to form the basis of an undermining track-record
argument, he must claim that the two really do overlap in
output, that they disagree.
odds with each other.

The two projects are plainly at

The first impulse of the skeptic was

the correct one as its clear that the contents of intuitions
98

Bealer makes this point nicely: "Intuition is
seldom, if ever, disconfirmed by our experiences and
observations. The primary reason is that the
contents of our intuitions—whether conceptual,
logical, mathematical or modal-are by and large
independent of the contents of our observations and
experiences.... The conclusion is that the
opportunity for disconfirmation by experience and/or
observation seldom, if ever, arises" (1993, 172).
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and sense-experiences seldom overlap.

Since such, overlap is

a necessary condition of any disagreement, we cannot argue
against rational intuition in the mauiner envisaged.
Second, even if, somehow, contrary to what I've just
claimed, sense perception did actually conflict with
intuition in a sufficiently large number of cases, it is far
from clear that this ought to be taken to undermine
intuition.

The negative calibration argument being pursued

requires a further premise in order to undermine intuition,
that intuition ought to be the faculty to give way in the
event of some conflict.

After all, it is clear that any such

argument could equally well be reversed to show that sense
perception was unreliable.

We would then simply note that

sense perception appeared to indicate that pi ... pn but that
intuition indicated ~pj. ... -Pn-

Rather than testing the

reliability of intuition by the deliverances of sense
perception, we would test the reliability of sense perception
by the same deliverances of intuition.

Absent some

justification for going one way rather than the other it
seems to me, then, that no direct argument on the basis of
sense perception can be given against intuition.^®
Even if they concede that I'm correct thus far, many
philosophers will think that skepticism about intuition is
99

Indeed, in light of the fact that intuitive
knowledge of non-contradiction motivates the
problem, intuition cannot be the one to go.
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warranted even though we cannot demonstrate the existence of
such a direct inconsistency of doctrine as would be required
for negative calibration.

They will claim that we have

other, indirect. ways of demonstrating an inconsistency
between our faculties.

More specifically, if reliance on

sense perception fails to reveal to us a way in which we
could come to know about the various domains we take
intuition to provide evidence about, then wouldn't this
constitute a defeater for all our intuitions?

As we use

sense perception to empirically investigate the human
organism, we find, they might claim, no mechanism of
intuition which we can see as appropriately connected to the
apparently non-empirical domains about which intuitions
inform us.
The putative undermining evidence to which the skeptic
here appeals is not our having direct sensory grounds for
thinking that our intuitions are mostly false.

Instead, it

is that we see no way in which intuitions could be "connected
to" the truth.

This (so far only vaguely formulated) worry

is, I think, the main ground of contemporary antipathy
towards the notion of a priori justification and use of
intuitions as evidence.

In remainder of the chapter I'll

attempt to clarify the worry and demonstrate that it fails to
justify skepticism about intuition.
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ThP F:nipirirallv Tnv<>«^MCTa1-ahlf> Link: Wm-r-v
In this section, I will explicate what, as I just
indicated, I believe is the main ground of contemporary
skepticism about intuitions.

The skepticism is generated,

I'11 claim, by the fact that it seems impossible for us to
scientifically explain how intuition could operate to provide
us with reliable evidence because of the apparently nonnatural truth conditions of the judgements it provides.
Though I concede that such naturalistic explanation does
appear impossible, I'll go on to argue that this attempt at
an indirect undermining of intuition fails because it
involves, at base, exactly the sort of partiality to sense
perception which Section 5.3 demonstrated was unjustified.
We come at last to what seems the main contemporary
worry about intuition: the "mysterious" nature of its
operation and the lack of any empirically investigatable link
between its operations and the apparent "non-natural" truthconditions of the judgements which it produces.

To put the

point bluntly: Insofar as it seems impossible to
scientifically explain how intuition reliably informs us
about the truth, doesn't this undermine, at least to some
degree, our warrant for trusting our intuitions?
The problem which I'm trying to articulate has surfaced
repeatedly in recent epistemology.

One of the clearest

sources of this worry about intuition is the literature in
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the philosophy of mathematics on what has come to be Jcnown as
"Benacerraf's Problem:" given the abstract nature of
mathematical entities, given that the truth makers of
mathematical statements do not seem to be located in space
and time, how can we explain the fact that concrete creatures
like ourselves could come reliably to believe anything about
them?

Benacerraf pointed out that we do not have, and seem

to require in order to see ourselves as having knowledge
about some objects, "an account of the link between our
cognitive faculties and the objects known" (1973, 674).

In

order that we see our opinions as knowledge, he claimed, "it
must be possible to link- up what it is for p to hf* t-.rina wi hh
my belief that p" (1973, 667, emphasis added).
While Benacerraf developed his problem in the context of
a loosely formulated version of the causal theory of
knowledge (Goldman 1967; Harman 1973), the problem is
independent of such a theory as it has survived the demise of
straightforward causal theories of knowledge.

The reason is

that the problem to which he pointed does not require
anything like a completed analysis of knowledge.

As Hartry

Field points out, the force of Benacerraf's problem

does not depend on any theory of knowledge in the
sense in which a causal theory is a theory of
knowledge: that is, it does not depend on any
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assiimption about necessary and sufficient
conditions for knowledge.

Instead, it depends on

the idea that we should view with suspicion any
claim to know facts about a certain domain if we
believe it impossible in prinriplt»

P>xp1ain rhf^

rgliabilitv of our beliefs abnnr. t:ha^ domaTn.
(Field 1988, 233, emphasis added)

Nor does the problem arise only in connection with
mathematical knowledge.

As Daniel Bonevac notes, the same

putative epistemic difficulty arises for all knowledge of
abstracta:

[W]e ought to have epist--pmic access to the objects
we take our discourse to be about.

That is, there

must be some possibility of epistemic contact
between us and these objects, which can explain our
possession of knowledge about them ....

By

requiring 'epistemic access' I mean to demand that
any connection postulated between ourselves and the
objects of knowledge must allow for the possibility
of an empirical cognitive psychology, or even a
cognitive physiology. (Bonevac 1982, 8)
100

See also Casullo (1992, 558) for a similar claim
that the problem extends to all abstracta.
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I think the worry here is quite general as it arises for any
beliefs with apparently non-empirical truth conditions,
including those beliefs based on philosophical intuitions.
The same basic worry seems to me to arise for moral,
epistemological, modal, amd logical beliefs.
This same general worry about the nature of the
cognitive link between our faculties and their putative
target phenomena was forcefully emphasized in Goldman's
papers on the epistemology of modal metaphysics discussed in
Section 3.2.2 and in Harman's worries aJaout moral knowledge
discussed in Section 3.2.1.

Recall Goldman's repeated

request for a "story" or "account" of how our modal opinions
could be said to reliably reflect the nature of modal reality
as that reality is portrayed by most extant theories of the
ground of modality.

Similarly, recall Harman's worries about

what causal difference moral facts could possibly make,
especially what causal impact they could have on our
opinions.
I must admit that the worry can seem compelling as the
worry makes a prominent appearance in a recent paper by
Goldman and me (Goldman and Pust 1996)
101

We defended a

What follows aunounts to a retraction of the claim of
that paper that a naturalistically respectaible
explanation of the relicibility of intuition is
required. I now think that paper undermines the
philosophical epistemic value of intuition in its
attempt to provide it an evidential role within a
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psychologistic conception of philosophical analysis similar
to those discussed in Chapter 3 of the present essay.

We did

so by attacking other non-psychologistic conceptions of
philosophical analysis on epistemic grounds.

Our repeated

complaint against accounts of philosophical cuialysis which
take as their target some abstract or non-spatio-temporal
entity was a version of Benacerraf's objection, that such
accounts leave the nature of the "link" between our
intuitions and their truth-conditions a complete mystery.

We

point out the apparent lack of any "way" in which intuitions
(the psychological states of contingent material beings)
could be reliable indicators of the state of the target
(necessary, abstract, or non-natural entities).
The source of this concern in its many variants is the
fact that empirical investigation fails to reveal to us how
our intuitions (our intuitings) could in any way depend upon
their apparent truth conditions.

Indeed, empirical

investigation appears to be in principle incapable of
explaining these facts since it provides us only with
information about the actual natural spatio-temporal world.
This fact is, I think, actually the key to seeing our way
clear of the problem.

Focusing on exactly what the problem

naturalistic worldview. Since I think it must be
treated as evidence, and that there is no nonarbitrary groxind for excluding it, I now think parts
of that paper mistaken.
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is supposed to be enables us to see, I'll argue, that these
worries about a naturalistically investigatable mechanism of
intuition prP>5^ent: us with no new prnhlom and

no

cTT-nund for sltrgptrirism ahr.ni- int-niM-r.n.

I noted in my earlier discussion that sense perception,
taken neat, did not directly endorse or undermine the content
of our intuitions.

It was simply silent on the topics about

which philosophers have relied upon intuition to inform them.
I pointed out, in this context, that the silence of sense
perception could be taken as undermining intuition only on
the basis of a calibration requirement that either led to
global skepticism or to arbitrary partiality toward one
faculty.
The alleged alternative route to undermining intuition
now under consideration appeals to a lack of any empirical
scientifically respectable story about how intuition could
inform us aibout the truth on non-empirical matters.

But if

it is true that sense perception is, to begin with, silent
about the content of our intuitive judgements, then theories
constructed on the basis of that evidence must also be silent
about any link or lack thereof between the intuitings and
their truth conditions.

The inability of empirical science

to provide us with a 'link' between our intuitions and the
truth is already implicitly contained in our initial
epistemic situation.

The lack of an overlap nf cont-gnt makes
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it: impossible for us Ho trell an Ptrroi rif^al Iv at?r;gpt:ahl^ ctrnry
arrnrding fn which we can connerf our inl-nit:iners fn t.hf^
conditions of our intuiteds.

To do

SO,

we

would have to find

a way of independently determining the truth or falsity of
our intuitions using sense perception amd that, I've argued,
is something we cannot do.
If I'm right, then the inscrutability of the link cannot
provide us with good reason to think our intuitions
unreliable.

The notion that scientific investigation

undermines the possibility of distinctly philosophical nonempirical knowledge rests on the claim that such empirical
investigation fails to show how we could "be in contact" with
the relevant truth-makers and that this lack is a problem,
But this allegedly problematic fact was implicit in our
original epistemic situation when we admitted that sense
perception is silent on our philosophical questions, never
presenting us with judgements overlapping in content with our
intuitions.

In that context, I argued that the failure of

sense perception to directly calibrate intuition was not a
problem for intuition.

If this silence could not be taken to

count against intuition when sense perception was taken neat,
then how can the silence of empirical theory based on sense
perception be taken to undermine intuition?^°2
102

Here, as promised, I neglect to mention the fact
that intuition is required for the construction and
evaluation of scientific theories and so cannot be
coherently dismissed.
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My claim is that any force that the cognitive link
problem appears to have derives from just the sort of undue
partiality to sense perception discussed cuid dismissed above.
Treating this failure to find a truth-connected mechanism as
a problem for intuition is really simply another version of
the restricted empiricist calibration requirement.

Since we

have already shown that requirement to be unreasonable, we
should conclude that the naturalistic-link requirement is
likewise unreasonable.

If the demand for an empirical or

causal account of the relationship between us and the truth
conditions of our intuitions is simply another instance of
the calibration requirement, it is, in the end, a result of
refusing to take seriously the fact that intuition is a
genuinely basic faculty distinct from sense-perception, and
on no worse initial footing than our other natural faculties.
Can it be this easy to solve the general problem
suggested by Benacerraf?

No,

I've not solved the problem if

a solution requires rendering consistent the two claims which
seemed inconsistent to Benacerraf.

The problem was generated

by the incompatibility of a causal constraint on knowledge or
reliable belief and the non-natural truth conditions of
certain of our judgements which seem to count as knowledge.
This incompatibility is, I think, genuine and uncimeliorable.
It is, however, a problem for the notion that we have
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knowledge or reliable belief about non-empirical states of
affairs only if the grounds for the causal constraint are
better than those for the truth of various non-empirical
propositions delivered by intuition.I've argued that
there are no good grounds for refusing to admit intuition as
a fundamental source of evidence and hence that the universal
causal constraint cannot be non-arbitrarily motivated.

It

is, then, the universal causal constraint that must give way.

5.6

Significant: Self-Support

My argument here might be clearer if situated within the
perspective of Alston's version of a Reidian epistemology.
In this section, I restate the main points of the previous
section in that context.
In an extremely brief concluding section of his (1993)
book, Th<:> Reliability r>f Sgn.qp

ion. entitled

"Significant Self-Support," Alston discusses a way in which
the "prima facie claims of established doxastic practices can
be strengthened" (138).

There are, he avers, epistemically

circular arguments that discriminate between practices
because they cannot automatically be offered for any faculty
whatsoever.
103

Jerrold Katz (1995, 494) points out that in the
unpublished manuscript from which "Mathematical
Truth" was drawn, Benacerraf admits that the focus
of that manuscript might also have been on the
concept of knowledge and how it must be improved to
accommodate mathematical knowledge.
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In connection with, sense perception, Alston cites two
facts as strengthening its claims.

First, using sense

perception, memory and inference we are able to make
predictions which are often largely correct and to control
the course of events in the natural world.

Second, and most

important to our present concerns, relying on sense
perception and inference we are "able to establish facts
about the operation of sense perception that show both that:
it is a reliable source of belief and why it is reliable"
(1993, 138, emphasis added).
While arguments for these claims cannot be used to
support the reliability of sense perception without falling
into circularity since "apart from reliance on sense
perception we have no way of knowing the outcome of our
attempts at prediction and control, and no way of confirming
our suppositions about the workings of perception," they
strengthen sense perception's "claims to reliability" because
some practices, even when relied upon, do not produce such
results and because it is conceivable that we might not have
had such results with sense perception (1993, 138).
Let us set aside the second point about the
conceivability of our failure to have such successes in
relying on sense perception and focus on Alston's claim that
the fact that not all practices allow for such results
strengthens the claims of sense perception to reliability.
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In an analogy sure to be greeted with glee by the skeptic
about intuition, Alston points out that some practices, like
crystal ball gazing, do not show anything analogous to these
results and so the claims of such sources "suffer by
comparison" (138)•

Perhaps the skeptic will want to claim

reliance on intuition is rather like crystal ball gazing in
that it admits of no self-support of the sorts found in the
case of sense perception.
I must admit, having just explicitly argued for it, that
intuition does not admit of the sort of self-support of which
sense perception admits.

Nonetheless, I think this raises no

difficulty for intuition as the sort of self-support in
question here does not provide any evidence for the
reliability of sense perception and, in spite of his talk of
how these two facts "strengthen claims to reliability,"
Alston himself admits this.
Alston does not take self-support of the sorts he
mentions in connection with sense perception to provide any
independent epist^mic reason for supposing the practice so
supported reliable because the support is obviously infected
with epistemic circularity.

Significant self-support, he

notes, provides evidence for reliability only on the
assumption of that relicibility.

This, he admits, is "hardly

evidence in any straightforward sense" (1993, 139). It is
only assuming that sense perception reliably informs us of
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the results of our predictions and interventions that we can
determine that our scientific theories yield predictive and
instrumental success.

It is only by assuming that sense

perception is relicible that we are able to confirm and test
any such accounts as we have of the mechanisms of perception
and to determine how sense perception reliably informs us
about the world of everyday middle-sized objects.

Such self-

support, then, can provide no non-epistemically circular
reason for taking sense perception to be relicible.
Alston's claims about "self-support" in this connection
are not ideally clear, but they are connected to his positive
claim that it is practirally or prudentially rational to
trust various of our basic practices.

As he admits, he takes

the facts grouped under the claim of "self-support" to
function merely "as a way of strengthening the prima facie
claim of a doxastic practice to a kind of practical
rationality" (1993, 139).

I've not endorsed any of Alston's

positive epistemology which endeavors to show that it is
practically reasonable for us to form beliefs in the ways we
standardly do and then attempts to derive, via a kind of
pragmatic implication, the claim that we have reason to take
our faculties to be reliable.

Since I have endorsed no such

positive epistemology, I'm free to appeal to the fact
(granted by Alston) that self-support is not gpistemic
support of any kind as my grounds for refusing to admit that
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the lack of the kinds of "self-support" found in sense
perception undermines intuition.

This is sufficient to

undermine the notion that the facts cited above amount to an
epistemic reason to favor sense perception over intuition.
That said, I want to point out that even on Alston's
positive

stgrnnloyy. the failure of intuition to provide

the same sort of nontrivial self-support as is found in the
case of sense perception does not necessarily reflect poorly
on intuition.

The reason is, as Alston elsewhere points out,

that the answer to the question of whether the results
produced by reliance on a faculty constitute "non-trivial"
self-support depends on the nature of the faculty in
question. Specifically, he claims that

we must be careful not to suppose that a practice
can be nontrivially self-supported by its fruits
only in the SP [the practice of forming beliefs
based on sense perception] way.

(Alston 1991, 174)

So, the fact that sense perception admits of empirical
investigation into its mechanisms and otherwise supports
itself does not, even on Alston's epistemology, count against
intuition unless similar demands are appropriately made of
intuition.

There is no reason, I think, given the content of
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the judgements produced by intuition, to take it to have any
causal or naturalistic pretensions.
So the fact of initial parity on which I've relied,
implies that the sorts of "self-support" cited by Alston
constitute no such thing from a purely epistemic perspective.
Furthermore, even on Alston's pragmatic epistemology, the
fact that intuition does not support itself in one of the
ways that sense perception supports itself constitutes,
without further argument, no mark against it.

5.7

Concrlusion
This chapter has argued for a kind of epistemic parity

of intuition with our other basic faculties, including sense
perception.

If I've been successful, then sense perception,

intuition, and our other basic faculties cannot have their
reliability independently validated nor undermined.
Initially, they stand or fall together, and this, combined
with the failure of content overlap, means that we can
provide no reason which undermines one without the others.

5.8

Aft-f>rward
After arriving at this point, the reader might be

inclined to claim that this is a rather strange defense of
the epistemic probity of treating intuitions as evidence.
Supposing I have succeeded in showing that the epistemic
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credentials of intuition are no worse, ultimately, than those
of sense perception, it is easy to take my means of showing
this as indicating how little can actually be said for sense
perception or for any of our basic faculties.

My epistemic

parity argximent, then, might be said not to show why we
actually have good reason to treat intuitions as evidence,
but merely why we have no good reason to treat sense
perception as evidence.

I have not argued (as Alston at

least attempts to) that we can provide some sort of
justification for treating our basic practices as reliableAnd, absent that, isn't there a sense in which I have
succumbed to a very deep scepticism myself?
I think there is something to this concern.
Specifically, it reflects our desire to refute the global
skeptic.

I've not refuted the global skeptic.

doesn't mean that I have joined him either.

But this

I have no way of

arguing against him since he admits nothing which could serve
as a premise in an argument.

Likewise, he has no way of

ar^niing that his skeptical stance is superior to a nonskeptical one.
Still, even if my position, at base, concedes the
unanswerability of the total skeptic, I do think the sorts of
arguments I've adapted from Reid and Alston provide an
effective antidote to contemporary empiricist skepticism
restricted to a priori intuition.

Though my Reidian parity
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argument is not a non-question-begging response to the global
skeptic, I cannot see that it is inconsequential as a
response to the empiricist semi-skeptic about intuition.
present, I'm unable to see what more could be provided.

At
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